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ABSTRACT

A number of chalcogenide glasses, representing the complete glass

forming regions of the· three binary systems Selenium-Arsenic·, Selenium-

Tellurium, and Tellurium-Arsenic were prepared in bulk form.

For each of the glasses in each of the three systems, measurement

of d.c. conductivity over a large temperature range, and optical absorption

also over a large temperature range were completed. The Hall effect was

looked for in the glasses from the Tellurium-Arsenic system. Other

supporting experiments, namely, space charge limited current measurements

in representative glasses from two systems, and density measurement of all

glasses were carried out. X-Ray diffraction tests were· used to identify

each material as amorphous.

A description is given of the material.and specimen preparation

techniques, as are details of experimentation •.

A consideration of some current theoretical ideas is shown to point

.to a density of states model which should apply to a .large range of

amorphous semiconductors.

Based upon this model certain computer calculations are made:

The temperature dependence, of the density of free carriers in the

conduction and valence bands, and the position of the Fermi energy as a

function of temperature are determined. The calculations assume, acceptor,

and donor, character for the localized states (proposed in th~ model)

associated with the conduction and valence bands respectively •

.A second group of calculations is made to determine the variation of

optical absorption coefficient with incident photon energy, assuming band

to band transitions to be the dominant absorption mechanism.



A comparison between the calculated and empirically determined

functions for the above two cases,plus those of the space charge limited

current measure~ent is made so that'a number of conclusions can be drawn.

These include amongst others, the 'universal' nature of the density of

states model, the existence and role of localized states, the nature of

the conductivity, i.e. intrinsic or extrinsic, and the validity of the

calculations.

An anomolous low temperature, conductivity - temperature - electric

field, characteristic is found in annealed specimens of certain glasses.

This effect is discussed and is thought to be associated with 'hopping

conduction'.

Other questions concerning, variation of properties with composition,

the difference bulk and thin film produced samples, and quality of elect-

rical contacts are raised and discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.01.0 CHALCOGENIDE GLAS,SES AND AHORPHOUS SE!-lICONDUCTORS

Chalcogenide glasses, being those glasses based on one or more of

the elements Sulphur, Selenium and Tellurium, form a large and important

group,of a class of materials known as amorphous semiconductors. They

are distinguished from other groups in that they are solid, as opposed

to liquid, do not contain oxygen, and are easily produced in bulk from

the melt and do not require the more rapid quenching processes entailed
in thin film production.

Throughout this work the term chalcogenide glass is considered

synonomous with term amorphous semiconductor. The justification for this

is that many of the aspects discussed, particularly in relation to the

band structure are expected' to apply to other groups of disordered m~terials.

The expression semiconductor as used in this work requires defining.

In the simplest terms, it refers to any material which conducts e1ectronic-

~ly (rather than ionica1ly), the conduc~ivity of which over any temperature

interval will be governed by a characteristic activation energy, or

energies. This energy, will often be associated with a region of

forbidden energy in the band structure of the material.

It is immediately obvious that this definition is further reaching

than that used for crystalline semiconductors. As defined here a material
16 -1 -1 '\v.itha conductivity of 10- ohm cm may still be semiconducting. Such

a value for the conductivity of a crystalline material would require it to

be in the class of an insulator, although a characteristic activ~tion

energy may still govern'the temperature dependence of the' conductivity.

A more appropriate term for m~ny of these materials may be semi-insulating.
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The term amorphous should also be defined. It is here meant only

to imply the absence of any long range order (over~ 100 R or more) in

the atomic structure of the material. Hence for example such matElrials

a~ two phase glasses, polycrystalline solids with crystallite size >100 2

will still be classed as amorphous.

1.02.0 HISTORICAL NOTE

With·the exceptions of amorphous selenium and arsenic tri-sulphide,
chalcogenide glasses were not generally known, and considered as a sep~rate
group of materials until the latter part of the 1950's. At this time work'
began to be published, principally from the U.S.S.R. by Kolomiets,
Goryunova et al (see for example [1] - [3]) and also by Pearson et al
([4][5]). These works reported mainly new glasses, and glass forming
limits, but also the initial findings of fundamental physical properties.
A number of review articles summarize· this work ([6] - [9]).

'As theoretical interest in disordered solids increased and the materials
became established in their own right, ~ore work was published, primarily
on theoretical predictions and electrical and optical properties (specific
references to some of this work is made in the introduction to chapter 3).

In 1965 the first International Conference on Liquid and Amorphous
Semiconductors took place. Since then two further conferences have been
held, the most recent ~eing in 1969. In the published proceedings of the
1969 Conference [10] there are a number of review articles summarizing
various aspects of amorphous semiconductors.

THE IMPORTANCE OF AMORPHOUS SENICONDUCTORS

With established crystalline semiconductors satisfying the vast
majority of the needs of the electronics industry the question of the

, ,
importance, and need for amorphous semiconductors becomes in many ways a'
valid one.
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There are several possible answers to this question, some of which

even by themselves would require work to be done on this group of

materials. Some of these points v/ill now be briefly discussed. The

order in which they are considered is not intended to imply any scale of

importance.

From the physicist's point of view, these materials form an easily

obtainable and reproducible class of disordered solids, and as more and

more of the problems concerned with electronic properties of materials.

with ordered lattices are solved, it is reasonable that theoreticians and

experimentalists, should begin to consider the more difficult problems of

disordered structures. Ioffe and Regel [9] first pointed out one of the

most important aspects of these materials: From a theoretical viewpoint

a regular crystalline potential (implying long range order) is a necessary

condition for the band structure of allowed·electron states. But from the

first investigations on amorphous semiconductors it was apparent that the

concept of a band structure still applied. Sho~t range order and the

prevailing form of the chemical bond then become the requisites for a

band structure, and an understanding of these becomes important. The

cnalcogenide glasses (as a class of amorphous solids) many of which have

reasonable conductivities provide a potential source of data,'upon which

.a phenomenological theory can be based, or which could be used to verify

other theoretical predictions.

From a technological point of view, amorphous semiconductors have an

apparently vast potential, which stems from a number of properties: In

particular they can transmit in the infra red to considerably longer wave-

lengths than oxide glasses"and of course many are truly semiconducting,

as regards the actual magnitude of the conductivity. It also became

apparent even from early investigations [11] that impurit~es do not

generally affect the electronic properties so drastically as is the case
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for crystalline semiconductors. Any relaxing of the high specifications

of purity in manufacturing processes would obviously be advantageous.

The apparently insatiable requirements of the electronics industry

for new and improved devices also created interest in properties peculiar

to these materials: Firstly many of the materials are reported to show

an anomolous switching behaviour (see[20]~1]of chapter 6) where a simple

bwo terminal device can change its resistance state merely by the

application of an appropriate voltage. The switching occurs very rapidly,

and some ~evices' are capable of staying in the switched state, exhibiting

a form of memory function. Also since the materials are already highly

disordered they are impervious to even excessive radiation doses [12].'

The understanding ~~d exploitation of these properties could be of

great technological importance.

These and other points not mentioned, can be seen to place amorphous

semiconductors in the class of materials for which a~'much greater understa'1d-

ing is required.

1.04.0 DEFINING THE PROJECT

Bearing in mind the 'state of the art' at the commencement of the

project, there were a number of paths which a study of the fundamental

properties of amorphous semicon~uctors conductors could have taken. '

One of the initial decisions, taken almost 'immediately, was to work

exclusively on bulk produced materials as opposed to thin 'vacuum deposited

films. Two reasons are put fO~/ard to explain the choice; (a) Owing to

the different evaporation rates and melting temperatures of the initial

constituents, the proportions of these constituents in the final (thin

film) product ~annot be accurately known. The same problem does not occur

\'1ithbulk materials. (b) There are considerable difficulties in the •
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reproducible production of thin films. Such parameters as substrate

temperature, ambient pressure and residual gases must be very carefully'

controlled to obtain any reproducibility. Also the actual structure of

a thin film may differ from the melt, due to the far more rapid quenching

processes that are operative.

Two more factors further defined.the project. Firstly it was

decided to investigate a range of glasses in an attempt to determine if

any general features of amorphous semiconductors(strictly chalcogenide

glass) exist (This statement anticipates to some extent the discussion in

chapter 3, where it becomes obvious that a model containing features which

should be common to all materials, is arguable). Secondly the glasses'

wou Ld only be simple binary glasses. In fact up till 1967 the great

majority of chalcogenide glasses reported were very complex, containing as

many as five and six elemental components([l] - (5]). In using binary

glasses any quantitative analysis of the results would become much simpler

(Note: Only one elemental glass exists, this being amorphous. selenium).

The final decision, as to ,...hich glasses, or glass systems were to be

investigated, was left until a preliminary investigation of the glasses

and glass forming systems had been undertaken.

The final choice, was to investigate glasses made from binary comb-

inations of Selenium, Tellurium and' Arsenic... The criteria on which the

decision was based were (a) conductivity and range of conductivity of these

·glasses, (b) the composd tdons comprised all binary glasses from a ternary'

system, (c) difficulty of manufacture, (d) reproducibility. ,Other
I

glasses that were made, were from the systems As-S,Ge-Se, Ge-S, Si-Te,

Si-Se.

1.04.1 CHOICE OF EXPZRIMENTS

The choice of the measurements to be made was in some ways straight-. ,
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forward. A new branch of semiconducting materials required the basic

measurements of semiconductor physics to be applied. Hence the experiments

initially proposed were d.c. conductivity as a function of temperature,

optical absorption (in particular the fundamental absorption edge), Hall

effect, and thermoelectric e.m.~

The first two of the experiments would provide information about the

band structure of the materials, principally the size of· the energy gap,

and possibly the density of states function at the band edges. The second

two would give evidence concerning the·type of charge carrier and mobility

and scattering mechanism.

Having stated this it is necessary to say that in fact measurements

of thermoelectric e.m.f's were not possible. All of the experimental

appara~us had to be built,and time did not allow the development of the

apparatus required for this measurement. It remains an ·experiment from

which much useful information is still to be obtained.

Emphasis was placed on the measurement of d.c. conductivity. Special

measures were taken to allow the measurements to be made over as large a

temperature and conductivity range as possible. It had been claimed that.

conduction in these materials was always intrinsic (see review articles

quoted), but this conclusion was based almost entirely on data obtained

above room temperature. To determine if ,there were any extrinsic regions,

measurements must obviously be made over~ the~whole range of temperature·

for which the conductivity is measurable.

During the course of the work it became obvious certain other support-

ing experiments would be useful. These were all carried out on a smaller

scale than those described above. The reasons for each of them will be

explained in the text.
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PLAN OF THESIS

The project consisted of four app~oximately equal parts (a)

preparation of materials and fabrication of experimental specimens, (b)

construction of experimental apparatus and establishing of experimental

techniques, (c) measurement, (d) computation 'and interpretation of results.

Chapters 2 and 3 serve to give a brief introduction to crystalline

and amorphous semiconductors. The theories briefly discussed in chapter 3
are not intended to provide a summary of all the theoretical work completed

on disordered solids. Instead a brief review of three of the more

phenomenological theories currently used in discussion of amorphous semi-

conductors is presented.

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with (a) (b) (c) as above, whilst chapters'

6-9 deal with (d).

Chapter 10 is a statement of the conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2

CRYSTALLINE SEMICONDUCTORS
i

2.0)..0 INTRODUCTION

Despite the fact that amorphous materials have no long range order,
{a necessary condition for band structure} results obtained for them are
often discussed in terms of band structure. The theoretical justifica-
tion for this "rillbe discussed in chapter 3, but in ·this chapter, the
essential features of the band structure for crystalline semiconductors,
partly for their own sake,but also as a prelude to chapter 3, are
outlined.

The chapter is written with special reference to the experiments to
be described later, and in particular, for the effect of space charge
limited currents, a complete semi-quantitative theory is given.

2.02.0 ENERGY BANDS

\f.hena number of atoms are brought together as in a solid, the state
of the electrons of individual. atoms change. The obvious illustration is
that of two hydrogen atoms. When the atoms are close enough together for
the wave functions to overlap, then it is found that.combinations of~~A
and¥B ' the waverunct Lcne of the individual atoms, describe the new
wavefunctions. The two different combinations have different energies.

A similar effect occurs with an assembly of N similar atoms. Electrons
which on individual atoms had the same energy, now split into bands, so
that there will be bands of allowed and forbidden energy levels, just as .
for the individual atoms there are only certain allowed energy levels, see
fig. 2.1. The difference in energy levels within a band decreases as N
increases. For a simple band, because of the two spin states available
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to each electron, 2.1'1 electrons are required to fill each band , In the

event of t.wo bands ove r-Lappd.ng this condi ticn w i.Ll,be modified.

The highest, filled band is associated w i t.h those electrons which

form the cov21ent bands in·the usual chemical bond picture, and for this

reason is referred to as the valence band. The next hiGhest band, part

filled or empty is the conduction band, since electrons in this band are

less tiGhtly bound and are free to move throughout the crystal.

Another appr-oach to the problem of electrons in solids and one whi ch

shows up furt~cr features of the hand structure is the nearly free electron

model. In this model the electrons are treated as almost free, but being

perturbed I/caldy by the periodic potential of the ion cores.

For the free electron the wave function obeys the wave equation

2mEV/2 T 2.02.1

the solutions of \o1hichare travelling waves,w.i.t h wave vector

k = i k r -i k rAe --+ Be -- 2.02.2

1~e energy in the one dimensional case is

E = 2.02·3---

which on comparison vii th the de-Brog'Lie relation shows the momentum to be

p = t. k 2.02.4---

i.e. directly dependent on the wave number.

The case of an electron moving in a periodic potential was first solved

by Bloch, \"Ihofound that solutions were of the form

i!5.xu !sex) e 2.02.5---
ikxwher-e e- represents a plane wave, and· Uk (x) is a function periodic in

the crystal lattice.
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The dependence of E vs Is. is modified from the free electron case, dis-

continuities ap:r,;earingat integer values of 'ITjn for!::,,,herea is the

interatomic di.sLanc s for the lattice. The discontinuities can be seen

(e.g. [13J) to be the result of Bragg reflections in the lattice, since

they occur v.ho n the \.:avevector equals an integal number of interatomic

spacings. Because of the Bragg reflections, two standing vev ee are

g<nerated havinG different energies, thus causing the dj_scontinuj_ty~

2.02.1 BRILLOUIN ZONES

The re.r:;ion +--of k space bounded by - 1(/ is referred to as the first
B.

Brillouin zone, that between -If - -2 II and _:II - 2 il as the 2nd Brillouina a a a
zone and GO on. Howev er-because of the form of equation 2.02.5 it can be

shown [I], tile \'lavenumbers differing by integer values of -;-are equiv-

alent,so that all waves can be reduced to the 1st Brillouin zone, which

representation is termed the reduced zone scheme.

In three dimensions, Bloch functions are of the form

ikr U ()e -- rk - 2.02.6---

The Brillouin zones now become polyhedra and in the extended zone scheme

the volumes lying between polyhedra. The E vs ~ surfaces wi.Ll.depend on

the exact crystal structure and in .general are quite complicated functions.

TIISULATCRSAND SEMICONDUCTORS

If the valence electrons completely fill one or more bands and the

next highest band is empty then the crystal will be an insulator. This

arises simply ~ecause all the states within an energy band are occupied

so that an applied electric field is unable to alter t1lenet momentum

(see equation 2.02.4) of the band.
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In a Geniconducto~ the width of the forbidden band,and temperature,

(see 2.06.0) are such that there is a finite probability of electrons from

the valence band being thermally excited into the conduction band. Now

under the influence of an applied electric field there will be a net change

in rnomentw:;for each band so that charge transport can occur. The actual

magnitude of t:-lechange (and the conductivity) is governed by the scatter-

ing processes for electrons within the crystal.

A study of the dynamics of electrons in crystals shaHS that electrons

behave as if possessing an effective mass m*, which is a direct result of

the exchange of ~omentum between the electron and the lattice. The value

of the effective mass for a general anisotropic energy surface is a tensor

m
= l.2 2.04.1---

It is appar-ent: even in a simple two dimensional ca.se that the value of

m* varies thro~gh any energy band. Near the bottom of a band m* is positive,

and if the band there is parabolic, its·magnitude will be close to the true

value m. As k is increased m· becomes infinite in the middle of the band,

and then negative until at the top of ~he band it is negative and again

close to the free electron value.

Any empty states at the top of a band are termed holes, they can be

shown ([1] - [4]) to behave as electrons "lithnegative effective mass or as

electrons \"lithpositive charge and positive effective mass. In an electric

field the holes drift in opposite direction to the electron.

IiJTIUUSIC ;,NDEXTRINSIC SElHCONDUCTORS

For the perfect, semiconducting crystal the electron states are those

in the aLLowed bands. The material is able to conduct because of the
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electron hole pairs thermally generated. Any material which at the
absolute zero of temperature is an insulator can show this behaviour,
known as "Intrinsic Conduction", if the temperature can be raised sU'f'ficient-
ly ~igh. The temperature necessary for the number of carriers to be
appreciable will depend on the width of the forbidden gap Eg•

If however imperfections, usually taking the form of impurities and
situated substitutionally in the lattice, are introduced, then their
electron states may have energies lying in the forbidden region. If these
states are occupied and electrically neutral at T= OOK, they are termed
donors, and if empty and neutral, termed acceptors, fig. 2.2. At finite
temperatures,donor states may donate their electrons to the conduction
band (again the process is activated thermally),or if acceptors are present
they may accept electrons from the valence band leaving holes behind.
Conduction entailing these processes of charge carrier production are .
termed "Extrinsic" or"Impurity" conduction.

It is often the case that both donor and acceptor states are present,
in which case the respective densities of the two sets of states will

. .usually be different. Such a material is then referred to as a comp~nsated

semiconductor.

TRAPS

The localized electron states introduced above can act in another way.
If an empty, neutral (acceptor) site is situated near or above the middle
of the energy gap, then an electron in the conduction band, instead of
recombining directly with a hole in the valence band, may first fall into
this acceptor level. It then recombines with a hole in the valence band

.from this level. If the transition probability for the seco~d stage of this
process is Lower than the first, then the state is referred to as an electron
trap. The converse argument can be applied to describe hole trapping·states.
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2.06.0 D~;T:~I'~'V 02"_;;'T'ATES, AND DlSTl{IBLJTION F'UflCTION

The density of states N(E) for free electrons is calculated (see for

example [1] - [4]) to be

j\T (~),-, J:<., ::: 2.06.1---
However for tllO case of electrons moving in a periodic potential, and

hence in energy bands of finite width, this may not be a good approxinntion.

As described in 2.04.0 the movement of an electron, or more precisely an

electron \/aVC: Group,is governed by an effective mass tensor. Th i s will

vary considerably over an energy band, although experiment ShO\'18that at

the band edges its value is close to that of the free electron [2J.

The dsnsi.t.y of energy levels in an actual solid is difficult to

calculate, and therefore equation 2.06.1, wi th m* substituted for m is

assumed a reasonable appr-oxj mation . This is most likely to be the case in

the vicinity of the band edges, and as will be discussed in the next para-

graph, in the case of semiconductors \Veare in fact mainly concerned with

electrons and holes at the band edges.

The manner in wh ich the electrons are distributed over the allowed

levels is governed by Fermi-Dirac statistics. Hence the probability of

occupation of a discrete non-degenerate state is governed by

P(E) = 1/ [1 + exp (E -~) / kT ] 2.06.2---
where E

F
, the Fermi level, equal to the chemical potential is the energy at

whi.chthe probability of occupation is one half. For the intrinsic case

the posiLion of ~ is close to the centre of the energy gap being given by
l'

2.06.3---
Hhere E - energy of the conduction band edgec

E = energy of the valence band edge.v

m * m * are effective masses of holes and electrons
p n

respectiVely.
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In gene!'o.lits position will be governed by the occupation or the

states in the forbidden Bap.

The number of electrons occupying the available levels in an energy

r-ange dE is then

dn NCE) PCE) dE

In par-t i.cuLar-the number of free electrons in the conduction band ne
is

2.06.if---
and the nW;'lberof holes in the valence band

J-oD:::

___ 2.06.5

Vlhere 1 - peE) is the probability of hole occupation.

For ~ mor-e than 4kT away from the band edges equation 2.06.2 m:;_ybe

appr oxi.mat.edto ?(E) = exp - (E - E~ )/kT which introduces w.i th respect to
l'

the true distribution function an error of less then !.y/o.

It can also be seen from the appr-oxi.mat.eexpression that the probab-

ility of occupation diminishes rapidly as E - EF increases, and it is for

this reason that only states near the band edges are important in calculat- J

ing n or n •e p

2.07.0 Sf'F:SCTS OF NON-HOl"IOGENSITY

Before continuing further with the experimental theory some important

points are briefly made. They concern the effects of heterogeneity and

poly-crystallinity on the electronic structure of materials, whi.chup till

no\'!have been considered ordered crystals of uniform composition. These

phenomena are ex~ected to play an important role in amorphous semiconductors



and should be oornein mind in the comparison of experiment and theory.

If for eXEU11}llethere are variations in conccntr-at.Lons of impurities

throughout a ::op.:;cirnenthere will be a corresponding variation in the

densities of free carriers. The region containing the excess will lose

some of its chQr~e to the relatively deficient region producing a charge

double Layer , 'I'he process continues until the concentration c;r8_dientis

balanced by t.he field due to the double layer. 'I'he net effect is the

production of a potential difference between the two regions which will

obviously affect the transport of charge carriers.

Similar arguments may apply to the equilibrium between different

grains of a crystal w i,t.h different impurity conc ent.r-at.Lons, and this case

may be further complicated by trappin~ states at the grain boundaries.

It iVould be expected that excessive non-homogeneity would appreciably

modify the pr opert Les of semiconductors t.obe d.iscuaaed , and the

consideration of such materials may indeed provide a link between crystal-

line and amor-phous phases.

This tonic is discussed again in a little more detail in chapter 6.

2.08.0 ::LD~'2JICAL CONDUC1'IVITY

Commencing from the Boltzman equation (general transport equation for

charge carriers of long mean free pa ths in solids) it can be shown [4),

that the conductivity in an isotropic semiconductor is

n
e
. e 2.08.1_"'--_

where n and n. are the number of free electrons and holes respectively per
e 11

unit volume, as given by equations 2.06.4 and 2.06.5'»e and j(h are the

mobilities of the respective carriers defined as
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LA ==I
v
E where v is the drift velocity in

a field B.

or
where Y .is the average time

between collisions.

2.08.2

The temperature dependence of Cl \Jillbe f,overned pr-i.mar iLy by the

temperature dependence of n or nh• As could be shown from equationse

2.06.4 and 2.06.5, the principal temperature dependent term is simply

exp ( -E /2kT) for the intrinsic case, where. g E is the width of theero

forbidden gap Ec - Bv. l:Jhendonor or acc ept or-sites are present and ar-enot

completely ionized this activation term is slightly modified.

The mobi.Li,ty also depends on temperature. 1~1eactual dependence will

be a function of the scattering mechanism or mechanisms responsible for the

finite mean free path and hence mobility. The magnitude of the dependence

is much smaller than that of ne or ~ and can also in principle be distingu-

ished from it by separate measurments of mobility as in the Hall effect.

The main information then to be obtained from conductivity measurements

is the activation energy for carrier production, and an indication of

whether the conduction is intrinsic or extrinsic.

2.09.0 HALL T<TfECT

Consider a rectangular par-al.LeLap.i.pedof semiconductor material \,lith

mutually orthogonal axis X,y,z. If an electric and maGnetic field are

applied along hIO of these axes, an electric field is generated along the

direction of the third axis. The study of this effect, the Hall effect,

yields considerable information concerning the electronic properties of

the material.
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The !lallconstant for a material is defined as

R :::

2.09.1---
J' ::: current density in x direction
x

B :::magnetic induction in the z directionz

~ ='the Hall fjcld.Dy

~ritinG the conductivity

C ,- jE and using equation 2.08.1 (assuminG a

majority carrier) gives

Rc>.
E
J..__
E Bx z

}1H
the Hall mobility 2.09.2---

The Hall constant R may be either negRtive or positive according to

Vlhether electrons or holes dominate in the conduction process. The

mobility as determined from Hall effect measurements, (equation 2.09.2) is

not the sar.1eas that used in the conductivity. The Hall mobility l~H
requires a different averaging of relaxation times than the drift mobility,

since the actual Lorentz force is dependent on Y, for its magnitude and also

for the lenGth of time for which it acts.

For a simple isotropic solid the Hall constant is shovm to be [5]

R =
1
n
e

r (2p + ~)

r2(p+5'2) 2.09.3---

and PH = R C =
e

2.09.4---
m'"

These results are derived from the Boltzman equation withY written

as

Defining the mean free path to be independent of energy gives) [5J

= -Jl-2P so that R becomes

R = -3T\ 1
-On

e
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These expr-easi ons for R aLso assume a rnajority carrier ann wi L] be

seriously affected if in fact both electrons and holes are present. If

for example, a ma'tcrLaL is intrinsic and t-hemobilities and effective wisser:;

of electrons and holes are equal, then their combined effect can reduce E
y

and R to zero. A more general expression for n is then [5)

R[_ -r r
. j\.L

n
e wh e r-e c .M H T~LF:C1'l~ONS

jI H HOL:;;S(n C
e

There arc 0-(-.1181' important aspects of the HaLL Effect not mentioned

here since tLis is only meant to serve as an outline. Such additional

factors as are relevant are mentioned in the discussion on the effect in

amorphous seniconductors and in the section dealing with experimental

results in chapter 8.

2.10.0 SPAC::;-; C'T/IRGE LIMITED ClJR1EnTS

In this section a little more than an outline is given, since the

semi-quantitative theory presented is directly applicable to the case of

amorphous semiconductors as well as crystalline. This theory will be used

in the interpretation of the results of 8.03.0. The analysis is preceded

by a brief explanation of the effect.

\men ohmic corrtact s itsee 8.03.1) are made to an ideal large band gap

semiconductor, injected carriers may result in currents far in excess of

the equilibrium value. In fact, no really large currents are realised in

a real material, because of the effect of localized states, acting as traps,

whi.chreduce the predicted current by several orders of magnitude. However:

depending on their density and distribution these states can influence the

behaviour in another \'1ay.

Hhen a voltaGe is first applied to the specimen, space charge in the

form of free electrons (similar arguments will apply for hole injection) is
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forced into the conduction band, caue i.ng an initial rap'i.d increase in the

current. liost of this chArge condenses into tbe t raps at a rate wh i ch

depends on tl-J.c capture cross section, and the current :Le; subsequently

reduced. Because the trap density .i.s likely to be la.rce compar-ad wi t11 the

density of the free charge it is safe to assume that all of the charge

condenses into traps. This consequent large increase jn the density of

occupied Sl-ces raises the Fermi level towards the conduction band . _ 'I'o

preserve a proper statistical equilibrium the density of electrons in the

conduction LlUGt now be increased in ac oor-danoo w i t.h tIle shift in the Fermi

level. The net effect. of the states in the forbidden gap is then not only

to reduce the size of the current but also to introduce a non linear aspect

to the I - 1J d,-aracteristic, since as 1J is Lnc r-eaned the position of the

Fermi level cnanges to give a larger number of free carriers in the

conduction band.

It is possible, for certain distributions of states to obtain closed

forms for the relationship be twe en I and V and for tHO cases, (both r-e Lovan t

to the result of chapter 8) a linear distribution, and an exponential

distribution, this relationship is now obtained.

The analysis for the two cases, pr~sented here side by side, is based

on the approach of Lanyon [8].

'I'r-an spor-b is considered to be by positive holes, and the electrodes,

hole injecting.

The density of states in the gap for the h"o cases is given by

uniform distribution of states exponential distribution of states

-1cc -1e.v N(E) r1tN exp - Is.o 2.10.0---

(See fiGure 2.3) 6. characterises thF!

"fall offll. No is the density of states

at the band edge.
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The edge of the valence band E will be taken as the zero of enerBY,v

and the initial position of the Fermi level E~ is assumed to be somewhere
./<0

above E in the 'tail' of states.v

llpplyinC a voltae;e V, a den;,.~j_tyI':. V of holes is assumed to be injected

into the valence band. Provided f~» k'I' it can be assumed that all the

chClTge is condensed into traps. 'rhedensity of trapped charge is then
p - Pt + /~V I Pt ::: f) + (:>V 2.10.2t .- t ----

wher-e Pt is the c1ellsity of trapped holes before any field is applied. A

quanti ty Va :Le defined by Pt:::/':> Va so that

::: f._, t» + V)
(- Cl. 2.10.3---

The trapped holes w i.L]. cause the Fermi level to be moved to a Lowo r energy

say
~

. ~. 2 rya.n r 19. .).1 . The total number of trapped holes /' V, is ,9pproximate-

Ly the total number of sta tes in the tail above ~'1' and therefore given as

2.10.4---
E is some energy at which theo

distribution NT finishes.

Also, the density of free carriers in the valence band is

p = Nv
p Nv 2.10.5---

Hhere N is the density of states at the valence band edge,v

Combining 2.10.4 and 2.10.5 gives
p.1. 6../kTI.-

P := B e kT NT P = C Pt
-Eo/! N/CN_,6 ) ~/!(TB N

eT C= e = 2.10.6v

Both relations are independent of the position of EF•



Now using 2.10.3 we can write

(v + V )
a p

2.10.7---
and in the absence of any applied voltage the number of free carriers is

simply

p p
_,._~.10.8

l:lriting ~.-u _. __,,'_Tis the hole mobility, and J u i,

Vlhere L is the specimen thickness, the expressions for current density

become

p , exp (Va+ V)
"' f>_Q_:J~ {~/kT

J = ;::._~Jd,.~ J If (V + V )L NTkT r, a

J
COI!;3TANTV exp ~If J CONS'_rANTV (V + V ) I'll kT= =N k'r a'r 2.10.9---

As might be expected both relations shown an ohmic behaviour for

small values of V, until the number of injected carriers exceeds the

nunlber P predicted by the initial equilibrium conditions.

For the first case the ohmic dependence is then followed by an

exponential dependence, and in the second case the high voltage region is
_ ( c: +kT)/kTdescribed by the power' Law J ec V • In each case information

about materials showing these behaviours \-lill,be obtained from log I vs.V

and log I vs.log V respectively.

The discussion is taken up again in chapter 8.

2.ll.~.O 0_P_l_'_I_C_A_I_"_j~\~~.~~SO~R~P~T~I~0~N

For semiconductors there are five separate processes contributing to

the absorption of radiation. These are (1) electronic transitions

between different energy bands (2) lattice vibrations (3) electronic
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transitions within energy bands (~) electronic transitions to localized

states of Lmpur a t.y atoms (5) vibration of impurity a t.oms. ~1echaYliGiTI(1)

and (4) are those entailed in the so called, fundamental absorption edge,

the phenomenon studied in this proj ect, and only these are discussed.

Theoretically these two pr-oc essea arid the resultant absorption edge

are not well understood [22]. There are of course notahle exceptions, e.g.

Macfarlane e~ aL on germanium, but a universal theory that can be applied

to the edge of any materia] does not exist. Certain general principles

do however prevail and the discussion commenCes with these.

Consider a hypothetical one dimensional semiconductor ...,ith E vs ~

for the conduction and valence bands as shown in figure 2.4. In fig. 2.4(a)

a photon of energy h)) :;,E would excite an electron from the top of theg

valence band to the bottom of the conduction band. Momentum is conserved

during the process so that k + n = k--i.:.1. - final where q = \"ave

vector of the photon. For photons of the required ener-gy 3. <<. ~i' or ~f

so that

= ~f 2.11.1

Transitions obeying 2.11.1 are termed direct (or vertical) transitions and

2.11.1 is the selection rule for the transition.

There will be a sharp increase in absorption coefficient K as photon

energies of h V = E are approached. so information concerning E , which is
g g

also the activation energy for conduction process is av~ilable from the

K vs photon energy data. In the more general case, as vdll now be seen

E is not so easily obtained from absorption data.
g

Fig 2.4(b) shows the case where the maxima and minima of the two b8_nds

do not coincide. "Indirect II transitions nov] occur being the result of an

electron phonon interaction during which a phonon is either absorbed or

emitted by the electron. The selection rule for this process is then
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k. = le + r;_
-l - f

where f is the wave vector of the phonon.

2.11.2---

At finite temperatures the commencement of absorption will be more Bradual,

until direct transitions become important, arid the photon energy involved will

not be easily related to the activation energy k'"s '

Even for simple mechan i sms of abaor pt i on it is not possible to

calculate exactly the form of the absorption edge. The absorption coefficient

is given by Fan [9J as

2
K =

1\e
f.nm J_j

N(E)

N(E) - density of states function

f., :Ls the oscillator str0:ngth for the transition.lJ
For direct transitions from and'to plane wave states he shows

K =
2 5S2e (2 mr) -

2 23m 'K cn ___ 2.11.3

For the case of indirect transitions first treated by Hall, Bardeen and

Blatt [10] it was shown that

2
K oC (h V - E )

g

The involvement of the phonon is shown explicitly in the expression used by

Eacfarlane and Roberts [llJ who used

K =
(hy - E + kG)2

er: +
(h y - E - k e )2

1 - exp _ 8~

2.11.Lr---

wher-e the first term concerns the absorption and second term the emission of

a phonon. Equation 2.11.L~ has been applied to silicon [12J and in a modified

form to germanium.

The above predictions in fact apply in only a few Ci3.ses. The absorption

edges of most m~terials very rarely follow these shapes over any appreciable

range of K, and in all cases are spread over much larger energy ranges than
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they predict. For many m~terials the ed~e is well described by an

emp.i ri caL r-uIe first introduced by Urbach [13.1. This rule shoVJS the edge

to have an exponential dc pendenc e and can be wr.i t ten as

Y; (h)) - Eo)
kT 2.11.5---

uhere t and K are constants.o

The rule applies over several decades of K to a diversity of materials

including amorphous and crystalline semiconductors ([14] - [17J) and ionic

insulating crystals ( [18J [19J [13J). Because of the wide applicability

there is as yet no universal theory to explain the edge but several models

do predict the behaviour, .these include, the finite temperature edge of an

exci ton ( [;21J ) the effects of tails of states ([8] [17] ) and finally electric

fi eLd broadening of an exciton [20].

Equation 2.11.5 commonly breaks down at low temperatures viz < 2000K

when K and E become temperature dependent. A complete description of theo 0

dependence on temperature would entail the effects of lattice di Latat i.on on

the band structure of the filaterial, Fan [9] considers such an approach.

In the discussion of the fundamental absorption ede;e in amorphous

semiconductors these and other aspects of absorption processes will be

considered further.
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CIHPTER 3·

Al!ORPHOUS SEMI CO!',,TDTJC'L'O'RS

3.01.0 INTRCDUCTION

Theoretically the problem of predicting the behaviour of valence

and conduction band electrons in amorphous materials is formidable. One

is called u~on to predict the wavefunctions of electrons moving in a

spatially non-periodic potential, with wells, of random depth, and even

this is an idealized situation. In practice there may be further

complications in that materials designated as amorphous by various

physical tests may contain small regions which are ordered and/or of

different composition. Such structures would be difficult to detect but

would strongly influence the electronic:behaviour. As vnll be seen l~ter

this longer range disorder is not always included in the approach.

All approaches to date have started with the sta'nda~d band theory of

.crystalline solids. and have assumed perturbations to this model, the

perturbation taking the form of annihilating ~he long range order, say

over a few atomic spacings, whilst maintaining the short range order.

Such an approach would seem valid on t~e majority of experimental results

thus far published for amorphous semi-conductors.

To provide a basis for this chapter some·of the experimental

evidence is now cited.
.

1. Electrical conductivity .. The magnitude of the electrical conduct-

ivity shows that chalcogenide based amorphous semiconductors .can cover

the range "good insulator" to "good semiconductor", and are of conduct-
-2 -1 -1 . _16 -1 -1ivity 10 ohm cm to 10 ohm cm ,and are electronic, (rather

than ionic) conductors over the whole range. The dependence on temp-

erature is always governed by a positive temperature coefficient of
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conductivity and usually reported to show a characteristic activation
energy, which is constant over a large temperature range. More recent
work begins to show that this activation energy, as derived from the slope
of log ~ vs ¥. may be temperature dependant, see references [1], [~ and
Chapter 6 of this thesis. General references are [2], [3] and [4].

2. Optical Absorption. If the activation energy for intrinsic
.conduction is considered half the forbidden band gap, (as in theor,yof
crystalline solids), then there is an optical absorption edge correspond-
ing to a value slightly lower than the complete gap. The behaviour of
the edge as a function of photon energy follows Urbachs' rule (see 2.11.0)
over large regions of the edge,and its behaviour with temperature is also
similar to that for crystalline materials, the whole edge moving to
shorter·wavelength with decreasing temperature (see for example [2] ,[5]

and [6]).

3. Thermoelectric power., In magnitude and temperature denendence this
is again ~ery similar to crystalline semiconductors (general references
[5], [7]). With very few exceptions (see [lJ.) the sign of the carrier
determined from thermoelectric· power measurement is positive. 1be obvious
conclusion that all amorphous semiconductors have a majority of positive
holes over electrons is discussed in Chapter 6. l~is result is in
apparent opposition with information from Hall effect data which shows
the majority carrier to be negative.

4. a~ll effect. Few Hall measurements have been made to date, due
possibly to the experimental difficulties involved. However its existence
at all provides evidence for at least some short range order. Mobilities

-1 -3 2 -1 -1 .derived to date are in the range 10 - 10 cm V sec , indicating
very small mean free paths or highly intrinsic materials or even very
small crystallites. The'very small mobilities and the inferred small

mean free paths are currently throwing doubt on the interpretation of
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Hall data, but this is unlikely to throw doubt on the approach to the
problem as a whole, general references [4] and [8].

Although' this work is not concerned with the liquid phase, it is
worth mentioning that for wany materials the value of certain properties,
which rely on band structure for their interpretation are maintained as
the ma.terials melt, examples of this are discussed by Gubanov [9].

Having established the possibility of a band structure model being
applied to amorphous semiconductors, more specific, current ideas on the
subject are now presented. Amongst these theoretical ideas it is
possible to determine three separate approaches to the problem, these are
that of Gubanov, Mott,and thirdly the Cohen Fritzche Ovshinsky school.
The current ideas of each are outlined and to some extent the methods
used to attain their predictions are also given.

The first model presented is that due to the Cohen Fritzche Ovshinsky

group.

3.02.0 COHEN MODEL OF A.MORPHOUS SEtUCONDUC'l'ORS

The authors emphasise the generality of the approach, and working

from the universal features of perfect crystals, through imperfect
crystals try to establish the universal features of disordered' materials.

ORDER AND DISORDER

The most general material requires three types of order to be

satisfied to render it perfect, these being st.ructura'l,compositional
and magnetic. Elementary excitations; phonons, electrons in conduction

band etc., are not included and it is also convenient to exclude the
magnetic disorder. The common distinction is made between long (several
100 ~) .r-ange and short range order; 'pointing out that, for a disordered
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material short range order can be se.t i sf'Lod in the a bscnco of lone; "nnge

order, but for an imperfect crystal the converso apolies, i.e. the long

range order is maintained whilst the short ran~e order is destroyed, as

at R crystal imperfection.

3.02.2 _COI')SE'_lU'?TCE OF H1P~RFEC'nONS IN 'l'H-c.; ~")ERFT::CT CTIYS'l'AL

The salient features of the electronic structure of perfect cl'ystal-

Line solids have been presented in 2.01.0 - 2.05.0 and assuming these

understood, the discussion of the model is continued.

The introduction of a single imnerfectioll destroys the nature of

the Bloch functions, so that they now play the part of incident waves in

R scattering oro ces s , 'I'he crystal potential V is changed at the inmerfect--

ion to 6. VI' For small AVI r esonan t scattering occurs near a band edge,

arid as 6.V1 increases above a certain va.lue , a state is split off from

the conduction band (for~ V1net;ati ve), producing a localized electron

s ta teo The density of states N(E) of the system will suffer very Ii HIe

change.

The argument is extended to consider the effect of a random

distribution of imperfections of density NI' the 6.VI associated wi th

each one being too weak actually to produce localization. The wave

functions are now more severely changed. In travelling the distance of

the mean free path ~

ol= scattering cross section 3.02.1---

the electron is scattered and the wavefunction becomes the sum of

Bloch type functions 'Yk

where the coefficients ank have random pha sos ,
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To ~isplay the relevant prop8rties of the WAve function conveniently

the correlation function ClH) is introduced.

C(R) = ____ 3.02.3

~ is the phase cohorence length, differing from ~ by a numerical factor

due to uveraging over all confiEurations. For~ finite, there will only

be short range order for these non-localized, or extended states.

For a sing.le imperfection the change in the densi t.y of states can be
1written bt:I(E) arid wUl be of order N where N is the number of at.oms in

the crystal. For a number Nl of imperfections the total change t1 gp-;)

can be viritten

___ 3.02.1~

and will be expected to be of order NI/N. In general the band for the

perfect solid as in fjg. 3.1, curve 1 , will, as a result of equations

3.02.1 be changed to curve 2. In particular the square root singularities

will be rounded off and the band edges may shift, but will remain sharp.

These conclusions are expected to apply universally to imperfect solid

crystals.

SIMPLE l':ODEL OF A. DISO-qDERED SOLID

The transition from imperfect to disordered solid is made for the

case of a Binary Alloy A-B. The potential will be of the form

V(r) = 2:
\

lY (r - R?)
O<..~ ,

___ 3.02.5

where o(~ is random.Ly A or B. A is considered the majority constituent

and the potentjal written

V(r) = VA(r) + \' X C~(r - R~)L oZ~
~

x=-<.e is zero if A is on ~ and 1 if B is on ~.

____ 3.02.b

W (R) = uc, (R) - If,, (R) ____ 3.02.7
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A parameter \ is intrail.uced,where 0 (,_>- ~l, so that V becomes

V(r,A) = VA(R) + 'AIl >\.« lu Cl' - R )

\
A = 0 corresponds to the perfect crystal of A and A= I to the alloy.

3.02.8---

'I'he parameter A is introduced so that the effects of concentration and

potential strength 6n the structure Can be examined separately. For

general C and \ the problem is very difficult> but can be simplified if

they a.re small, when two effects predominate.

Firstly for arbitrary >-. it is shown that the bottom of a band shifts

bj- an amount

1\ E = g_ . I, -II Nat t . 1 tU c 2m 't' .. B' a = scacter-ang eng h

which for small A. is proportional to.\ [10] •

A second effect is that the Bloch states now have a finite life

time J where

~ oC g(E) 3.02.10

for a particular NB' and expectation va.lue of (U. This implies no

broadening of the band edge when ~(E) ~ O. Hence the combined effect is

as before~ a rounding off of g(E) curve, and a shifting of the edges.

However, the effect of random fluctuations in the density of B atoms

has thus far been overlooked, these are shown to have a major effect.

The concentration fluctuations allow the finite probability PtR) of

finding no B atoms in a region of radius R. 'l'hisprobabiE ty is

P(H)

N = density of lattice sites 3.02.11---
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Suppose then that the shell of pure A is surrounded by one of radius R'

in which the density of B is close to the average, then the potential

in R differs from that of the surroundings by -A < w >. Providing R

and R' are many atomic spacings so that the effective mass theorem can be

used, then for R/ R where
c

1- - IT- 2'
V is the depth of theo

potential well. 3.02.12---

there vnll be at least one state of energy Ejbound to the potential

fluctuation, whi ch will satisfy the condition EA <.. E ..(Ec. in fig 3.2(a).

There will be a range of R and hence of E so that there will be a contri-
~

bution to the density of states below Ec.given by
"l

geE) = Ne -R)(K)NTI.. 4-lrR2(E) ~i ___ 3.02.13

This probably represents a minimum value, because concentration

fluctuations of lesser amplitude, and those of non-spherical shape have

been ignored. Because the·overlap between wavefunctions bound on

neighbouring fluctuations is neg.lected the expression for g (E) for E< Ec.

breaks down at Ec.' It is obviously in this region that the overlap

becomes important, the region is shown dotted in fig. 3.2(a). For

concentration fluctuations with R ~ Rc· there are resonant states just

above Ec ' so that the geE) is enhanced in this region. At the transition

Ec " the wavefunctions are exp ected' to change smoothly from localized to

extended states.

The final postulated density of states curve for a band,in a

disordered solid is shown in fig. 3.2(b). 'Ibetail in geE) above the

band will be due to regions containing an excess of B atoms, where similar

arguments apply. Because 0f the accompanying decrease in mean free path
as>- and C are increased Ec. and EG ' will be expected to move further

into the bands as disorder increases.
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BAND l.mDELS FOR MORE PA.R'rrCULAR CASJi:S

The case described above, sho~~ again in fig. 3.3(a) may be

modified in several ways, but two in particular are considered.

For elemental and compound semiconductors a more accurate represent-

ation is considered to be that of fig. 3.3(b). For these materials there

is probably some degree of shert range order, s? that it is possible to

consider particular, recurring structural defects (e.g. broken bonds,
.'chain ends, vacancies, etc.). TIlese would have quite well defined

energies and are expected to appear in the density of states curve as

shown.

Fig. 3.3(c) is thought to apply to amorphous covalent alloys, such

as th~ chalcogenide glasses. 'As first suggested by Mott [11] , it is

postulated that i~ these materials the structure changes with local

composition so that each atom has its valence requirements satisfied.

The prcduction of.the conventional localized acceptor and donor sights is

then severely restricted. Now in addition to. compositional disorder

there will be considerable translational disorder due to the satisfying

of all "local requirement-s" and causing further broadening.ofthe energy

bands. The tails of the valence and conduction bands may be sufficiently

broadened as to overlap.

The over-Lapnfng of the bands may be of' extreme importance. The

topmost valence states will empty into the lowest conduction band states'

until the Fermi Level is established in the region of overlap. Now

valence band states and their associated localized levels (in this case

the tail) are neutral when full and posi~ively charged when empty, and

those of the conduction band neutral when empty, negatively charged when

full. Hence the above emptying and filling of localized valence and

conduction states will produce a large density of charged electron and
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hole traps respectively below the conduction band and above the valence

band. The consequences of these traps on conduction processe,smay be

of some·importance.
MOBILITY

The ideas thus far developed are confirmed to a certain extent by

some work of Williamson and Matthews [12]. They consider an aperiodic

crystal, and study for this case the average momenta

a-b = length
__ 3.02.14

of I-D chain

as a f'unctd.onof energy. This is done in preference to considering the

relation between energy and wavenumber ~, since in this case k is a

function of position, and hence not easily defined.

Their main result is that the energy spectrum is divided into

alternating bands wi. th P close to its value for periodic structure in

one band and in the other extremely small. The difference in the value

of Ii depends upon the size of the crystal but p in the 'fbrbidden' band

is generally 10-25 _la-la smaller than in the 'allowed' bands.

Cohen extends and modifies slightly this theory and further concludes
-that for p very small,the state is either localized or does not.exist at

all. States are then either extended or 10cali7.ed. This leads to the

conclusion, at least for the one-dimensional case, that the E~' and Ec

already introduced are energies demarking regions of localized and

extended states. The conductivity can be written (Ref. [la] p.34) in

the form

L = length of the I-D crystal

B = constant. 3.02.15---
so that the conductivity per unit energy range decreases rapidly at Ec and
Ec...' where P (E) becomes small. Comparing the above with (f written as
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___ 3.02•16

2
indicates that )vl (E) = B peE) geE) . __ ,_3.02.17

Hence the mobility exhibits edges at Ec_.and Ec.I• These are illustrated

in fig. 3.4.

~ne exact form of the mobility edge at T = OOK for a real

amorphous semiconductor is not certain but is thought to be (a) in

fig. 3.4. At finite temperature these edges are expected to be mod'if'Led

slightly: E~ and Eel may move into the forbidden gap, the amount

slightly depending on the exact shape of the g(E) cu~ves. Also the

mobility of the localized states below Eel and above E<:_.will become

finite,_ because of the possibility of phonon assist0d hopping between

localized states.

The mobility of phonon assisted hopping is estimated to have a
-2 2 -1 -1maximum value of 10 em volt sec , rlhilst the minimum value for

propagation in extended states, propagation with occasional scattering,
2 -1 -1is estimated to be 5 cm volt sec This would indicate a discont-

inuous change, in Jvl at Ec.of something approaching two and a half orders

of magnitude. However this apparent gap can be accounted for and 'filled

in' by considering transport just on the extended sides of the mobility

edges.

It is shO\IDusing a Gr~ens Function method (Ref.[IO] page 36) that

motion wi thin kT of Ec_is best characterized by a Br-owrrian type motion.

Instead of transport with occasional scattering, the situation is more

scattering with occasional transport. This hopping between centres is

purely electronic, so that it will persist down to T = OoX' The
estimated maximum value for the mobility of this process is approximately

5 cm2 volt-l sec-1 so that the gap in the mobility is now bridged. This

result was anticipated in drawing fig. 3.4 where the curve for T = o<Jc
drops continually to zero at E~.
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This concludes the essential feature of the Cohen model. Some of

its implications are discussed further in 3.05.~

IWTT MOD1~L OF AMORPHOUS SEMICONDUCTORS; DiTIlODUCTION

The general approach is to consider the electronic structure and
transport in an impurity band,in which conduction is metallic. Disorder
is introduced into the band and the possible changes in N(E) and Cl (E)

,discussed. Having thus established certain principles concerning
disordered systems,the ideas are extended to amorphous semiconductors,
and in particular the behaviour at the band edges.

3.03.1, AND~SON BAlm

This model is suitably approached via a description of the relevant
features of compensated semiconductors.

\.Consider an 'n' type compensated semiconductor, such that ND
(density of donors) > NA (density of acceptors), at some low temperature
with all the,acceptor sites ionized and ND - NA of the donor sites
occupied. At sufficiently low concentrations the overlap of wavefunctions
betvreen different donor sites is small and the resonance energy between
them less than the energy difference due to variation of local electric
fields (caused by the essentially random arrangement of charged acceptor
sights). Theaectrons are then well localized and neighbouring sites
nondegenerate. ttlller and Abrahams [i4] discuss the conduction in such
a band in terms of electrons hopping from occupied to unoccupied levels,
the energy difference being made up by the absorption or emission of a
phonon. The conductivity in such a band will obviously go to zero with
absolute temperature.

,If, however, ND is sufficiently large, then the wavefunctions on the

donor sites may overlap such that the electron states lose their localized
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character. An impurity band is thus formed with Fermi Energy in the

band. From the tight binding theory the width of this band is shown to

be

3 = 2zI ___ 3.03.1

I = w exp l- ..<.RJ.
-1

W' = cRo H ~ <T. (see fig. 3.5)

z is the coordination number, and I the overlap·integral between nearest,

n ei ghbour-s, The wavefunction for ·a single well will falloff as 0/:; co<~t ~p(."z"_)

The model of Anderson can be considered ([15] - L17]) to discuss the

effect on NCE) and f (E) of introducing some random potential on each of

the donor sites. Such a potential would be produced by increasing the

number of acceptors. The two cases, before and after the introduction of

the random potential, together with the postulated N(E) for each,are

shown in fig. 3.5.

Anderson studies the effect of varying the width V of the randomo
'V

potential and shows that for a particular value of JO the states in what

was an impurity 'band I, become localized. Local ization here means that

there will be zero probability of diffusion in finite time~ The estimation
Vois that for z = 6 localization occurs when = 5.3

Mctt extends the argument to consider the electrical conduction in

the Anderson band. Localization is re-defined to mean that localized

stater; make no contribution to d.c. conductivity () (0) at absolute zero
Vaof t .mperature. If J) 5 then the conductivity of the band is zero at

absofLUte zero. An important feature of this consideration is that even

if ~F lies in the middle of a range of localized states, as it will for
V .

thu Anderson band for _£ > 5 the d.c. conductivity is still zero. This, J

Joint is now discussed further.
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D. C. CONDUCTIVITY IN THE ANDERSON B:\ND

A convenient form of the Kubo Green"rood formula for conduction is

given as (see p , 9 of [17J).

x .. = ..h_ D ..
l.J mUJ l.J

D .. = J~i'~l' j d3x
l.J

.a. = specimen volume
and in the limit as W -y 0

<0 ECO) > = constant I ,D..' 2 ) N2 (E)
'\ l.J av __ 3.03.3

It is pointed out that for long mean free paths this leads to a

result almost identical with that deduced from the Boltzman formulism

wher-e in particular the result is finite at absolute zero.

Equation 3.03.2 is used to estimate 0-(0) for the case of a short

mean free path. A limit of ~ was suggested by Ioffe and Regel [18] to be
1equal to the interatomic distance or more exactly k,._

They suggest that

values of t less than this are impossible. For the situation in

the Anderson band is one where there is a random change of phase from site

to site. This will correspond to a minimum metallic conductivity for the

band.

It is estimated that in the middle of the Anderson band as

I is as in 3.03.1

a = distance between sites.

By assuming a value of V -::::-5 at which localization of all states is
o

considered to occur, the minimum value of the conductivity for the Anderson

0(0) = __ 3.03.5
band is
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a, is the distance between wells and is discussed later in applications

of equation 3.03.5.

LCC.-lLIZ2J) .sTATES AND Cl (0)

The existence of localized states in the Anderson band is

demonstrated and proved by the f'ol Lowi.ng argument.

Consider an electron in a well (a) at an energy V below the banda ,

of fig. 3.5. (i), its state will be a localized one if (see fig. 3.6)

Va ) f J wher-e f is a constant of order unity.

Howeve.r in this problem,it will be the potentials V of all the other

states in the "band" of fig. 3.5 (ii) which vJill be important and must

be considered. Nott argu~s that if in this situation the well at (a)

Vias at least (t) t: J from any other states in the band, then the removal

of vJell (a) wou Ld create a band gap with no states in it. The band gap

width he estimate3to be 2(/> - l)J. The well (a) can therefore be

imagined to be sitting in a band gap and is therefore localized. Hence

for some configurations of the states;localized states wi.Ll, exist.

Now consider configurations of the system limited to those wh i.ch

will produce hlO we LLs (a) and (b) say, a distance R from each other.

They will be situated in the "gap", in the sense introduced in the

preceding paragraph. The wavefunctions' in 'the two at aties wi.Ll. resonate

so that the energy separation wi Ll, not be less than

II = Itl exp- d....'R. 0<..' <:: oZ but:> O.

~f = Value of oJ... in the 'gap' __ ,3.03.6

For a frequency W, wells (a) (b) will make no contribution to (; unless

R is greater than Rw given by (see [16J).

so = 1
;;Z __ 3.03.8
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The x .. wi.Ll.obviously depend on R and it is shown that
J.J

4
U· , h . ,,- (W) . ( 2 ( w _)slng '{;! a.s, v J.S found to tend to zero as lI.) log 1\W'

3.03.9---
i.e. dc conductivity (when UJ = 0) is zero.

NOH the fraction of the total possible configurations for whi.ch (a)

and (b) are further than (t) A J from all other sites is small and tends

to zero as N (the number of atoms) increases. However this restraint can

be relaxed so that this fraction of configurations remains finite. The

effect of a third well (c) is considered.

It is estimated that the probability of the electron from (a) being
')

near to Cc) is BL where

w· exp (- ~,IR) 3.03.10---v - Va c

So long as V - V» w exp (-..('R )'the probability is small, and if,a c aC
B 2 summed for all states in the gap is small, then the localization of,
(a) is not affected. Hence only wells near to Ca) in space, and within

the energy range

R = distance between 3.03.11o ------

nearest neighbours.

need be considered. The number of such configurations and their effect

on (f (0) must be estimated.

'l1henumber of clusters of In' wells each wi.thin energy I I of each

other will be given approximately by

3.03.12---
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It is considered that the possibility of a 'channel' of such

clusters existing throughout the material tends to zero as N

becomes large, and also that the contribution to U (0) from electrons

tunnelling from cluster to cluster wi Ll. tend to zero in the same \</ay.

Hore explici tly ve can consider the energy separation of the weLl,s in

such a cluster. The average separation will be Jln, so that conduction

as given by equation 3.03.4 will only be possible if hw ~ Jln en n ')~U,)'

The.number of such clusters using equation 3.01.12·is then

which ~ zero as (J) tends to zero.

It is concluded then,that localized states for which 0(0) = 0 can
• .1.

eXlS t.,.

CRITICj\.1 ENERGY

While the Anderson criterion may not be satisfied for states in the

energy range of the middle of the band, the nature of N(E) \vill very

likely be such that it is satisfied for a range near the band edges. This

implies that in a region near the middle of the band states are non

localized, but nay well become localized near the edges of the band. A

critical energy Ec wi.Ll. then exist demarking the two regions, as illustrated

in fig. 3.6. For samples with large N, veE) is expected to change dis-

continuously through Ea ' this follows from the arguments of the last

section.

Just on the conducting side of Ec_the wavefunctions are expected to

be as in fig. 3.8 (a). Fig. 3.8 (b) is the expected form of1V in the

localized region. The conductivity at T = OOK jumps discontinuously

from zero to a value given by an equation of type 3.03.5 \-lithan approp-

riate value of 'a'. This value of 'a' is the jump distance given by
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1 Vc
aE = a + - logm oZ V'o

___ 3.03.13

a = middle of band value of 'a'.m

Vc is the eiven value of Va for the energy range about EG, and Vc the

critical value of V ' at which localization vlill occur. It is alsoo

shown that the value for N(E) at E is

N (E) .::3::
E=EG

I
a 3vE 0

___ .3~03.14

It is shown in the next section that 3.03.5 "lith a", substituted for 'a'
l'.j

is a useful and experimentally determinable property of amorphous

semiconductors.

APPLICATION TO AMORPHOUSSEMICONDUC'roRS

So far the discussion has been concerned essentially with a

disordered metallic band, but the ideas thus far developed are expected

to be applicable to amorphous semiconductors •. The band edges in such

materials are expected to contain localized states. This would imply

again the existence of a critical energy Eh, Fv near the band edges of

fig. 3.9~ Since the discontinuous change inC) at Eb and Ev, cannot be

attributed to such a change in N(E) it would seem pertinent to think of

the mobility as acting in this discontinuous manner. The sudden drop in

fA at E shown in fig. 3.9, Mott refers to as a mobility shoulder. For

finite ternperatures)4 will not drop to zero on the localized side of Ec'

Ev because of the contribution to;U from thermally activated hopping.

If the conduction takes place principally in the states. on conducting

side of Ec and Ev then the usual semiconductor expression for

where Eg
for wide band gap semiconductors is expected to apply. The constant
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is especially significant, \"ri tten as

it is seen to be the conductivity of the extended states within kT of

This is exactly the value given by equation 3.03.3 with RE of

section 3.03.4 substituted for a.

This value of (5 , with some experimentally determined values iso

discussed further in chapter 6.

3.04.0 GUlli-I,'lOV THEORY OF AMORPHOUS SEl'1ICONDUCTORS

In his book [9], Gubanov discusses many aspects of amorphous (solid

and liquid) serticonduct.or-srand metals,not all of whLch are relevant to

the materials discussed in this thesis. This section will only deal

briefly with his approach to determining the band structure of amorphous

solid sem.iconductors.

A large amount of evidence is put f orwar-d in an attempt to show

that the band structure of solids is generally maintained in the liquid

state. Most of this is in the form of conductivity data of a diversity

of materials, measured through the melting point. Having thus established

that there is a band structure in the liquid phase of a material,

perturbation theory is used to determine details.

DISORDER PARAMETER

The case of a one-dimensional chain of atoms is first considered.

On melting, the long range order of an initially periodic chain of

atoms is destroyed, while the short range order is only slightly

affected. This is best described mathematically in the follovling way.
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For the crystalline case the N+l atom is at a distance (N + y)
a.

from the first atom, where y Z<:' a and long range order exists. The

small dep.3.rtureis due to thermal vibrations. I1hen the crystal melts,

the distance between each pair of atoms vri.L], become

af L + £0 ),
E: c:::< .1

3.04.1---

where [_ is a constant parameter for a particular material. The

quantity () is different for each pair of neighbours and is of random

nature. Assuming no expansion or contraction of the array y = o.
'llleprobability of a given value of '( is assumed to be given by a
Gaussian distribution.

The distance of the N + 1 atom is now given by

N + y' 3.04.2a

wher-e s' is E_a times the sum of N values of 0'. The root mean square
value of y' is shown to be

3.04.3---
If N> l/L 2, then the probability of finding the (N + 1) atom is

smeared out over a region greater than a lattice constant. Hence the

long range order is lost if the number of atoms is

G // 1/ E_
2

The effect of destroying the strict periodici~y of the chain on the

potential energy seen by an electron is twofold. Firstly, the maxima

and minima are displaced in real space following the displacement of

the atoms. Secondly, due to the random nature of the displacements

the depth of the wells is altered an amount ~ V, whi.ch will also be a

random quantity, but will be small as £is small.
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It is estimated that the effect of the second type of distortion

will be much less than the first. It is however taken into account

regardless in the following \vay. A coordinate scale 5 deformed 'in the

.same way as the maxima and minima is introduced using the relation

= I
I + E.O'

so that the potential correct to within distortions of the second kind

is still periodic~ The potential can then be split into a part V (~ )o

periodic in E, and a part due to the second kind of distortion. This

perturbing potential is expected to be proportional to [. Hence

The Schroedinger equation in the cartesian coordinate~ is then

transformed into the coordinate .5 and \ITrittenas

____ 3.d+.5

the values of w and IV are given in terms of Y and £.

The solutions¢<S)for the perturbed case are assumed to be linear

combinations of the Bloch Functions 1V~(5) of the unperturbed case

i.e.

¢ (3 ) = L Cnl$ y~ (5 )
~

n refers to the band

__ 3.04.6

With the problem set out in this way the details of the energy spectra

of the band are calculated. The same thing is done for the three

dimensional case.

RESULT FOR ONE AND THREE DIMENSIONAL CASES

In the one dimensional case the two principal effects of the

disordering are that the band as a whole is broadened by ~ E)and that

the edges of the band become diffuse.



where El is the width of the

initial unperturbed band. 3.04.7---
An estimate of the effect of interband interactions shows this to

• 4give a contribution to.6.Ewhdch is much less than El ((I '/3 .

In the-three dimensional case wher-e the same basic methods are used

the edges are again found to be diffuse but the spread of the band is

less, being given by

E = E C 2- 1 c... 3.04.8---
On the other hand the effect of interbandinteractions is greater,

although for large f this interaction impedes the closing up of the

energy gap, i.e. it reduces 6 E.

The approach for more real cases is taken from this point. In

partlcular the expansion or contraction of the lattice is taken into

account, as is the smoothing out of the E(k) curves for the valence and

conduction bands.

LOCALIZED STATES

In the amorphous case the wavefunctions were taken to be linear

combinations of Bloch functions. Localized states can then in principle

exist since such states can be produced by the appropriate combinations

of Bloch functions.

Such states could be associated with a potential well of sufficient

size, and are thought of as being produced by a large short range order

-fluctuations. Then density of such levels for a covalently bonded

semiconductor is shown to be

exp - ( 2 2 rI)(. z 3.04 .9----
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z is the number of neighbouring bonds, and the coefficient ¢ depends on

the degree of overlap of the bonding functions. These levels are

expected to be in the form of acceptor levels split off from the

conduction band or donor levels split off from the valence band. Hence

the band edges will tail off exponentially.

Gubanov is able to compare some of his results with numerical

calculations of other workers and the agreement is generally good.

This is especially so for the band shape and spread, of the one dimension-

al liquid.

SUM1"!ARY AND DISCUSSION

The theoretical approaches toothe problem of amorphous aemf.-

conductors, very briefly described in this chapter, although in some

ways quite different, have a unifying feature in the results they

predict. This is the conceptually simple one of a smearing of the

band edges, the 'states aaaoc i.at ed w.ith which then probably tail off

exponentially into the forbidden gap, and are localized in nature.

The consequences of the localized states are only touched upon by the

various theories in their present form. Cohen deals briefly with the

consequence of the tails overlapping when possibly large densities of

charged traps will be created, which will affect the conductivity.

Gubanov mentions similarly briefly th~t t~e nature of the states will

be acceptor and donor like, lying below the conduction band and above

the valence band respectively.

Now a simple calculation shows that tails, exponential in form and

stretching a few tenths of an electron volt into the gap would produce
18-19 -1densities of localized states of approximately 10 cc. In a

crystalline semiconductor such a density of acceptor or donor site

would give extrinsic conduction over a reasonably large range of
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conductivity and temperature. It is therefore rather surprising that

single values of activation energy, presumably associated with E - Ec v
(in say figure 3.6) have always been claimed to describe l1i over large

temperature and conductivity ranges. Chapter 6 deals with this point

and shows that careful measurement of Qlreveals considerable changes in

activation energy with temperature. The dependence E (T) will be seen to
g

be explained by calculations based on the general mode+ of .semiconductors

drawn again in figure 6.1.

It is interesting to raise the question: what is, or what gives

rise to a localized state? Cohen predicts the tails of states solely

on the basis of density fluctuations in a random structure, but also

suggests such things as chain ends in selenium. This is thought to be

similar in nature to the "dangling bond"· concept used by various authors.

This "dangling bond" is aseumed to be similar in nature .to the excess

valence electron associated with for example an arsenic atom in the

germanium lattice. However donors in a crystal lattice are generally

just below Ec so that in fact the analogy may not be a good one.

Contrasting with the agreements' of the theory are the disagreements

or differences. A~rt from the concepts of the exact nature of the

localized state, is the more fundamental question of the form of the

potential which describes the amorphous semiconductor.

Both Williamson and Matthews, and Gubanov use a potential where

depth of wells and distance between them vary randomly. In contrast

Nott, and Anderson neglect variation in spatial separation considering

only the depth of the wells to be random in size. Gubanov in fact

considers this aspect of the disorder to be the less important of the

two. However Gubanov's result is also idealized in that he considers

no overall change 'in density of the lattice,so that his conclusions are
i

only correct to within this assumption.
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There is also a slight difference in the form of the 'mobility

edge' as discussed by Mott, and Cohen. The latter favours a continuous

change at. E whilst Hott suggests the change to be discontinuous: ,;Thec

difference in implications for charge transport would not be expected ,to

be great.

. .
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CHAPTER 4. 53

l~TERIAL AND SPECIMEN PREPARATION

4.01.0 INTRODUCTION

In the past very little information has been given in the literature
about the pre~ration of these materials, and not a great deal 'of
attention given to the point. It has been said [lC~[11] that impurities
do not playa 'very significant role in amorphous semiconductors, although
on the other hand Hackenzie '-[12J and Owen [13] have shown that certain
impurities do have an effect and are therefore important. To remove the
doubt that still persists about this question from the analysis of the
results, the method of production was designed to yield as pure materials
as possible. Also, the same method was used for all the different glasses
produced, so that even though impurities might be present they should be
the same impurities and present in similar concentrations in all glasses.
It is unfortunately impossible to say what the impurity level is in each
material, although the starting elements in each case were claimed 99.99~~
pure.

Some method had also to be found for determining, other than by. .

qualitative methods, whether or not the materials were amorphous. This
was found to be very important since it was shown that the qualitative
test of conchoidal fracture was not necessa~ily indicative of a completely
~morphous structure.

,
The main difficulty in specimen fabrication from the produced materials

was an apparent inherent mechanical weakness. This seemed to be a
universal feature which could only be dealt with by care in the fabrication

techniques employed.

4.02.0 CHOICE OF HETHOD

In chapter 1 there was some discussion as to whether this study of
amorphous semiconductors should deal with bulk materials or thin films
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and the conclusion reached was to work on bulk materials. This choice,
having been made, the subsequent question of method of preparation is
basically'.straightforward., It consists of preparing a melt of the glass
and quenching, sufficiently rapidly to prevent it crystallizing.
However, in order to be able to contrast the end products of thin films
and bulk produced materials, the standard methods of thin film production
are very briefly outlined.

The method of simple evaporation has been used extensively for the·
production of thin films [11 [2]. The material is melted in vacuum and
the vapour deposited onto a substrate whose temperature ideally is
controllable. This basic method has'received refinements of late ~J [4],
enabling the final composition of the film to be accurately controlled,
and reducing the number of impurities in the film arising from residual
gases in the evaporator.

Flash evaporation is an extension of the above, the material being
dropped directly onto a hot surface and the vapour then condensing onto
the substrate.

In the third method, referred to as splat cooling, the molten material'
is dropped or projected onto a cold surface and thus cooled rapidly [5].

" ~

Finally the method of reactive sputteri~g [6J [7], where the chemical
reaction takes place in an r.f. discharge instead of being promoted
thermally.

DESCRIPl'ICN OF METHOD

The exact procedure adopted for material preparation was governed by
",

the objective of producing specimens as free as possible from unwanted
contamination.

The starting elements were all obtained commercially· and claimed to

• From Koch Light Ltd. and Johnson Matthew Ltd.
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be better than 99.99~tpure.

The fused silica tubes in which the materials were melted were given
a rigorous cleaning procedure. This consisted of washing with a solvent,
generally acetone, followed by a further wash with a ~~ solution of
hydrofluoric acid. The tubes were finally washed with distilled water

obefore being heated to approximately 400 C, and cooled slowly, to remove
all water from the surfaces. Details of the dimensions of the tubes are
given in fig. 4.1.

The silica ampoules, starting elements, and balance were all contained
within a glove box and, before any weighing out of materials was commenced,
a constant flow of dry nitrogen was maintained to the box, for at least
twenty four hours. After this time, it was considered that the quantity
of oxygen remaining was negligibly small.

The appropriate amounts of the starting elements were then weighed
. .

out on a balance which allowed weighings to be made with an accuracy of
o.~~for 19m weight, and 0.05% for 10gm weight.

The starting elements were used in the form in which they were
delivered, with the exception of selenium. This was obtained in pellet
form and had to be ground into slightly finer grained particules, approx-
imately 2 mm. maximum dimension, in order to facilitate tipping into the
ampoules. It was not possible to use the powder form of selenium otherwise
easily available, for reasons explained in 4.05.0.

Effectively three weighings were required for each sample, and the
estimated maximum error in any constituent of a melt was l.~b, and
typically O.~~. The ampoule and contents whilst still in the glove box,
was then sealed temporarily and removed to a pumping unit. At this stage
the ampoule was evacuated and refilled with argon, the processes being
repeated three or four times. This was a further precaution taken, to
prevent contamination from oxygen. The ampoule and contents were then
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baked out at a temperature of approximately 1200C, and pressure 10-4 torr,
to remove any water from the surfaces of the elemental powders. Following
this, the.ampoule and contents were again flushed out with argon, prior
to final pumping down and sealing. This final sealing off was achieved
by heating the neck of the tube until the glass was soft enough to collapse
under atmospheric pressure.

The evacuated tube and contents were then fixed into a stirrer
mechanism and subsequently, into a furnace. The experimental arrangement
of stirrer and furnace are shown in fig. 4.2. The stirrer consists of a
hollow stainless steel tube in which the ampoule is slotted and held,

oattached at an angle of 20 to a stainless steel rod. As the rod turns,
the ampoule is made to rotate about an axis, not equal to its own, causing.
constant agitation of the contents.

The furnace , made to order by the Carbolite Company, consisted of a
heated tube, 16" long and 3" in diameter, with a hot'zone, some 8" long'.
A stainless steel 'liner' was added to the inside of the tube, to protect
it from exploding ampoules. The temperature of the ~ube was controllable
• 0 "0 0to within 10 C of any desired temperature between 100 C and 1200 C. The
stirrer was mounted on a simple trolley'and rail system, to allow easy
access to the furnace.

All melts were stirred continuously whilst in the furnace. The As-Se
and As-Te glasses were melted at a temperature of'8200c for between 8 and

·20 hours, the Se-Te melts at 6000C for "similar lengths of time. (The
reason for different melting times, is explained later.) At the conclusion
of the melting time, the ampoule was removed from the furnace, still at
the temperature of melting, and quenched in air. It was found necessary
for some materials, for reasons explained in 4.05.0, to subject them to
an annealing process. This was suitably achieved by allowing the melt to
cool until it was effectively solid, and then placing it in a furnace at a

..
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temperature estimated to be close to the softening temperature of the
glass. The furnace, which had been stabilized at this temperature, was
then allowed to cool at its natural rate •. This effected a suitable
annealing process.

After attaining room temperature, th~ ampoule was opened and the ingot
of material removed.

4.04.0 TESTS FOR AP.ORPHOUSNESS

Before measurements were made on any of the materials produced, they
were subjected to examination to ~etermine whether they were crystalline
or amorphous. ~10 tests were applied. The first and more simple test was
by examination of the fracture surface. Amorphous solids can be character-
ized by their so-called conchoidal fracture. The fracture surface consists
of convexities and concavities, this is best appreciated by reference to
fig. 4.3, in which <.a)shows the fracture surface of an amorphous solid
and (b) is the fracture surface of the crystalline phase of the same
material. This test is useful for a first examination, but the material
can more definitely be said to be amorphous or not, by means of the
second test used, that of X-Ray diffraction.

c,

It was most suitable for these materials, to use the Debye Scherrer
method, employing a finely powdered specimen. The specimen was contained
in a fine capillary tube and rotated in ~ beam of Copper K~ X-Rays. The
apparatus used was a Phillips PW 1009 X-Ray generator, with matching
Debye Scherrer camera. The tube current was typically 20 mA and exposure
of the Ilford G film was for 4 hours. As an example fig 4.5 shows the
result for the glass 20 At% Te 80 At% Se. (a) is the diffraction p~ttern
of the amorphous phase, and (b) that of .the crystalline phase. This test
clearly distinguishes the crystalline and amorphous phases, and was made
for eacn material.
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However the test has a limit of resolution. It would be possible

for the material to consist of very small crystallites and for both of the

above tests to show the material to be amorphous. A simple analYSis is

therefore made, so that an upper limit can be placed upon the size of any

crystallites.

4.04.1 RESOLUTION OF X-RAY TEST

The following simplified argument is due to Klug [9].

Assume a crystallite has p atomic planes (h.k.l) fig.'+.4,andradiation

incident at an angle 8. The amplitude of the diffracted ray is a maximum

for ~ r = 2dSin e = n ~ 4.04.1---
If the glancing angle becomes e +e::

then I'.::. ~ = 2dSin. ( & + E ).

which simply becomes using 4.oLr.l

The corresponding phase difference
=nA+

2i\~L 2ITnA -

2<::- d Cos G for
41\

+ /\"" ~ d Cos

sma l L e. •

411 c;. dCos
». 4.04.2---

Using a simple theory of optics if n equal vectors of amplitude 'a' alter

in phase by successive uniform increments the phase difference of the first
and pth planes is

an Sino(-
0(

~ being one half the phase difference of the first and the last vectors.

Now the phase difference between the first and pth planes is

rI. _ 411 pc; d .Cos
1-' - A

Hence the amplitude of the reflected' wave is

Sin (2·1\P~d.COS)

A = ap

when E: = 0 the naximum amplitude A is theno

A = ap.o
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At half maximum intensity

= I
2 =

4.04.3---

4.04.3 is satisfied when ~ = 1.4

Then

The full angular v.ridthat half maximum intensity of the reflection

4 x 1.4 ,\
21TPd Cose

= .89 A 4.04.4---

This is a relationship which -gives an esti~~te of the size of the

crystal (normal to the h .ks L, planes) in terrns of the half width of

diffraction line.

PARTICULAR PROBLEMS IN MATERIAL PREPARATION

Ideally, the procedure outlined in 4.03.0 produced ingots of non-

crystalline material, as defined by the tests applied and discussed in 4.04.0.

They would also be mechanically strong enough to withstand the cutting

procedure required in the fabrication of experimental specimens. That

these paints were satisfied, was however more often the exception than the

rule. If a ~aterial did not appear in this ideal state, it was generally

found to be in one of three other "states". Firstly, and most simply,

the material was crystalline, or more exactly polycrystalline. This was

a common result in trying to prepare materials near the glass-forming limit

of a system, but as will be described, it could appear elsewhere. Secondly,

the material .,.;asin all but one respect ideal, the exception being that it

was mechanically weak. This would typically mean that the specimen would

break up on removal from the silica ampoule, although in other cases it
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was not manifest until an attempt was made to cut the ingot. The third
type of defect was for the ingot to have, what is adequately described as
a matt finish to the fracture surface. This was often accompanied by a
large number of small bubbles, those in the centre usually being larger
than those at the edge of the ingot. It was also common in such cases to
find a 'slag' on top of the ingot, ,rather resembling sintered material.
Examples of some of these defects are shown in Fig. 4.}.

The causes of these defects were never clearly understood and indeed
only the vaguest idea of the controlling factors of the first and third
type of defects was obtained. Analysing the causes and effects was made
particularly difficult because of the apparently large number of variables
having an influence on the final product. However, there was evidence for
certain controlling factors and these are now outlined.

The most straightforward defect, that of mechanical weakness is dealt
with first. 'It was !easonable to believe that this was due in the major
part to the rapid cooling of the melt, particularly below the softening
temperature. This, together with a finite thermal coefficient of
expansion, caused strains to set up in·the ingot, leading to cracking and
fracture. The most obvious remedy was to anneal the specimen. ,.This was
generally successful, though not in every case. The most suitable form
of annealing, was to stop the rapid quench at a temperature just below the
liquidus temperature, and from then on to cool slowly to room temperature.
How this was achieved experimentally is described in 4.03.0. This defect
affected in the main the As-Te system and the As-Se system above 30 At% As.

The defect of crystallinity, especially in the As-Te system, was in
many ways the most difficult to overcome. It would obviously always appear,
beyond the glass-forming region of a system, but it was not possible to
define this clearly for the As-Teand Se-Te systems. For the second of
these two systems, melts containing 20-30 A~foTellerium were liable to
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produce crystalline or non-crystalline solids. It is possible here to
rule out the effect of melting temperature on the state, (i.e. glassy or .
crystalline) of the final product, since this was kept constant rdr all
melts in anyone system. The melting temperatures were:- As-Te and As-Se
systems, 820oC, Se-Te system 6oooc. The purity of the selenium was
possibly a factor. This was found to influence the quality of the As-Se
melts and it may have affected the Se-Te melts to the extent of causing
crystallinity.

For the As-Te system the final result, i.e. amorphous or crystalline,
for compositions containing between 45 and 60 At~6Arsenic were entirely
unpredictable. Outside this region the resulting material was always
crystalline.

A factor which appeared, surprisingly, to have no effect \1aSthe
speed of cooling. If a glass was not formed by quenching in air it was not
'formable' from that melt, even by very rapid cooling to say liquid
nitrogen temper~tures.

A factor for which there was some evidence, was that of contamination
of the arsenic \-lithoxygen. If initially pure arsenic was contaminated
(presumably ~rl~h oxygen) by a brief exposure to the atmosphere, or even
by a long exposure to the controlled atmosphere of the glovebox, then it
was much less likely to 'forma glass with an appropriate amount of
tellurium. On the other hand, in the early stages of the work, glas'ses
were quite easily obtained usi~g 'Analar' arsenic (purity 9o/~), but the
impurities involved, although probably metallic, were not known.

This dependence on purit~ of the glass forming ability is worthy of
comment. It has been reported in the literature (e.g. Refs t14] and [9] of
of chapter 3) that impurities do not effect the electronic properties of
amorphous semiconductors. The above result however shows that the
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strUcture is affected by certain, not clearly defined impurities. If the
structure is affected in such a fundamental manner, then in these cases
one would' expect that the electrical properties are also affected. Since
in fact little work has been done on this point it should only be concluded
at th~ present that some impurities do affect the general properties of
the materials and some do not •

. The third type of defect, that described as giving bubbles and a matt
finish, was in part understood. If a successful procedure for producing
a selenium containing glass were repeated, replacing the pelleted form of
selenium generally used with a finely powdered form, then the final product
would contain defects of the third class. The same effect would occur if
the pelleted selenium were exposed to the atmosphere for some length of
time, probably several hours. The cause would again seem to be oxygen,
although in what sort of quantities it is impossible to estimate* accurate-
lye

As well as the above causes of defects it was also possible to
speculate on the effect of the condition of the surface of the quartz
ampoules, especially with regard to whether the cleaning procedure had
been adequate. Also, the taking out procedure, the effectiveness of
flushing with argon, and the quality of the vacuum in which the materials
were melted could have affected the quality of the final product.

It would be possible only to say with certainty that oxygen impurities
in starting element reduces the glass forming ability, but it most certain-
ly is not the only factor. Following all reasonable precautions to prevent
contamination by OA1fgendid not in these systems automatically ensure a
good defect free product.

* A very crude estimate from assuming the red oxide film observed on
the surface of a pellet 2rnmin diameter is l}A~thick which is enough
toicause the effect,imp1ies the presence of .1% Oxygen.
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4.06.0 PREPARATION OF EXPERIMENTAl. SPECIMENS.

The materials on removal from the silica ampoules were in the form of
ingots 1 - 1.2 cm.in diameter and from 1 - 4 cm in length. The first stage
in producing a specimen for any of the experiments, was most conveniently
to obtain a disc of the material, so that it was required to slice the
ingots normal to their axis. The most suitable available instrument for
this was a 'CAPeO Q.35 High Precision Cutting Machine". The essential
features of the machine were a thin (.008") annular blade, diamond
impregnated on its inner edge, which rotated at -:!!:. 1000 r.p.m. The sample

to be cut waa mounted on a horizontal table, which could be moved parallel
to and normal to the plane of the blade. The speed of the movements
parallel to the blade (i.e. the cutting speed) was variable. With this
arrangement the ingots were easily sliced into parallel sided discs.

4.0G.l A.C. AND D.C. CONDUCTIVITY

These specimens were discs cut as described above to a ,thickness of
lmm. Both surfaces were ground with the equiv~lent of Goo mesh
Carborundum and subsequently cleaned and dried. Gold eletrodes were then
applied to the sample which was achieved using a standard evaporation

technique. The chamber containing the sample was evacuated ~o approximate-
ly 10-4 torr and the gold evaporated from a tungsten filament at a
distance of 5 em or so.1~e electrode configurations used (they are
explained in5.0Z) are shown in fig. 4.6 The thickness of the electrodes
is estimated at .1 - ~

4.06.2 OPTICAL ABSORPTION'

For measurement of optical absorption', up to values of absorption
coefficient of 101 - 102 cm-l a disc of thickness 1 mm was again suitable.
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To obtain measurement of higher values of absorption coefficient thinner
specimens are required. Very little further information will however be
obta1ned unless the specimen is at least an order of magnitude thinner.
Information can then be obtained about absorption coefficients of bet~een
·2 3-110 and 10 cm

To prod~ce thin specimens by mechanical polishing was difficult since
a characteristic of the materials was their mechanical weakness, even of
t.hose specimens having undergone the annealing process described in 4.05.0.

Methods of chemically thinning samples were investigated, but no suitable
etchant or procedure was found.

·A second method that was tried,was to produce a fine powder of the
material suspended in K.Br.discs.Transparent discs could be easily obtain-
ed by using finely powdered (200 mesh) K.Br. powders, and compressing these
at pressures of approximately 50 tons/sq.in. However on introducing even
very small amounts of the powdered specimen the discs become opaque. It
was deduced that.the loss of light was due to scattering from the particles
which were all < 38~M,and from sc~atches on the surface of the particles.

The method finally found was simple, and also very suitable for
measurements of optical transmission. A slight modification also made
electrical measurements of thin samples (see chapter on space charge limited
currents) possible. The·method is now described.

A disc of approximately 1 mm thickness has one face polished (this
polishing procedure is described later in this seotion),before being
glued, polished face down, to a microscope slide. The ideal glue for this
purpose was Durofix, since it provides a mechanically strong bond, and
possesses suitable optical properties. Once set firmly the specimen could
then be ground down to a thickness of'lOO}~m, the microscope slide providing
adequate support. It was often the case that hairline cracks would appear
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across a specimen during this procedure. However they remained very thin
and did not affect the absorption measurements as long as the thinning
stopped at approximately IDOJAm. The freshly ground surface was then
optically polished.

~'hefinal product was a composite layer, consisting of 100AI,mof
specimen, approximately 10f'm of glue and 1 mm of microscope slide. The
glue and microsoope slide were found to have completely constant transmiss-
ion over the range of the absorption edges. This meant these absorptions
were automatically accounted for in the procedure 'used '(see 5.03) to
deduce absorption coefficient from transmission data. The actual thick-,
nesses of the specimens was simply measured with a micrometer, the
measurement at lDOjA being within 5%.

The surfaces of all specimens, after being ground to the equivalent
of 600 mesh were polished using a suspension of alumina particles in
water. The polishing was best effected using the suspension on a damp
velvet pad (trade'name Metallurgical Services Dormax Alumina Suspensions)
fixed to a rotating disc. A good polish was achieved using a Coarse
alumin1suspension followed by the fine suspension.

This method of thinning is considered very useful, and itis estimated
that with care specimens could be obtained only 10)Am thick. This would
mean a large amount of the fundamental absorption edge can be investigated
without resorting to the method s of 4.02.0 to proluce thin films. This is
very desirable since there is a strong possibility of these materials
having different structure to bulk produced glasses.

4.06.3 HALL EFFECT SPECIMENS

In the past a large number of different specimen shapes have been
used in Hall effect measurements [8]. The governing factors of specimen
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shape are,size of signal, edge effects, strength of material and ease of
electrical contact. In the first instance the overruling factor for the
materials being investigated here was the strength of sample, or more
exactly the weakness. This meant overlooking at first the problem
produced by edge effects. The first samples were then simply plane
parallelepipeds typically 1.2 cm by .3 x .08 cm with gold evaporated on
to the two ends and at opposite pOints on the long·edges, see fig. 4.6(~).
Electrical contact was made by pressing brass pins onto the evaporated
gold. The result was unsuitable for two reasons, (1) the offset voltage
(due to Hall electrode mis-alignment) was generally too large and (2)the
contacts were very susceptible to mechanical failure. These points were
improved by mounting specimens on glass crosses as shown in fig. 4.6(a).
The evaporated gold is 'trailed' onto the glass and contact made from
there by silver clips. There was still however the problem of offset
voltage, and also this volt~ge became distorted if too large a field was
applied (typically greater·than 50 volts/cm). .The cause of signal distort-
ion was never conclusively determined. '

A further improvement was made and
fig. 4.6(c) shows this. The contact to the specimen is made by platinum
wires. The wires were heated to a temperature just above the softening
temperature of the specimen (this was most suitably effected by contact
with a soldering·iron). Quickly touching the hot wire on the specimen
and removing the source of heat, resulted in tqe wire being bonded into
the specimen. The contact was strengthened with a small bead of araldite
holding the wire onto the·glass. The problem of signal distortion was
overcome in this way, but the problem of offset voltage remained.

It was at this point when it became obvious that the offset voltage
would have to be overcome elsewhere than at the specimen itself and it
was decided to back off this voltage in a difference amplifier. This is

described in 5.04.0 and was, at least in part, sucoessful.
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The reason that a Hall voltage could now not be seen was attributed
to edge effects at the Hall probes, and to reduce this effect specimens of
the type shown in fig. 4.6(d) were produced. A very tedious proc~dure was
r~quired in producing these specimens which were cut from discs using,the
CAPCO cutting machine, a total of 10 cuts being required for each specimen.
The difficulties were also increased by a large failure rate due to the
weak materials. However such specimens were produced for the four materials'
in the As-Te system, and these are the ones from which the results quoted

were obtained.

SPECIMENS FOR SPACE CHARGE LIMITED CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

. These specimens were a simple extension of the procedure for producing
the thin optical specimens. Before glueing the disc to the glass slide a
hole 3 - 4 mm was ultrasonically drilled through the slide. A surface of
the discs ground to 600 mesh is then glued over the hole, so that both
sides of the disc are still accessible. After being ground down to the
required thickness gold electrodes were evaporated onto both surfaces.
Contacts were made to these electrodes'using a silver paste compound.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENT

INTRODUCTION

As stated in chapter one, it was decided to undertake several
complementary experiments. The object was to gain information which
could be compared and contrasted, with the aim of increasing the
information and understanding of the electronic behaviour and structure
of the materials. The choice of the experiments was also explained in
the first chapter, and in this chapter the experimentation concerned
with each is described, in the following order: (i) conductivity,
(ii) optical absorption, (iii) Hall effect, (iv) Supporting experiments.

\_

The last group of experiments; as the title suggests, were carried out
to support certain ideas, and in general were not made on glasses from
all systems.

A description of the actual experimental specimens and their
'fabrication is given in chapter 4.

D.C. CO~~UCTIVITY

At the time of the commencement of the project, no measurements of
conductivity had been reported below room temperaturet and very
b 1 d t· ..'.' -12 -1 -1 (e ow con uc ~v~t~es of 10 ohm' cm see for example refs.

rarely
[1] - [41 ).

It was considered necessary to make a more exhaustive measurement of
conductivity than this, and therefore the apparatus was designed to be as
sensitive as possible, and to cover as wide a range of temperature as
possible.

THE ELE:;TROHETER AND MEASURING CIRCUIT

The basic instrument used in this measurement was an Electronic
Instruments Ltd. 62.A vibrating reed electrometer. This is a standard
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.instrument for the measurement of d.c. potentials from high source
impedancies.

The electrometer was used to determine the current passing through
a specimen, by measuring the potential drop across a known resistance in
series with the specimen. The known resistance was always at least two
orders of magnitude smaller than the specimen resistance, so that the

. . latter was simply determined from

= ~ = known resistance

.See fig. 5.1.
The instrument had an input impedance greater than 1016 ohms, and an

-16approximate detection limit of 10 amperes.

\The experimental arrangement is shown·in fig. 5.1. The d.c. voltage
was obtained most conveniently by using dry cell batteries; these provided
goo~ stable voltages, the only disadvantage being that to vary the voltage,
batteries had to be switched in and out of the circuit which caused
unwanted transients. The switch s.r allowed any capacitance associated
with the specimen to be discharged.

THE CRYOSTAT AND SPECIMEN HOLDER

A special cryostat and specimen holder were designed which allowed
othe temperature of the specimen during measurement to be varied from 77 K

. o' 0to approximately 500 K. (500 K was above the softening point of all the
materials investigated.)

Details of the cryostat and specimen holder are shown in figs. 5.2
and 5.3. All leads in the measuring ,circuit were passed through P.T.F.E.
lead-throughs in the top of·the cryostat and specimen holder to give good
electrical insulation. The whole cryostat was necessarily "gas tight" to
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_.allow the removal of air and replacement with an exchange gas, which in
each case was helium.

\Uth 'the exception of the electrode mounts, springs, and supporting
screws, the ...rho'Le of the specimen holder was made from copper to ensure a
reasonably constant temperature throughout. The electrodes were made
from silver e~d mounted in P.T.F.E. There were three electrodes in all,
providing high and low terminals and a separate earth, matching with the
electrodes evaporated onto the specimen. The springs provided the
pressure for contact with the ~pecimen.

o'Temperatures down to 77 K were .obtained by heat exchange with a
jacket of liquid nitrogen around the cryostat. A simple resistance
heater, powered via a variable step-down transformer from the A.C. mains,

. 0allowed the temperature of the holder to be increased up to 500 K. The
temperature of the specimen,was measured using a copper-constantan
thermocouple, which had been calibrated at 77°~

,
o 0273 K and 373 K. The

reference junction during measurements was melting ice and the thermo-
couple voltage was measured with a Pye thermoeouple potentiometer. The
.thermocouple was pl.acedas near as possible to the specimen (approximately.

)

I m.m. distant) to obtain as true a specimen temperature as possible.

Measuring small currents associated with high source impedances is
made difficult by stray electromagnetic and electrostatic fields which
produce transient currents far in excess of that being measured. To
reduce the effects of these fields all'leads' from the cryostat to the
electrometer were shielded. This was most suitably effected using some
form of low noise screened cable with the outer screen earthed. The top
of the cryostat was capped'with a high susceptibility metal shield, to
screen the inevitable short lengths of unscreened leads at the junctions.

Fig. 5.4 is a photograph of the apparatus.
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EXPERnlENTAL PROCEDURE

Before making any measurements the air in the cryostat was flushed
out and replaced with helium, which provided a suitable heat exchange
between specimen holder and the liquid nitrogen jacket.

Some preliminary measurements, using very low applied voltages were
first required on a new material to obtain an approximate value of the

.specimen resistance. The electrometer was very sensitive and would be
damaged if ~ were chosen incorrectly so that a large voltage was applied
to the input. ~~is being established suitable values of the applied
voltage and I\: wer-e selected.

The A.C. supply to the heater provided a small problem in that the
associated e.m. waves induced A.C. voltages in the sample leads inside the
cryostat, and the frequency of these voltag~s was within the pass band of
the electrometer. This could obviously be overcome by only making
·measurements as a function of decreasing temperature. Some accuracy is
however sacrificed by not being·able to take any result as the average of
two (obtained as the temperature increased and decreased), but the

. 0temperature was varied slowly, of the order of 1-2 C per minute so that
the error in the value of specimen resistance for any value of temperature
is not expected to be significant.

Measurements then, were made from a temperature, close to that of
the softening point of the material, at intervals of 10C'or 20C, down to
a temperature at which the voltage across ~, as recorded by'the electro-
meter could not be distinguished from noise. A typical specimen resistance
at this point \'louldbe* 1015 ohms, which for a.typical specimen

-16 -1 -1configuration would represent a conductivity ~ 10 ohm cm •

The conductivity of a material is calculated from the specimen
resistance Rspec,and specimen and electrode geometry,simply using
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6 =
R .LSpec

A 5.02.1---'
L = thickness of specimen, A = area of central electrode.

The estimated error in any absolute value of0 , due to errors in

electrometer reading, Rk L, and A is 10%. The errors in relative values

for any system are however reduced since the same values of 1\ and of A

are used in each case.

This measurement was carried out on each material investigated and'

the results, presented as plots of log.a- vs. ~ are presented in chapter 6.

INFR~-RED ABSORPTION

The transmittance of specimens was measured over the wavelength range

of the absorption edge, and the measurement repeated at several tempera-

tures from room temperature. down to 4.2oK. The apparatus, experimental

procedure, and calculation of absorption coefficient from experimental

data are described.

THE SPECTROPHOTOMETER

The instrument employed for determining the transmission of a

specimen \'lasa Grubb Farsons Spectromaster Spectrophotometer, covering
-1 8)the wave number range 12500 to 400 cm (waveLerigth range •?m to 25r: .

In this instrument, radiation from a Nernst filament is split into two

beams, one being a reference beam, while the specimen is placed in the

other. After absorption by the specimen, the two beams are brought

together and made to follow the same optical path, but at different
111...intervals of time, anyone interval being 10 sec. After passing through

a monochromator the radiation falls upon a detector, in this case a

thermocouple. If the sample is absorbing, an alternating component is

produced in the output from the detector. This signal is amplified,
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rectified, and used to control a servo motor, which drives an attenuater

into the reference beam until balance is restored. A potentiometric

recorder~records essentially the position of the attenuater in th~

reference beam, which is directly proportional to the percentage absorp-
tion of the specimen.

THE· CRYOS'I'AT AND SPECIHEN HOLDER

To measure the absorption over a range of temp~ratures, the specimen

had to be contained in a cryostat in whi.ch it was possible to have I.R.

transparent HindoHs. No such device was commercially available so that

one was designed ru1dbuilt in the School of Physics. It was designed by

the author and Dr H. Harper, although principally by the latter. Fig. 5.5
ShO't1S the essential features. The entire dewar , with the exception of the

specimen holder was made of glass, an unusual feature in cryostat design,
,

but which was in the event very successful. The inner dewar is surrounded

by vacuum jacket, liquid nitrogen jacket, and a further vacuum jacket.

The walls of the vacuum jackets were silvered to provide further thermal

isolation. With liquid nitrogen in the appropriate jacket, and a vacuum

better than 1 x 10-5 torr, helium could be contained in the inner jacket

for a considerable time.

The copper block had a heater wound on it, to assist in warming the

dewar from cold. The temperature of the block was measured using a copper

constantan thermocouple fixed into a small hole close to the specimen.

The reference junction was melting ice and the thermocouple potential

was measured using a Pye thermocouple potentiometer. The thermocouple

was "calibrated II at liquid nitrogen temperature and was accurate to vJithin

.002 mV. It \Vasnot used to measure temperature exactly, below 77°K since

it was not sufficiently sensitive. However, it served to indicate when

the copper block was actually in contact with liquid helium. This was
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manifest by the thermocouple-voltage being close to the correct value
for liquid helium.,but also being stable after a sudden rapid dro~ twas
also possible to detect the presence of the helium by visual inspection.
The temperature of the sample and block were then taken as 4.20K.

The actual specimen mount was also made of copper and was designed
to be a close fit into the hole running through the block. This is shown
in fig. 5.6.

The pumping system was a standard general i" rotary and diffusion
pump unit, and the pumping technique similarly standard.

The dewar was mounted in a trolly above the spectrophotometer and
the tolly in turn mounted on a simple rail system. The cryostat could
then be moved in or out of the spectrophotmeter sample beam as required.
The whole apparatus is shown in fig. 5.7.

EXPERHIE:NTAI. PROCEDURE

The sample to be investigated was placed into the specimen holder,
and then the holder slid into the copper block of the cryostat. The lower
outer section of the cryostat was then placed in position, and the dewar

s ,

pumped down. It was necessary to exercise some caution in 'roughing' out
the dewar to ease the mechanical shock on the dewar. Pumping was continued
until a pressure, better than 2 x 10-5 torr was achieved. The cryostat was
then moved into position in the sample beam.

After first determining that the zero absorption line was quite
"flat" the absorption of the specimen was scanned over the wavelength

.}. ~ r.

range of the absorption edge.

It was usual practice to 'attenuate the reference beam to such an
extent"that beyond the bottom of the absorption edge, when the absorption
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is low and constant, the recorder reads zero or near zero absorption.
This simply means that between the sample being transparent and opaq~e
the whole of the recorder scale is used. If this were not done, then when
the specimen was transparent, the recorder indicated an apparent absorption-
of~ 6~&,this being the sum of reflection losses and reduction of area
of the sample beam by the specimen holder. The effect of expanding the
remaining 4~$ to cover the whole scale is simply to increase the resolu-
tion of the edge. The decrease in sensitivity was not significant.

Reflection losses due to the silica windows of the dewar were
compensated for by placing an empty cell, consisting principally of two
exactly similar £ilica windows in the reference beam.

When the room temperature run was completed, the liquid nitrogen
jacket was filled approximately three quarters full with liquid nitrogen.
The copper block and specim~n holder were cooled to any desired temperature

- . 0 '. ..,.j "'- ~ ~

down to 77 K by_pouring the appropriate quantity of liquid nitrogen into
. .: ,.' .. -.
the inner devar , The thermal insulation of the block was sUfficient for
any such temperature to be maintained for the·duration of a scan of the
absorption edge •

. This was the method of cooling down to a temperature of 77°K. To
obtain Lower temperatures than -this liquid helium was employed.

Helium was transferred to the inner dewar using the standard method
of a 'ut shaped vacuum jacketed transfer, tube, passing from inside the
inner dewar to the liquid helium reservior. A slight pressure applied
to the surface of the helium in the reservior forced the liquid up
through the transfer tube ~nd into the cryostat~ Helium gas that boiled
off from the cryostat was allowed to pass through the valve in the lid of

the cryostat.
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'I11emethod of measurement of the absorption at these lower tempera-

tures was precisely the same method as that already described for room

temperature.

CALCUL/\.TION OF ABSORPTION COE.FFICIENT FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The absorption coefficient K for any media, is defined by the condition

that the energy in the wave falls off by ~ in a distance R cm. As the

energy flow is given by the Poynting vector, it is thus proportional to·

the product of the amplitudes of electric and magnetic vectors, and since
-wkxeach contain the term ~-- c

the attenuation is -2 c.ukxe_ c (see 7.02.0)

• K 2wk 41\k
•• == == -,rc

and the attenuation is -Kxe,

units of K are -1cm

Consider a plane slab of material. -1When K is small, ~ 1 cm a

specimen only 1 mm thick will be effectively transparent ( c... 8% of light

is absorbed), so that for light falling normally onto the surface the

transmission of the specimen, t is

t =

and the reflected fraction r

r 2R= T+'R

where R and T are the reflection and transmission coefficients for the

interface between the material and the atmosphere.

when K is > 1 cm-1 absorption must be taken into account and

equation 5.03.1 becomes

t =
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With the Grubb Parsons Spectrophotometer, it was not possible to
measure reflectively at normal incidence, and the measurement that ~ould
be made at 120 incidence could only be made accurately with some difficulty.
Also, this measurement could not be undertaken at anything other than
room temperature, since this would have required development of further
specialised experimental techniques. It was therefore necessary to
devise a method of determining K from transmission data only.

Now equation 5.03.3 could only be used for deducing values of K so
long as R (determined using 5.03.1 for some wavelength below the edge,
or the above reflectivity measurement) remained constant over the wave-
length range of interest,and also constant with temperature. Due to the
suitable properties of the materials this was possible. The method of
determining R, and of ensuring that the two conditions are fulfilled 'is
now described.

To be able to use 5.03.1·to determine R it was first necessary to
ensure that K was in fact very small below the absorption edge. This
was most easily done by placing a sample of material in each beam of the
spectrophotometer, that.in the reference beam being thinner than that in
the sample beam. Then, at the bottom 'of the edge when absorption was

.:constant, a constant output was shown on the recorder. If K WaS small,
each sample ",ould have absorbed equal amounts and the recorder would
show effectively zero absorption. This was usually the case.

Thus knowfng the value of ~ say)..T at which K became zero (or
effectively zero) and constant, a zero absorption line could be drawn
on any trace of specimen transmission against wavelength, i.e. the
recorder output, an example of this is shown in fig. 5.8.

Hence if the transmission at ~Tand larger wavelengths is referred
to as ioos, the fraction of the light transmitted at any other (shorter)

wavelength, (with respect to that'transmitted at ~T ) is given by
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Relative transmission x 100

x = sample thickness

It has already been emphasised that R and T should be constant (and

equal to the long wavelength values) and this equation clearly shows why.

Unless this is the case, determining K from this equation requires a

separate measurement of H at each wavelength. If the condition is

satisfied it becomes more simply

Relative transmission

The relative transmittance is simply obtained from the recorder

output and R can be measured using equation 5.03.1. It must now be shown

that R did remain constant over the wavelength range of interest, and

also with temperature. How this was deter-mf.nedfor·each glass is

illustrated by reference to a particular case, namely 20Te80Se. What is

reported was applied to all glasses.

THE VALIDITY OF 'l"'HEASSUMPTION R ",CONSTANT

Figure 5.8 ShOHS absorption against wavelength for a 1 mm. thick

specimen of 20Te80Se. The apparent absorption beLow the edge is due
"

entirely to reflection losses, as would be shown by placing a thinner

sample in the reference beam, in'the manner already described. For~

greater than 1.5;Um,K is very small,and the specimen can be considered

transparent. The value of the transmission beyond this wavelength is

.63 which, using equation 5.03.1 gives R = .225.
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Figure 5.9 shows reflectance at 120 incidence against wavelength

for the same sample. Fresnels equations show that 120 incidence is

sufficiently close to normal incidence for the normal incidence value of

R to be used. For wavelengths longer than 1.5pm the r-e f LectLon is

obviously expected to be .37 and to approach .225 at the absorption edge.

(The value of k whi.chwill enter the expression for R vis

R = [(n_l)2 ...k2] / [(n+l)2 + k2] will be negligible up to va1ues of

K = 103 em-1). These values agree with those of fig. 5.9 to vd thin the

expected error.

In this way it was ascertained that R could be considered constant

over the beginning of the absorption edge, and hence equation 5.03.5 could

be used for calculating values of K.

That R remained constant with temperature was easily seen when on

decreasing the temperature, the long wavelength transmission remained

constant.

SPECIAL DIFFICULTY vIITH. THE AS-SE SYSTEM

It was found that the above approach had to be modified to a certain

extent to deal vr.i.thdata for the materials in the As-Se system. This

system was peculiar in that with the exception of pure amorphous selenium

the value of K at the bottom of the absorption edge remained high,

typically between 10-100 cm-l Again, using specimens of different

thicknesses, one in each of the two beams, the wavelength at whf.ch K

became relatively constant was found. The value of K at this point was

found simply using

% transmitted = ___ .5.03.6

dl and d2 are specimen

thicknesses, d2,/ dl
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'l'hissimple formula ner;lects multiple reflections, but with a high value

of K, and slO·3.11values of R (always less than .2) for this system, the

approximation does not introduce Cl. prohibitive error.

The vaLuc of K found as above was then used wi.t.hthe value of trans-

mittance for the thinnest specimen :Lnformula 5.03.2 to determine the

value of R. 'l1J1evalue \liaschecked by making the reflectivity measurement

at 120 incidence, and was found to agree to within 5%. It was also found

to be constant over the wavelength range of the edge.

With the above information it was then possible to draw the zero

absorption line,and then values of K were found us.mg 5.03.3 as before.

PRT~~ .r_. ,'4TATION OF RESULTS

The values of log K plotted against photon energy are presented in

chapter 7. For each of the materials in the As-Te and Se-Te system on

which measurements \-Jeremade, a plot of log K vsphoton energy represents

the information gained from two specimens, one approximately 1000p.m and

the other approximately lOOfm in thickness.

5.04.0 HALL EFFECT: - INTRODUCTION

The measurement of Hall Effect in materials of high resistivity and

10\01 mobility, is made difficult due to the high scource impedance, small

signal, and large thermal drift. The last factor for example can produce
oresistivity changes of 4% per C temperature change. Because of these

difficulties the decision as to whether or not to attempt the experiment

was held in question for some time. However , after some experience of

material pr-epar-at Lon it was thought that two systems had sufficiently high

conductivity for there to be a good chance of the experiment proving

successful. And of course, the possibility of being able to apply a
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successful Hall Effect experiment to materials of higher resistivity was a
further incentive. (The information to be gained from Hall effect studies
is discussed in chapters 2 and 8.) For these reasons it was decided to
attempt the experiment.

CHOICE OF METHOD

There are four basic methods which can~and have been used to measure
Hall Effect (references [11 [2] [5] ). These are:

(1) D.C. magnetic and electric fields,
(2) A.C. electric and magnetic field,
(3) A.C. 'magnetic field and D.C. electric .field,
(4) D.C. magnetic field and A.C. electric field.

Hethod (l)-is the most obvious choice in most cases because of the
relative ease of experiment. But the method is limited for measurements

E Hallon low mobility mater~als by noise, since the ratio E . is directly
Drift field

proportional to mobility.

The signal to noise ratio that can be.tolerated is greatly decreased
by employing A.C. methods. Very briefly the improvement arises because the
alternating voltage at the probes can be phase sensitively detected.

Hethod (2) where the Hall voltage appears at the beat frequency of the
alternating electric and magnetic, require's some complex experimentation.

, ~

Rejection filters are required in the detecting circuit for the two funda-
mental frequencies involved. Also, there are other signals appearing at
mixed frequencies as well as the Hall signal, and distinguishing between
them adds further complications.

For the third method a low frequency. magnetic field is required. To
obtain,fields of the necessary strength with the standard type of electro-
magnet a~ailablet a large amount of power would have been required at the
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lew freqency~ This weuld need either expensive equipment, er an appreciable
ameunt ef time to.preduce the pewer supply in the laberatery~ Neither
ceuld be afferded. l

r

Fer these reasons method (4)was chesen. The majer disadvantage ef
this method is having to.deal with a large effsetveltage at the prebes,
since the Hall'veltage when preduced is'exactly in phase with the offset
signal. This effset arises because of the inevitable prebe mis-alignment.
It was cempensated fer experimentally by backing eff the tetal signal at
the prebe with an exactly out ef phase signal.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

A bleck diagram ef the apparatus is shewn in fig. 5.10. The pre-amplifier,
and difference amplifier were the enly nen-cemmercial pieces ef apparatus,
the circuits ef each of these are shewn in fig. 5.11.

The signal frem the prebes, ene ef which prevides the ,'earth' ef the
secendary circuit, was fed into.the high impedance pre-amplifier, set to.a
gain ef ene. The purpese ef the pre-amplifier was to.act as an imped~nce
transfermer between the high sample impedance and lewer input impedance ef
the difference amplifier. The signal was "backed eff" in the difference
amplifier against an eut of phase signal. The backing eff signal was
initially generated at the signal generater (which preduced two.independent

. ceherent signals). Its phase relative to.that ef the prebe signal could be
varied with the phase shifter 2

It was feund during the'develepment ef the apparatus that this backed
eff,signal centained two.unwanted frequencies. One was at 50 cis the ether
being the first harmonic ef the frequency being used. It is theught that
beth ef these signals eriginated in the signal generater rather than being
induced elsewhere. Hewever they were effectively reduced (by 40 dB) by
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the insertion of two simple band stop filters after the difference ampli-
fier. An effect of the filters was also to attenuate the wanted 'signal,
but only by about 5 dB which produced no problem and !t/aseasily accounted
for.

The backed off signal with unwanted components attenuated was then
amplified to the level required for input into phase sensitive detector,
where it viassubsequently phase-sensitively detected. The'rectified output
of the P.S.D: was fed into a pen recorder.

The magnetic field was produced with a Newport Type C Magnet and
matching power supply VR3. With a pole separation of I cm., a field of
8 Kilogauss could be produced, uniform over an area of one sq. cm.

~ ':

CALIBRATION OF APPARATUS AND MAGNETIC FIELD

The calibration of the apparatus was achieved by producing a small
knovm signal across a'resistance comparable with a typical specimen resist-
ance, and applying this to the input of,the pre-amplifier.

The known potential was produced by-feeding the signal from the
generator into the input ,of a potential divider, and calculating from the
values of resistance in the dividing chain, the potential across the rele-
vant resistance. The voltage at the input of the divider was measured
using a voltmeter of input impedance compaz-ab'Leto that of the potential
divider.

The magnetic field was simply calibrated with a flux C9il and flux

meter.

sp~mEN HOLDER

'Owing to the small space available between the poles of the magnet,
\. .
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the desten 'of the specimen holder was considerably restricted. The
requirements were that the specimen and electrical contacts could be
mechanically supported, that there should be good electrical inSUlation
and that the temperature should be maintained constant~or at worst only
drift slo\Olly. It was also desirable to be able to vary the specimen
temperature to values above· room temperature, because of the extra
.information to be obtained from values of mobility as a ~unction of
temperature.

Fig. 5.12 shows the essential details of the specimen holder. A
reasonable temperature stability was achieved simply by surrounding the~

holder with a draught proof shield. Heat was transferred to the p.t.f.e.
,

insulator and sample by the copper support screws, and the temperature
measured using a chrome1 alumel thermocouple, and potentiometer.

The sample holder was suspended underneath a trolley which was
constrained to move along a simple rail system. This enabled the whole
unit to be moved sn1o'othlyinto or out of the poles of the magneb , The
pre-amplifier \!lasplaced as close as possible to the sample, to prevent
the high input impedance of the amplifier being compromised by capacitance
in the leads. Fig. 5.13 shows a photograph of the arrangement.

EXPERTI-1ErlTAL PROCEDURE

The apparatus was arranged as described in the above paragraphs with.
the sample fixed in position between the poles of the magnet, but without
at first the field being applied. The 120 Hz. electric field was measured
by replacing the sample with a voltmeter of equal input impedance. 'Values
of the drift field used varied between 10 - 100 volts/cm.

The size of the offset signal was typically .1 - 1 volt. By adjust-
ment of .the phase shifter 2, a signal was arranged to be of similar 'Size to
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the offset siGnal, and 1800 out of phase with it. The two sienals were

then applied to the difference amplifier, and final adjustment made to

make the l20 Hz. component of the output of the difference amplifier as

small as possible; A typical signal size after back off would be

":!!:- lOO)-tV. The 10v, noise amplifier was fhen used to bring the signal to

the level necessary for input into the p.s.d. The signals from the low

noise amplifier and phase shifter I were first adjusted to be in phase

before application to the p.s.d. The rectified, phase sensitively

detected signal from the output of the p.s.d. was then fed into the pen·

recorder. Using the calibration curves the 'backed off' sample signal

is obtained. ~'Jhenthe recorder output was steady, the magnetic field

was switched on., The new signal that resulted would be the sum of several

signals, namely that due to remaining offset voltage, capacitive and

inductive pick up and the Hall voltage. ,

Of these various signals only the Hall voltage would have its phase

determined by the direction of the magnetic field, so that reversal of,the

magnetic field produced a difference in the recorded signal proportional ,

to twice the'Hall voltage. Hence ,the Hall voltage could be determined and

unwanted signals discriminated again~t.

RESULTS

Despite considerable persistence with the above described apparatus

and procedure,in attempts to further increase sensitivity, no positive

results could be obtained.

Of course it was possible to place a maximum size on the Hall voltage

that could be obtained, this being somewhat below the limit of detection

of the apparatus, and this was done.

, Th~ implications of this negative result are discussed in chapter 8.
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5.05.0 OTHER EXPERIMENTS

A nuraber of other experiments were undertaken. These were on a
smaller scale than those described earlier because they were relatively
simple, or that expcrimenta1 difficulties rendered further development
not worthwhile.

~be procedure for the X-ray diffraction has already been described
in chaptcr 4, ru1dis not repeated here.

THEm-:OELECTRIC pa.~ER

Measurement of thermoelectric power was intended from the outset to
be part of the experimental investigation. A cryostat, measuring circuit
and experimental specimens were prepared and two or three preliminary runs
made. ~ne results of these early attempts suggested that a great deal of
development of the apparatus would be required in order to produce accurate
results. The principal problems were the mode of heating. and agad.n the
high specimen impedance and associated problem, of isolating the detecting
circuit from stray electromagnetic fields.

Because of the time that would have been required to resolve these
difficulties the experiment was abandoned.

SPACE CHARGE LIMITED CURRENTS

This experiment enta~led the measurement of doe. current voltage
characteristics of thin'"(typically <. 80}Am) specimens of large band gap
amorphous semiconductors. For reasons described in 2.10.0 the measure-
ment had to be completed with the specimen in the dark and with large
time intervals between separate measurements.

The measuring circuit was a simple extension of that shown in .
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fig. 5.1. In rarticular the battery power supply VIas replaced by a

continuously variable supply, and a Kiethly 602 electrometer replaced

the E.I. 62A instrument.

The results for this ·experiment on three specimens are presented

and discussed in 8.03.

5.05.3 DENSITY

The size of the specimens were such that it 'was only

necessary to employ the simple method of Archimedes. A suitably dense

liquid, namely ethylene dibromide, "viasused toiocrease the accuracy of

the results.

CHEIHCAL ETCHING

Itliththe intention of studying the microstructure of the material

using an electron microscope, several attempts were made to establish

suitable etchants and etching procedures.

Hith the exception of As-Te gl.aasea which were rapidly etched with

HN03 - HF mixtures, all glasses were highly resistant to attack by the

common compounds used in etching procedures. Since there were no other

means of thinning or etching samples available, this investigation was

ceased.

A.C. HEASUREMENT

The measurements that were made employed two separate A.C. bridges

which between them covered the frequency range 100 Hz to lOM.Hz. For the

range 100 Hz to 100 K.Hz a modified form· of Lynch Bridge was used and

from 100 K.Hz to 10 M.Hz a "layne Kerr B.602. Both Bridges were essentially

transformer ratio arm types.
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A cryostat snd specimen holder wer-e desie;ned (and built) to match the

bridges, and to enable measurements to be made from room temperature ·down
oto 77 K. The temperature \'lasvaried and measured in the same way as

.:

described in 5.02.2.
..
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REFERENCES CHAPTER 5

(1) See (3) of Chapter 3.
(2) See (4) of Chapter 3.
(3) See (7) of Chapter 3.
(4) See (9) of Chapter 1- ..
(5) See (8) of Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 6

D.C. CONDUCTIVITY

6.01.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals first of all with the implications for conduction

of the proposea model of amorphous semiconductors introduced in chapter 3.

Such a model requires for its basis a random atomic structure, but

it has been suggested (see for example [1][2] [3]) t~at amorphous semi-

conductor materials may be made up in a compound way, consisting of two or

more phases, or small crystallites{< 80oA). Such structures have been

observed in oxide glasses [4] [5] and also possibly in amorphous.semi-

conducturs [25].

In the light of this possibility the experimental results are looked

at in terms of the model proposed in chapter 3, but also keeping in mind

the properties that ~ill apply to compound structures.

6.02.0 CONDUCTION IN A RANDOM STRUC~E

This section extends some·of the ideas introduced in chapter 3. In

that chapter a general form for the density of states in amorphous semi-

conductors was introduced," and we now consider d.c. conduction baqed on

this density of states curve.
"',

6.02.1 THE EXTEi'ffisnSTATES

Figure 6.1 represents the density of states curve and is derivable from

any" of the three approaches of chapter 3. The extended states above E andc

below E (th"e mobility "edges" or "shoulders") behave as conduction andv

valence band states in crystalline semiconductors, although the mean free"

path and mobility will be reduced due to scattering.
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'l'he conduction band tail is indicated as being longer than that of

the valence band, since this is expected to be the case. 'I'he reasons

are as follows; (1) that the valence bands are generally narrower than

conduction bands and (2) that the structure or configuration of the

disordered material will be arranged so as to minimize the energy of the

occupied valence states [6J.

The conductivity due to the extended states within kT of Ec may be

vlritten [6 J

___ 6.02.1

and similarly for Ev

The conduction for these amorphous solids is often assumed intrinsic
•and can hence be written "

o. = 0: exp - (E - E ) / 2kT~nt 0 c v 6.02.2---
"lith0 slightly modifiedo

Since in wide band gap non-degenerate semiconductors, conduction takes

place within kT,of the band edges, 0-
0
can be written as

kT',ft, p. = mobili ty

However' 0" can also be equated to the minimum value of conducti vity in ano

Anderson type band (see 3.03.5), since the states within kT of E .wouldc

become localized if the disorder ",ere furt'her increased, just as the

Anderson band will become completely localized when Va becomes greater

than 5 J (for the case discussed in 3.03). The intersite distance must

however, be modified as discussed in 3.03.4 so tha t t the expression for c-o
(see 3.03.4) becomes

___ 6.02.3

oe.g.;with aE = 4 A and 2=6 A -<L 200 A-l -1
Vo - cm
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Obtaining true values of 0 experimentally from the intercept ofo

the ordinate of a plot of log l vs liT I is made difficult since E and
c

E may be temperature dependent. This could arise simply from the variationv

of the 'lattice constant' with temperature. A simple and relevant case can

be illustrated here but the question will be raised again when the form of

the log (j vs J~ curves are discussed.

If we suppose

Ec E = E
v go 6.02.4---

then substitution in equation 6.02.2 gives

Oint = s; exp (~). exp - (;~~) 6.02.5---
so that the value of the pre-exponential constant as measured would be

G; exp «(>12k) and not Go .

It is noted that a dependence such as 6.02.5 still gives a simple

exponential dependence of 0 on ]/'1' •

6.02.2 THE r,c:CALIZED STATES

The effect of the localized states is t.wof'oLd , First, those states

between E and E ' will act as acceptors, and possibly electron traps, andc c

those above E and below E " as donors, or hole traps. Secondly at finitev v

temperatures there v/ill be thermally activated hopping,· between ionized and

un-ionized sites in both conduction and valence band tails. The action of

the states as donors and acceptors is first considered.

EXTRINSIC CONDUCTION

The lengths of the tails E - E ' and E - E I will govern to whatc c v v

extent the conduc'td on is extrinsic, and also determine how the position of

·Ef varies with temperature. To obtain precise information concerning these

points some calculations of neT) (number of free carriers) and ~(T) were
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made for various cases of thp.model of figure '6.1.

The calculations "Jere made on an Elliott 1~30computer ; the

programme was written by the author.

The top of the valence band E is taken as the zero of energy, so that
v

the two tails of states are described as ( 1 7 04 0)see a so • .

e-.,L EE < E < E 1 N(E) = NO' =»v v 6.02.7---

NCE) := No'
~(E - E)- ce __ 6.02.8

For energies greater than (E -.01 )ev and less than (E +.01 )ev. ,the bands
c v

are assumed to f'o.l Low the commonly proposed par-abo'l i.cform for crystalline

semiconductors. Hence for the extended states of the conduction band

N(E)
.i,= N (E-E +.01)2o c

The method of calculation was as follows: Assuming that at absolute

zero all states up to E ' are filled then at any subsequent temperaturev

nFH +
nrD =

nIA + ~E

number of number of number of number of
free holes ionized donor ionized acceptor free
below E sites be tween sites between electrons

v
E - E I E - E I above E
v v c c c

i.e.

exp - (~E) . Fh (E,T) =...N I
o

o

0...0.

exp - __J (E - E) • Fe (E,T) + N .J (E - E )~ •F (E,T)~'e c . 0 c e
Ec

N I
o

E'c
Nand H I are chosen such that the two
o 0

sections of the curve match.
___ 6.02.9
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It is assumed that me = mh ;::rn,the mass of the free electron, so

N ;::
o

:Y-
4if(2m) 2

t_3

that

Fe(E,T), and Fh(E,T) are the Ferrni-Diracdistribution functions for

electrons and holes respectively.

A value of EF above E_ wa s given to the computer, which was-YT;::OoK
programmed to integrate numerically equation 6.02.9 for increasing values

of T until the equation was satisfied. The value of EF, nFH, nID, nIA,

DyE and '1' were then printed out according to the programme. The process

wa.s repeated for as many steps in ~. as required, up to the value of ~

at T ;::1000oK. 'I'hewhole programme could be repeated "litha series of

values of 0<. ,01.. and J~ - E .c v c v

Now the Fermi Dirac distribution function is valid, only if the

probability of the level E being occupied is independent of the state of

occupation of neighbouring levels. For localized states of high density,

neighbouring electrons may interact and the condition not be satisfied.

It was not possible to take this into account, so the results should be

interpreted taking this possible approximation into consideration.

The method and programme were tested against some of the results of

Rutner et al [7] who calculated neT) and ~(T) for a number of hypothetical

extrinsic semiconductors, the results agreed exactly.

DISCUSSION OF CALCULATIONS

In figure 6.2 the results of neT) of the calculations are· shown as plots

of log neT) vs ]4. neT) is the total number of free carriers, holes·

plus electrons. Several curves are drawn for different values of 0< 0(.
c v

In figure 6.3 the results for EF(T) are dr-awn as EF vs T for some of
the cases of figure 6.2.
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In table 6.1 the various values of the variables are summarized.

In the calculations ,., I.wc and E I are the limits of integration in 6.02.9,
v

and not necessarily (as in figure 6.1) the energies at which N(E) becomes

unity.

It will obviously be more useful to think in terms of conducti.vity

and therefore the right hand ordinates of figures 6.2 are thus calibrated.

The conducti.vity is simply based on

6 = n(T). e .)J .

2 -1 -1assuming .fA. = 10 cm volt sec, and to be constant with temperature.

The value of 1020 for N used in the calculation is according to Lanyono

[20J reasonable. He estimates such a value at the valence band edge in

amorphous selenium.

With the exceptions of I and VI all the plots show some curvature

whi.chshould be seen within the temperature, and (predicted) conductivity

ranges available to experiment.

Curves I, II, III with cX.c and oZv decreasing, show the increasingly

high temperatures and conductivities to which extrinsic conduction persists.

The majority carriers are of course holes, and the actual values of the

ratio ~/ne are shown as numbers against the curves. Even for long tails

of states (such as would produce sqme overlap of the tails) the conduction

has become intrinsic at room temperature. At very high temperatures there

is in fact a slight majority of electrons, a consequence of the conduction

band tail being the longer of the two.

The form of the curvature is of interest, and will be discussed again

later in comparison with the experimental results. The activation energies

derived from the slope assuming

neT) oC exp
-E_g_
2kT

are plotted a ainst ternerature for a number of cases in figure 6.4.
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At low temperatures this is equal to ~ .5 ev as expected and corres-

ponds to holes excited from E ' to E. It increases up to a value equalc v

to E - E , the value for intrinsic conduction, at a rate det'erminedbyc v

the number of acceptor sites available. (For curves other than I, Eg
should decrease to sm~ller values in accordance with values of~. But in
the'calculations E' (=.5 ev) is .thelimit of intergration in 6.02.9 for curvesc , .

r-IV,and hence. the minimum activation energy will be E~ - Ev = .5 eVe

However what is important is the temperature to which extrinsic conduc~ion
persists for a p~rticular O{, and not the value of E at such low conduct-, g

ivities as cannot be measured.) i .. <

Figure 6.3 shows how the Fermi Energy varies with temperature for
three cases. It is interesting to note that it enters the tail of acceptor
states, a result which will have consequences for hopping conduction, since
the possible large number of ionized sites may make a significant contribu-
tion to the conductivity.

It can be concluded from the calculations that if neT) is the dominant
temperature dependen~ quantity in the conductivity, then measurements of
conductivity below approximately 3000K and conductivities below 10-12 -13
-1 -1 Uohm cm ,should not show constant activation energy, i.e. log vs T is

not linear.

This.conclusion will be seen to be verified by the experimental
results.

LOCALIZED STATES - HOPPING (IHPURITY) CONDUCTION

For the hypothetical amorphous semiconductor of fig. 6.1, the general
expression for the d.c. conductivity in the localized states will contain
two activation terms. One is associated with the excitation of electrons
to the energy rang~.Ec to Ec', (or holes to the range Ev to Ev') and a

second term
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to account for the energy difference I~W between sites. The conducbLvi ty ,

Gay for the conduction band tail could then be written (12J

Gioc. = Ej OaL exp - (E - F'F) /kT ,exp - (I~W/kT) , dE

E 'c 6.02.10---
r:s OL (the effective 00 for localized states) and 6.w will both be functions
of energy.

The term ()OL will involve the tunnelling probability and the jump

distance. Those states farthest away from Ec will be highly localized so

that the probability of hopping (essentially thermal excitation plus

t~nnelling) will be very small. Only those states close to E where thec

localization is weak (the overlap finite) will make a significant con-

tribution to 6le<..,. Theoretically estimated values of OOL have not yet

been published.

As discussed in chapter 3, for certain cases N(E) may contain a peak

in the localized region which would 'pin'~. The first activation term

in equation 6.02.10 would then be lost, and hence

o,iX. = crOLexp - (flW /kT) 6.02.11---

In discussing the temperature and field dependence of0\ the principal
0(.

variation will be via ~W, since the tunnelling probability v-Tillnot be

.expected to vary significantly [9]" The value of 6.w may vary as the

density of occupied sites increases, simply because of coulombic inter-

action. Local polarization around an i9nized site will also affect the

value. In this very brief outline of temperature and field dependence

these last two points are not considered explicitly.

In Miller and Abrahams theory [lO],the hopping frequency (for sites

at ~) is of the form:

))Ph exp (-2 o<:..R )o exp (-WoIkT) 6.02.12---
oZ describes the falloff, of the wave functl'on on a 1 I'oca Lzed sito.

Ra is inter-site distance.
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Matt [6] deduces that at low temperatures an electric field F will cause

sites a distance R apart to be made level (so that tunnelling can occur)

if

eFR
6.02.13---

and therefore the current will be of the form
1

j DC )) ph exp - (2o<.C /F3) 6.02.14---
C is a constant

At finite temperatures the jump frequency is expected to follow

6.02.15---
and the current governed by whichever is the larger of 6.02.14 and 6.02.13.

The activation energy at low temperatures should decrease with

decreasing temperature since only jumps for which ~W is small can occur.

Mott [llJ shows that in this region the hopping probability is proportional
to

6.02.16

and such a dependence has been observed [16] [17]•

Hopping conduction is discussed again in the results section later

in this chapter.

6.03.0 CONDUCTION IN A NON-HOMOGEJlIEOUS STRUCTURE

This is a very large topic whi.chcannot be dealt with here in all its

aspects. It is only required to note the salient features, so as to be

able to determine whether or not on the basis of d.c. conductivity, one

can distinguish this type of structure from that of 6.02. In particular,

temperature and low field dependence are looked for.

Figures 6.5(a), and 6.6(a) show the types of structure that might

reasonably be expected. Figure 6.5(a) is a simple two phase structure
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wher-e it Hill be assumed that the discontinuous phase is more conducting,

and in figure 6.6(a) potential barriers due to grain boundaries are

expected to limit the conductivity.

As ree;ards d.c. conduction the most important consequence of these

structures is the potential barrier that the more insulating phase or

grain boundary will produce. 1~e general form for these barriers are

shown in figures 6.5(b) and 6.6(b). In f i.gur e 6.6(h) the composition in

the grain boundary is obviously different, and the figure is drawn assuming

these states to act as traps for the carriers in the grains.

CASE OF FIGURE 6.5

In this situation, the conductivity of a sample will be greater than

that of the continuous phase if, (a) carriers can tunnel between sections

of the discontinuous phase, (b) the mean froe p3.th of carriers in the

continuous phase is longer than the mean separation of second phase

particles~since then carriers can be thermally excited across the more

resistive regions ~~.

The probability for tunnelling in (a) will be of the form, [14]

where

¢ ::: E - EFc2

For distances x more than a felt!atomic spacings, which are envisaged in

figure 6.5, this term becomes negligibly small and must be discounted.

For case Cb), even if the condition is satisfied which is unlikely

for amorphous semiconductors, the number of carrienbeing thermally

excited out of the second phase,will only be of similar magnitude to those

from the continuous phase at E , and therefore this is an unlikely
c2

mechanism for increasing the conductivity.
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'I'he height of the barrier will be approximately

e log (:;)
kT

whi.ch is independent of temperature if n1 and n2 (the density of free,

carriers in each phase) are governed by exp (Ec - ~") / kT .terms. There

\'li11 however be a field dependence of the barrier height which will be

similar to that of Schottky barriers,~i.e.

since all the potential drop can be associated viith the resistive phase.

Howevert.he large number of barriers over which the potential must be ".

shared will mean that the potential drop for anyone barrier is small,

and the effect will be negligible.

CASEOF FIG. 6.6

It has been shown for this case [15] that the current across the

barrier varies as

(-ev)exp kT2 {
-eV ]1 - eXPkTa

\'Thich for high fields approximates to

(eV2)exp - kT .

However, more important than the field dependence is the size of potential

needed at each boundary before any non-ohmic behaviour is observed. This

was shown to be.J1.. la volts [15]. Manybarriers are envisaged as occurring

in the materials,and therefore except in the case of very thin specimens'

the effect is again negligible.

The height of such barriers will not depend on temperature [14J.

But it should be remembered that it wj,ll depend on the thickness of space

charge region >-0 and the density of localized states as, [14]
2

ND Ao
kVo<:.

~ = dielectric constant
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and therefore in amorphous semiconductors may be quite small (>-0 will be

small) .

These brief considerations show that,such structures wi'll not be

detected by measurement of d.c. conductivity as a function of temperature

or as a function of electric field unless very high fields are employed.

6.04.0 RESULTS

The d.c. conductivity was measured as a function of temperature, and

in a fe\.,cases as a function of electric field, for compositions through-

out the glass forming regions of the three systems.

The sets of figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 sum up the results of the d.c.

measurements. Figures (a) in each case,show Log 0 vs ~, Cb) the

activation energy vs composition, (c) conduct.Lvdty (at 20oC) vs composition

and (d) L) vs composition.o

The error in any value of er , arising from uncertainties in measure-

ment of electrode diameter, specimen thickness, and meter readings, are

shown by the error bars in figures (c).

The value of Cf shown in figures (d) is that obtained from extra-o

polating the tangent of the curves of log 0 vs ~ at the high temperature
B1~ese C)O values are not corrected for the term exp k

as equation 6.02.5 suggests they should be. The reason for not doing so

end (see 6.02).

is that even if equation 6.02.5 does apply, B is not known accurately

for each case. It may however- be helpful to note that a typical value,

based on the shift of the absorption edge wi.th temperature, is ~ 10.

Before commencing with the discussion, certain pertinent remarks are

made concerning each set of results.
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Log (J vs the reciprocal of absolute
temperature for glasses from the
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FIGURE 6.9 (a)
Log Clvs the reciprocal of absolute
temperature for glasses from the
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6.04.1 THE Se-As ~:;y.sTEl1:FIGUl~ES 6.7 (a) - (d)

For three materials in this system, conductivity vs.temperature was

measured as a function of electric field. These three glasses, 100 Se,

80Se 20 As and 40Se 60As,'showed no field dependence up to a field of

2000 volts/em. In another experiment reported in chapter 8, there was

found to be nO field dependence for the 60Se 40As glass up to fields of

80,000 volts/cm.

The curvatures of the plots for 80Se 20As and 70Se 30As in figure

6.7(a), are seen to increase at higher temperatures •. These increases

may be attributable to the specimen softening. Consequent distortion of

the specimens will mean that the error in the high temperature measurement

is gr-eater (and biased to give higher values of er) than over the rest of

the temperature range. However , 110 data has been published for measure-

ments of conductivity into the softening region, and they may be valid.

The curve for lOOSe is drawn an order of magnitude too 10v1, to prevent

confusion with other curves.

6.01+ .2 THE Se-Te SYSTEH: FIGURES 6.8 (a) - (d)

,
The curves for glasses containing 0, 10, 20 At.% tellurium and curve A

for that containing 25 At.% tellurium are field independent up to fields

of 2000 volts/em. The curves A gnd B we~e produced for the same specimen

of 75Se 25Te that gave curve C. The new behaviour at temperatures below

-20°C was found after the specimen had been held at 70°C for approximately

ten minutes. Curve B was produced with a field of 20 volts/em, and curve

A a field of 2000 volts/em.

THE Te-As SYSTD1: FIGURES 6.9 (a) - (d)

Apart from the 50Te 50As composition each of the materials in this
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system were found to have field independent conductivities over most of

the temperature range.

However at higher temperatures all of the glasses (including

50Te 50As) were cap-3..bJ.eof showing a more rapid increase of conductivity

with temperature. The temperature at which this occurred viasa function

of the voltage across the specimen. This is shown in figure 6.10. It

Has found that these branches were the prelude to some form of switching,

when the current jumps very rapidly, many orders of magnitude. Rapid

removal of the voltage restored the specimen to its initial state.

Curve D in fig. 6.9(a) was obtained using an electric field of

15 volts/em, after the specimen has been annealed at 1500C for approximate1y

15 mins. oCurves A, Band C were obtained after a second anneal at 150 C

again for approximately 15 mins, the m~gnitudes of the fields used were

1500, 150 and 15 volts/em respectively.
DISCUSSION

6.05.0 THE FORH'OF THE LOG (f vs +-j, CURVES

It will be noticed immediately on inspection of figures 6.7(a) -

6.9(a) that the majority of log ~ vs ~ plots are curved with the slope

increasing with temperature.

Y-
Before discussing this, it is pointed out that the T 2 term which

appears as a pre-exponential factor in 0, for~crystalline semiconductors,

does not explain this effect. Neither the magnitude of the curvature nor

its temperature dependence are expla.ined by such .a term.

There are several possible causes for the curvature. Two of these

are looked at in detail, and some others considered more briefly.

6.05.1 EXTRINSIC CONDUCTION

The possibility of localized states, acting as donors and acceptors
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was introduced in 6.02.2. In that section computer calculations of n(rn

were given and attention drawn to the fact log n vs ~ did not give .a

straight line. It wi.Ll,now be shown that there is considerable agreement

between the curves of fig. 6.2 and 6.7(a) - 6.9(a).

In figure 6.4, activation energy was drawn against T for the theor-

etical curves'. The same relationship, deduced from the conducti vity curves

is drawn in fig. 6 .11(a), (b) and (c), for glasses from each of the three

systems. It is seen that there is reasonable agreem~nt in the form of the

curves of figures 6.4 and 6.11. The high temperature sections of the

curves agree particularly closely. It is also noted that the conductivity

ranges fo.rwhich the theoretical and experimental lines are curved are

similar.

This agreement implies the following. First, if the materials can be

,adequately described by the model of figure 6.1, then the localized states

can be considered as acting as acceptors and donors. The second point is

that the lengths of the tails as inferred from experimental curves, will

be similar to tho~e considered in the calculations, i.e. N(E) for each

tail becomes unity somewhere in the gap.

The latter of these two points is made without considering the effect

of band overlap. Since this may lead to false deductions, some estimate

should be made of the effect of such an overlap. For example, consider

E - Ec v 1.5 ev, and cX...c = ~ = 20 ev-l (a value which gives consider-

able overlap, and one whd.ch is relevant to the results of the next chapter).
IThe Fermi level at absolute zero will be at .75 ev (E = 0 ev) wher-e N(E)v

for both tails of states is 1014 cc-l ev-l The number of conduction

band tail states between E and E is 5 x 1018 cc-l and the number ofF c

valence band states, Vlhichaccording to Cohen [18J will maintain their

character and therefore act as charged traps, \Oli11 be 5 x lOll. Such a

large difference would sug~est that neT) as calculated would still be
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dominated by the conduction band tail states. However the charged traps

wou'Ld be expected to limit the mobility and it may no longer be possible

to compare neT) and 0" (T), assuming a simple, temperature independent mobility.

Despi te this a ca1cula ti'on was made with c-( c
-1= 20 ev The form

of the curve of neT) was the same, but the extrinsic conduction dominated

up to a conductIvd ty of ~ 10-5 ohm-1 cm -1 and temperature of ~ 300
0
C,

'-lQ -13 -1 -1 0 . 1compared with 10 - 10 ohm cm and~O C for the exper~menta cases.

Such large differences can obviously not be accounted-for by the mobility

term.

The curvatures of figs. 6.7(a) - 6.9(a) can therefore be explained

by considering the conduction and valence band tails to provide a density,

of states distribution giving extrinsic conduction. The results also

suggest that N(E) for the tails became uni~y between Ec and Ev

6.05.2 TEl1PERATURE DEPENDENCE OF By AND s,

The effect of any temperature dependence of E - E is now considered.v c

One 'type of dependence has already been considered in 6.02.1, but a

more general,case is now investigated, namely,let

E c E - E = E - B~g c v go ___ 6.05.1

From the results of optical absorption (chapter 7),B is seen to be a

positive quantity (E decreases with increasing temperature)., Also, x is.,' . g ,
not expected to differ greatly from +1 over the range of temperature under

rdiscussion. This fact is again derived from chapter 7, and also from

other published results for both amorphous and crystalline semiconductors

(see chapter 7 for references)'.

Substituting 6.05.1 into 6.02.2, taking the logarithm, and then

differentiating gives
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d(log (})
d(VT)

= _ [ Ego + ~ (x - 1) T
X 1k k ___ 6.05.2

and differentiating a second time

= ~ x( x-I) TX + 1
k ___ 6.05.3

Over the temperature range of measurement, the L.H.S. of equation

6.05.3 (wh Lch is the slope of figures 6.11(a) (b) Cc)) is always positive,

and hence it can be deduced that x wou Ld be greater than unity.

Equation 6.05.3 also sho",s that the slope of the log vs J4. should

increase continuously with temperature and not level off as do the curves

of figures 6.11. Also the curvature should be greater at higher tempera-

tures, i.e. figures 6.11 should be concave upwards and not downwards as

is the case.

These discrepancies make it apparent that if 6.05.1 does apply, it

is not significant in determining the form of C (T) over the temperature

ranges of figures 6.7(a) - 6.9(a).

This can also further be seen from the following rough estimate of

B. If it is assumed that at the edge of the relevant Brillouin zone

E .c: 11
a

2

then dE
E = -2 da

a

5 -1 0 -1assuming a thermal coefficient of expansion of 10- unit length C

then B =
dE
E =

If x in equation 6.05.1 is close to unity, then substituting B into 6.05.1

shows that it is only at high temperatur~s that the change in E - E
c v

becomes significant.
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OTHER CAUSES

As well as the above, it would be possible to put forward other
causes for the form of OCT):

There will obviously be other localized state distributions which
",illproduce the effect.

There are also the consequences of the metal-semiconductor contact
to consider. This is thought however to be an unlikely cause since the'.
effect is universal to all the glasses studied here, and also it will be
shown in chapter 8 that the quality of the contacts used was good, and
not expected to produce potential barriers.

It may also be that E , and E are dependent on temperature in thatvc· .
as the lattice constant decreases,states which were weakly localized may

. ,

'become non-localized,hence Ev and Ec would move into the bands as the
temperature increased.

6.06.0 DISCUSSION FOR INDIVIDUAL SYSTEtvlS

An attempt must now be made to understand the groups of curves in
figures 6.7(a), 6.8(a) and 6.9(a), and the information derived from them

.shown in the other figures 6.7- 6.9 and summarized in tables 6.7 - 6.9
respectively.

6.06.1 THE ARSENIC SELENIUH SYSTE}1

Attention is first drawn to figure6.7(d) which shows G'values.o

Over almost the entire range, the v~lues, within the limits of experiment-
al error can be made to agree at a value of 1.8 x 103 ohm-1 em-1. (If the
correction implied by equation 6.02.5 is applied this becomes

, 2 11.8·x 10 ohm- -1 )cm
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The first point made about this result is that there is agreement,of

~ o,over almost the whole composition range. In as much as the composition

changes, so also must the short range order which will determine N(E). 1~e

similar values would imply, if the model of figure 6.1 is in each case

applicable, that N(E), at least at E and E is in al1.cases similar:c v

The second point, is that the value of Cl' agrees closely with that
" .' ." 0

predicted by equation3.03.5 of Bott's theory. Not too much significance

should be placed on this agreement immediately, since several factors used

in arriving at the theoretical estimate are approximations; in particular,

value of aE taken to be 4 ~, the coordination number taken to be 6,
, V

the value of 9j at E = E , which is derived for this coordinationc

number, to be 5. As a consequence of these approximations the agreement

the

and

.is simply noted.

The"results of figure 6.7(b) and 9.1 (density vs composition) are

now considered. From 6.7(b) it is seen that the.activation energy varies

markedly for additions of arsenic (up to 20 atomic %) but from 20 - 60

atomic % the variation is small, although there is a minimum at the

stoichemetric composition AS2 se3• From figure 9.1 the density shows a

pronounced maximum at the stoichemetric composition where the value is

"very close (within 2Ofo) to that of the crystalline phase of the material.

It will be shown in chapter 9 that the density result can be

explained, at least on the selenium rich side of 60Se 40As, by considerin~

the material to have a two phase structure,' the constituents being

AS2 Se3 and Se •. The amorphous arsenic-trisruenide would be the continuous

phase. If this were the case then ~ and E would be expected to remaino g

constant over the two phase region. Small va.riations in each could be

attributed to excess m~terial in the continuous phase. However, as will

be seen in chapter 9 there is another explanation of figure 9.1 which

would lend no support to this argument.
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Finally some comments are made concerning the results for small additions

of arsenic in selenium. From the fluctuations in density, 0 , and Eat
g

low concentrations, it is obvious that some other str~cture must prevail

in this region. It is well known that small additions of arsenic causes

cross linking between Se chains, which increases viscosity and makes

recrystallization more difficult to achieve. Such cross linking would

increase the disorder and decrease the mobility, hence ,causing the "drop in

the conductivity. The curve for 95Se 5As in 6.7(a) has changed consider-

ably from that for selenium. The curvature suggest a very large value for

E - E in figure 6.1 and hence also for rs , which is difficult to accountc v 0

for simply by cross linking of selenium chains.

Similarly the result for 903e 10As is not understood. The further

addition of arsenic has decreased the density, which result suggests an

even more disordered network. On the other hand conductivity has increased

and become more nearly exponerrt LaL with E /2kT, which from the 958e 5As
g

result woul.dmean a re-ordering of the structure".

6.06.2 THESELE.NIUN TELLURIUM SYS'rEM

It '",illagain be instructive to include the results of the density

measurements, from fig. 9.2.

From figs. 6.8(b) - (d) and 9.2 it is observed that replacing selenium

by tellurium, up to 20 atomic % causes the respective properties to vary,

in a manner approximately proportional to the quantity of tellurium. The

glass 75Se 25Te does not follow this proportionality. The reason for this

is expected to lie in the fact that it is at the very end of the glass

forming region, so that its structure may be different to other glasses in

the system.

It is apparent then that increasing the proportion of tellurium in a
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random Se-Te nct\-lOrkhas the effect of decreasing the band gap. However

it can be shoun that at the same time the length of the tails of states

remains approximately constant.

Consider the results· of }~ vs T for the three glasses lOOSe, 90Se 10Te,
g

and 80Se 20Te as shown in fig. s.n o» (the dashed curve is from the theory.U

see 6.02.2 ) . The fact that in each of the three experimental curves,

intrinsic conduction begins to dominate at the same temperature, is thought

to be of some significance. The following simple argument produces one

consequence.

It vlillbe assumed that the conduction band tail is domd.nant r and also

that these states can be represented by a single narrow band of acceptor
-1states at an energy EA' and of number NA cc . NA will increase as

the length of the tail increases, i.e. as ~c decreases, and also

·Over the temperature range of extrinsic conduction the number of free

holes nh, will be equal to the number of ionized acceptor sites, i.e.
NA

= (E - F'~)A £
1 + exp ------kT 6.06.1---

and nh "Jill be much greater than ne' the number of free electrons at Ec'

Now when the conduction becomes intrinsic the number of free electrons

No
ne = (E - E

F
)c I

1+ exp --k-T-- 6.06.2---
will become equal to nh• If it is assumed that EF does not come within kT

of EA' then from equating 6.06.1 and 6.06.2 ve obtain

= kT
Nolog -NA __ 6.06.3

Now in figures 6.11(b), E is decreasing as the tellurium content isc

increased. "..lso,the temperature at which the conduction becomes intrinsic
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remains constant. For equation 6.06.3 to be satisfied,E - E must remain.. c A

constant, since if Ec - EA (the length of the tail) decreased, so also
(from the way the equivalent set of states has been defined above)!will
NA.and therefore the right hand side of 6.06.3 would increase.

This result therefore suggests, that, if the tail of states can be
considered as equivalent to some discrete set of acceptor states, ·thenwhilst
decreasinc the band gap, tellurium does not reduce the lengths of the tails
of states. A similar result has been observed in the computer calculations
of figure 6.2.

THE TELLURImr ARSENIC SySnJ.!

It is obvious that this system is quite different from the two
previously discussed. It does not contain selenium which is the majority
constituent in most of the other glasses, and also the glass forming ~egion
occurs in the middle of the composition range. ~n~s second property is not
peculiar to this··system, (see for example Rawson [4] Hilton [19]).

In vie\-tof the.gross composd tdona'l,"and hence possibly structural
differences it is interesting. to again find er values very·close t~ 103o .

ohm-l cm-I. The variation across the system is small (the 50Te 50As
glass may not be typical as discussed below) so that it is once again
possible to conclude that this parameter is very little dependent on short
range order and also that N(~)E = E is constant.

c

It is believed that the results for 50Te 50As should be considered
separately •. The one electrical specimen which was produced, was, during

. 0
the first measurement taken to a temperature of 150 C, which temperature .,
it is thought, was sufficient to modify the structure and consequently

. ,

N(E) sufficiently, to produce the different low temperature behaviour of
the conductivity. A subsequent heat treatment at similar temperatures
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enhanced the behaviour. The same result ",'asproduced, by similar treat-

men t of the 75Se 25Te glass. In this second case there was a slight (fig. 6.Sa) ,

increase in room temperature conductivity, which is a factor supporting

the· argument that a material so treated is not typical of the as quenched

glass. These results are discussed separately in 6.07.

In view of the above comments, in considering the system as a whole

the result for 50Te 50Asis not included. It is then a~parent, that, as

in the selenium-tellurium system,the addition of tellurium decreases the
band gap. This decrease in E can also again be associated with ang .

increase in density as shown in figure 9.3.

The log elva ~ plots maintain·similar curvatures so that the tails

of states for each of the glasses will be expected to be of similar length;

In figure 6.1l(c), E is drawn against temperature for the 40Te 60As. g

glass. It i·s evident that the transition from extrinsic to intrinsic

conduction takes place over a much larger temperature range than is the

case for other glasses. Such a behaviour could be associated (taking into

account the actual temperatures involved) ydth a tail of states which falls

off more SlO\·llythan exponent~ally.

6.07.0 THE ~'1'ECTS OF ELECTRIC FIELD IN CERTAIN GLASSES

In general the conductivity of these binary chalcogenide glasses was

not field dependent, at least up to field strengths which \dll now be

descriped.

The maximum fields used~for the Se-As and Se-Te glasses was

80,000 volts/cm, which.was applied to specimens of 60Se 40As and .!

BOSe 20Te. In the ·first of these, no,dependence at all was found, and in

the second case, the field dependence was attributed to the effects of

space charge limited currents. In fact in both cases the object of the
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experiment wae to look for this phenomenon, Uie results of which are
discussed in chapter 8. Since the glasses are quite representative of
their respective systems it is expected that there is no field dependence
of conductivity, for quenched specimens, in the·Se-As and Se-Te systems
up to fields of approximately 105 volts/cm.

There \·JaS however, a field dependence applying to all Te-As glasses,
and a second type which appeared in annealed specimens of 75Se 25Te and
50Te 50As.

The first effect is known to be associated with the Pearson-Ovshinsky
switching (see for example ~O] [2l])~ and studied in these glasses by
Nesvadba [22]. This is very much a sUQject in its own right, and therefore.
no comment is made, except to suggest that inform9.tion derived from such
measurements as recorded in figure 6.10, may be useful,in that it gives a
very precise relationship between temperature, current,and electric field,
at whd.chnon-ohmic behaviour commences.

This section then is only concerned with the field dependence of
conductivity,·as produced by annealing, or heat treatIng of the material.

ANNEALING, AND CONSEQUENT FIELD DEPENDENT CONDUCTIVITIES

The results On conductivity of.annealing specimens of 50Te 50As and
75Se 25Te are shown by the curves ABCD of 6.9 (a) and AB of 6.8 (a) respect-
ively. In figure 6.9(a) curve D was obtained after taking the specimen to
1500C _for approximately 15 mins·.and curves ABC after a second similar
heat treatment. ~ield dependence after the first anneal was not looked

. _

for •. All the curves coincide over the high temperature region.

In figure 6.9(a) curves A and B were obtained after the specimen which
ogave C \...as heated at approximately 70 C for ten minutes.



CU~VE F'IEL..D ES ev.
0"0 OHMS-1 ~e:AT

VOLTScm-1 cm-1 T~EATMENT

0 15·5 ·1e8 10-10 A~F""o,)(.150° C
.for- 1Smins

A 1500 O'O~5 -0·118 10-6 A""ro)( 1S0 aC
!for 30mins

B 150 0·077 -0·1e4 10-8 Aoerox .150°C
fo,. .30 m,,",s

C 15·5 0·1 -- O·13~ 10-8 A~l!>ro)(.150°C
tor- .30mlnS

Data tor- 50 Te ,SOAs

(0)

CURVE ~IEL..O E9 e.v.
0"0OI-lN1S-1 I-IEA.T

VOLiScm-1 cm-1 T~EATMEN'T

A cOOO "49Z 10-6 70°C for-
10mins

e eo ·S5 10-"
,ooe for
10 mins

Data tor- 75Se, asTe
Cb)

(Two vaLl.4es of' Eg are g~ven where thLS va..rLes over the
temperatu..re range of measu.rement..)

TABL.E'S G.10 (0.) )C~t.
SI.JMMA~Y O~ DATA O~ ~IEL.C DE~ENCENT' CONCI..JC'iIVI"'Y I!\J

A.NNEA~EC SF'ECIMENS O~ !50Te SOAs, 75Se~STe.
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The data derived from the curves is summarized in table 6.10(a) and

(b). Before commencing a discussion of the effect the following points

are made.

(J~) The effect appears only after some form of heat-treatment.

(2) For the 50Te 5011.8sample, annealing increased the density by

approximately &/;. This measurement was not made on the 75Se 25Te

glass.

(3) For the 75Se 25Te specimen the X-ray diffraction pattern after (as

well as before) the heat treatment, showed no indication of

devitrification.

(Lj.) I Equal changes in electric field for the two cases produce equal

changes in the activation energies, although the actual magnitudes

are quite different.

On the basis of these experimental points two assumptions are made.

First, quite obviously some change in the microstructure occurs and

secondly, that the cause of the effect is the same in both glasses •.

The most obvious explanation for this neVI mode of conductivity, is

that it is associated with the production of a set of donor or acceptor

sites, possibly such that N(S) takes the form shown in figure 3.3(b).

~lese sites could then act simply as donor and acceptor sites as in

crystalline semiconductors or alternatively, if there is adequate

compensation then impurity band conduction can occur.

It seems unlikely that these sites are acting simply as donors or

acceptors, because the field dependence of E , persists down to very 10'.'[g

electric fields (1 volt em-I). ~1e field dependence that would be

associated with this type of extrinsic conduction, is field emission from
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t~e sites, and this requires much larger fields than are the case here.

Considerable data has been published on impurity band conduction in

crystalline semiconductors (see for example [23J ~4J) but to the author's

knov.Ledge field dependence of the activation energy has not been observed.

Also in these crystalline cases F~, lies in the impurity band and h.ence

E is very small, usually of the order of 10-3 ev.
g

The activation energy in this phenomenon is comparatively large, so

that E)... is expected. to be some way from the band. For conduction to take

place carriers must first be thermally excited into the band. The

conduction could therefore be described by 6.02.10, i.e.

6.07.1---
~ = Energy at which the band occurs.

Tne two activation energies have been discussed in 6.02. The suggestion

is that WD (the average separation between adjacent localized levels) is

effectively field ~ependent. The question is then posed, ho\'l is it

dependent and what magnitude of field can effectively reduce it ?

Unfortunately there appears at the present time to be no published

\'lorkwhich will provide an answer, and it 1.snot possible from the small

amount of experimental data to establish an empirical rela.tionship - Mott

[6] has in fact suggested certain field dependent effects for hopping.

conduction in an Anderson band, but i.ti.snot thought that these apply

here. One dependence simply allo\'lsfor the reduction of WD by the electric

field, i.e. by a term e.F.R , where R is the distance between adjacento 0

sites, but again this requires high fields. A second dependence, already

discussed in 6.02 is associated with the aligning of energy levels of

localized states some distance greater than R apart, but this effect wi.Ll,. 0

only dominate at low temperatures. It is not clear what magnitude of
field is:required.
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The increase in room temperature conductivity is thought to be

associated with the observed increase of density, which in 6.02.2 and

6.02.3 has been seen to be associated with decreases in the high temp-

erature activation energy.

The possibility that the field dependence of E was due to some contact, g

phenomenon has been overlooked. "It was not possible to repeat the measure-

ments using different electrodes and e.Li mi.nabe the possibility, and it

should therefore be considered in any full investigation of the effect. '

6.08.0 SUMMARY

I

Considerable evidence has been put forward 'to show that the model of

figure 6.1 is valid for all the amorphous semiconductors stud Led here. The

evidence,has come principally from the, form of the log~vs ~ relationship

which in all cases is similar. The form of this curve has been predicted

by calculations of neT) based on the density of ,states curve shown in

figure 6.i, and assuming conduction band tail states to act as acceptors

and valence band tails as donors. The agreement between experiment and

theory is ·good. The calculations also make it clear why making measure-

ments only above room temperature will in most cases lead to the erroneous

conclusion that only one value for E exists.g

In that the overall features of the model should be applicable to all

cases then the values of Cl (see equation 6.02.2) should also be the sameo
,in each case. This fact has also been borne out by experiment and further'
than this, its value of 103 ohm-l crn-l is in agreement with ~hat' predicted

by Mott (see chapter 3).

·A low temperature, field dependent conductivity was found in annealed

specimens of certain gl~sses. The conduction mechanism producing this is

not understood but it has been sugsested that it is due to 'hopping'

conduction in an impurity type band.
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CHAPTER 7

INFRA-HED ADSORPrION

7.01.0 11{T1 ODUC'r.rON

This chapter presents a report of the measurements of absorption

coefficient as a function of wavelength, and in some cases as a function

of temperatu.re, for the three systems under discussion.

Tne princir~l mechanism of absorption is expected to be intrinsic

absorption, i.e. the excitation of valence electrons to the conduction

band across the forbidden gap. The.!f conservation rule is assumed to be

relaxed, so that the absorption coefficient becomes simply proportional to

the density of abat es product for the valence and conduction bands. Some

justification for the assumption is given and calculations of the density

of states product based on model of figure 6.1 are made. These enable a

relationship to be established between the edge shape and the length of the

tails of states.' Assuming the model to be applicable to the materials

under discussion the relationship enables estimates to be made for the

actual lengths of the tails of states.

7.02.0 FUNDAHEHTAL THEORY

The optical properties of a material can be described by the complex

refractive index n'"written as

n* = n - ik
where n=refractive index
k=extinction coefficient 7.02.1---

The significance of n* is that a plane electromagnetic wave of

frequency'\l travelling through the medium in the x direction has the form.

A_ A = A 0 exp , ( 211' i» [t _ n:x ] ) 7.02.2---
A, can be either the electric or magnetic field vector.
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Also, from Naxwells equations the wave equation can be written as

= o
7.02.3---

Equation 7.02.2 is a solution of 7.02.3 provided
1 =

tr2

Hence n*2 =

= (~*) 2

2 1
using c = ~---E-ojb·

and from 7.02.1 and 7.02.4, assuming f\ = 1

n2 _ k2 = E

2nk 7.02.5---
where OJ = 2~

It is clearly seen from substituting equation 7.02.1 into 7.02.2
2'i\'Y k xthat Ax is attenuated by a term expo c

amplitude is the energy in the wave given by the square of equation

More relevant than the

7.02.2. The energy is obviously attenuated by

expo 41T» k x
c

The absorption coefficient for the medium as defined in 5.03.4 is seen to

be given by

K = l~11» k
c 7.02.6---

or, written in terms of the conductivity () , from equation7.02.5

K = __ 7.02.7

Various mechanisms contributing to the absorption were introduced in

2.11.0, but only the absorption corresponding to band to band transitions

was considered in any detail, since this is assumed to be the principal

mechanism in this work. Two different expressions were given for K ( 1\)) )
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assuming direct or indirect transitions,so that it is obvious for crystalline
semiconductors that the conservation of the wave vector ~ or more generally,
momentum, during the absorption process, plays a very important roie in
de~erminine the shape of the absorption edge.

Briefly, the absorption coefficient due to band to band transitions
is proportional to the transition probability, which will depend on the

photon energy, ~initial ,an~_~final ' and the product of the densities of
initial and final states integrated over all possible transitions. The
evaluation of K (~v) would be simplified if the selection rule could be
relaxed, and it is possible in the case of amorphous semiconductors to
argue for the relaxation of the rule. Since this is an important point
some of the argument is briefly dealt with.

RELAXATION OF THE SELECTION RULE .

The k selection rule is easily seen to be relaxed if the uncertainty
•

in ~ becomes large.

In amorphous semiconductors this is the case. The wave number ~,
interpreted as the phase change of the envelope of the wave function per
unit length of the crystal, becomes, due to frequent scattering, a function
of position, and is therefore no longer a good quantum number. Transitions

from ~ initial to any ~ final can then occur, to a reasonable approxima-
tion, with equal probability. The photon energy then truly represents the
energy difference between initial and final states, whilst the difference
in momentum will be taken up by the lattice.

This argument can only·apply to the extended states above Eo_and
below E· I and possibly to the weakly localized states. Transitions fromv
localized to extended (non-localized) states are assumed to occur with the
same probability as those from extended to extended states. The probability
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of transitions from localized to localized states will depend on their

relative positions in real space, and will contribute far less to the

absorption coefficient.

7.04.0 DENSITY OF STATES PRODUCT

On the basis of the above argument it is assumed that momentum is

not conserved in the optical transitions, and that the transition

probability is independent of the photon energy. The absorption coeffic_'

ient is thus proportional to the product of the densities of initial and

final states, integrated over all possible transitions [4], i.e.

K DC. fN (E) • N (E + h w ) dEv c

all transitions ___ 7.04•1

N refers to the valence band
v

N refers to the conduction band.c

Davis and 110tt [13] have shown that for the case of amorphous semi-

conductors this can be written

1 1\ e,.2h3a j N (E) N (E + hv ) dE
K v c

=:: "2
.

2 h)Jm .n • c

all transitions 7.04.2

where a3 is the atomic volume

n is the refractive index.

From the form of the equation it is obviously implied that ~ is some t1ay

·from the band edges.

Using equation 7.04.2, K(h~ ) was calculated for the model of Fig. 6.1.

The calculations wer-e made to investigate further the validity of the model,

by comparing the calculations of K(hV ) with experimentally determined

K(h v ) curves.
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The calculations were made on an Elliot ~:130 computer using a

programme written by the author.

Both the conduction and valence bands for the purpose of the

calculation are considered to be made up of hJO matching sections; an

exponential tail of localized states, and parabolic bands of extended

states above E and beLow E. Hence for example the valence band edgec v
is described by

1
for E < E + .01 N(E) = N (E +.01-E)2v 0 v 7.0LI.3---
for E:> Ev N(E) = N I exp - 0( (E - E )o v V

The relative values of the constants N N I are chosen so that the two0' 0

sections join smoothly. The constants o<...y c describe the rate of falloff,,
of the exponential tail.

In the calculations, the probability for transitions from localized

to localized states wa s considered to be equal to that for other trans-

itions (i.e. extended-extended, extended-localized, localized-extended).

This will not be the case in a real material, but the error introduced will

be negligible, since the number of such transitions occuring (as deduced

from an analysis of the resul ts of the eaLeu.Lat.Lons ) was far less than the

number of transitions which involve an extended state.

The limits of the integration 'were from E ' down to E -.2 , and
v v

the values of photon energy h))employed, varied from approximately .5

less than E - E ,to a value sufficiently greater than E - E , for the. cv.' c v

absorption coefficient to have ceased rising sharply, and to have begun

levelling off.

-1The results of the calculations given as K cm against photon energy

in electron volts, are presented in Fig. 7.l(a) and Fig. 7.1(b). The

102°/ / -1 ..IL -8values of the constants used are, No = cc ev ,n- 2, a = 3 x 10 ,

and E - E = 1.5 ev.v c
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CURVE 0(. v ev-1 o(c ev-1 Ev , Ec::: I !d.logYdhv
A 4~ 31 1 0 13 ev-1

B 77 51 'CO 'G 22'Sev-1
C 90 GO '5 '7 2G·4ev-1
D e30 .90 ·e 1·0 38'5ev-1
E GOO 295 . 1 1'3e 128ev-1
~ Po..ro.boLle Ba.ncLs OnLy

~or each case Ev= 0
Ec:: 1,5

TA.BL..E 1.1.o.

CU~VE. o(vey-1 eccev-1 Ev I Ee' d log YcLhv
A 31 GOO 1·5 1·4 1~

C 39 GOO 1·~ 1·4ev 17
0 '7'7 GOO 'G 1·4 .33·5
E Z.95 GOO . 1 1·4 H?8·5

For eo.ch co..se Ev:: 0
Ec.:: 1·5

TA8~e: f.1.b.
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The curves A-E in each figure are those obtained for different

values of the constants -Z and oZ,. The appropriate values for eachv c

curve are listed in tables 7.H a) and 7.H b) • The values ofD( "arev,c
chosen such that NCE) for the tails of states becomes unity somewhere ,

between E and Ev c E ' and E ' are the values of E at which this occur s ,c v ~

and these values are also given in the table, as are the gradients of the

resulting absorption edges.

Curve F in fig. 7.1(a) is the curve expected for a crystalline semi-

conductor with parabolic bands [2]. It vlill be noted from table 7.l(b)

that in the case of fig. 7.l(b) only ~ is varying.v

It will also be noticed that for the case of curves A the conduction

and valence band tails overlap, so that the model becomes that suggested

by Cohen, (see chaI)ter 3) and shown in figure 3.3c. This model was not

dealt with in the calculations in chapter 6, because of the possible

consequences of band overlap. The implications of curves A will be

discussed later in this chapter.

7.04.1 DISCUSSION OF COMPUTED ABSORPTION EDGES

Since exponential tails of states were used in the calculations, it

is not surprising that all of the calculated 'edges' in figures 7.1a and

~1b are also exponential at least up until some high value of K. At

higher values, the edges level off and approach, in a manner governed by

the parabolic portions of the bands, a value -f}: leY cm-l Of course this

final value is to some extent arbitrary, since it depends on a number of

parameters the values of which could only be estimated. It is however the

slope of the exponential edge which is the important factor rather than

the final value of K.

It is of particular interest to determine whether there is some
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simple relationship between the gradient of the edge and ~'v and d..._c.

If a relationship exists, and the model and assumptions are valid for

amorphous semiconductors, then from the value of the e;radient of absorption

edge of any material, and this relationship, an estimate can be made of the

length or effective length of the tails. It .,.,Jillnow be shown that such a

relationship does exist.

Heferring to tables 7.1 it will be seen that for each pair of curves

in figures 7.1(a) and 7.l(b) with the same identifyine; letter, the value of

(E t - E ) + (E - E I) is equal. The last column of the tables showsv v c c
however that the gradients are not equal, and indeed in plotting the above

sum of the le~gths of the tails, against the gradients, no simple relation-

ship be tween them is found. This was an expected result and merely

emphasises that the contributions to K from states Low d own in the tail are

negligible. Hence, if one tail is longer (i.e. its value of ~ smaller)

than the other tail, it will dominate in the density of states product, and

it is in fact in the length of the longest tail that the relationship exists.

In figure 7.2 the gradients of all the curves of.figures 7.1, (plus

data from bow other calculations not shown in fig 7.1), are plotted against

d.. 1/ or oJ.... c i wh.i.chever- is the smaller •. All the points are seen to lie on

a straight line passing through the origin. The slope of the line is found

to be log e.. Hence the very simple relationshipIv

d (log K) = 0<..
d(h)' ) 7.04.4---

h)) is in electron volts.

o<..isin -1ev , and iSoZv. or...zc

whichever is smaller.

If the model and assumptions are valid 7.04.4 wi L),give =<. .for the

1 t t '1 kn . d (log K) f . Tbonges aa owang d (h~y ) or any specamen , e same expression has

been obtained by Panklove [2j and Lanyon [3] who considered approximations
of the model used here.
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The expression 7.04.4 holds regardless of the value of E - E , so
c v

long as 0<. is not too small. It is also independent of temperature:-
The calculations of EF(T) described in chapter six showed that ~ moves
into the longest tail of states, as the temperature is increased. Using
those results the calculations of 7.04.2 were repeated using appropriate
values of ~ and T and the Fermi Dirac distribution function. At 3000K

-4 -1the edge was only slightly altered, and then only at values of K ~ 10 em ,
where the gradient was increased.

The relationship 7.04.4 will be used later in·interpreting results.

COI-iPARISON WITH THE URBACH RULE

.In as much as each line is exponential, it could be said that the
model abeys Urbach's rule {see 2.11.0 and [13} of chapter 2). But as the
temperature changes, E • in equation 2.11.5, which is E - Ev of the model,o c
would be expected to.change due to lattice dilatation. If the disordering·
effect due to thermal motion is significant, in'a network already struct-
urally disordered, then o{{T) might be such that the slope followed the

IUrbach rule, i.e. be proportional to IkT, and the rule to this extent
would be follm·red. As will be shown later no indication of a significant
change in slope was found for temperatures below 300oK, although the edge

does shift.,

RESULTS

The results of K(h~) as obtained are given in figures 7.3 a.b.c.d.
(Te-As system), figures 7.4 a.b. (Se-As) and figures 7.5 a.b. (Se-Te).

The appro:dmate error in any given value of K is shown in each figure
and is made up from errors in specimen thickness, in approximations used
to deter.mine K from transmittance data, and in the slight non-linearity of
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t ransmt ttance scale, as given by the spectroph·otometer. For any single

line, the same uncertainty in specimen thickness, and the same apprQ~-

Lmat.Lona prevail, and therefore the relative error between points on any

line is much reduced, hence the gradient of any line will be accurately
determined from these plots.

Tne short vertical intersecting line on each plot corresponds to the

value of the activation energy E g as deduced from d s c , conductivity
measurements.

7.06.0 DISCUSSION

'l'hefirst part of the discussion deals with the results interpreted

on the basis of the calculations of 7.04. This is followed by a

discussion of the general form of the curves, and finally the results for

separatesystcms are surveye~ •

. 7.06.1 COI·iPA.RISON 'iJITH THE 'rHEORETICAL NODEL

For the As-Te and Se-Te systems large sections of the measured

absorption edges' wer-e exponential, so that equation 7.04.4 could be used

to determine values for oZ. These values together 'vIi th those of the

gradients d(log,oK )/d(hv ) are given in table 7.2(a) and 7.2(b). The

error limits in tables 7.2 for c::.<., allah' for the values of ...z.foundwhen

taking into account the constant long wavelength absorption (see for

example the dashed line in fig. 7.3d) •.

-1For all materials ~.is in the region of 20 ev suggesting that at

least one of the tails of states in each case is of considerable length.
The range in ,;J._ indica te that N(E), at 1, =ev from the band edges varies from
(N /1011_ 7 -1 -1 and in the middle of the narrowest gap (As-Te)N /10 ) cc ev ,

0 0

as deduced from conductivity measurement, N(E) is only a factor 'of104
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smaller than at the band edge. The results therefore predict considerable

overlap of the bands, suggesting that the model of figure 3.3e may be more
applicable.

Before further discussing this point, the value of K at hV == E should
g

be noted. The values for all As-'l'e,and Se-'l'eglasses, and for the majority

of the As-Se glasses, are lower (the average value for the first two systems
2 -1)mentioned is 7 x 10- em than the -computer calculations suggest they

should be (see figures 7.1). This is not an uncommon result, either for

amorphous semiconductors, (e vg • Fagen and Fritszche [5J show Kh~ == E to
2 -1 1 -1 gbe 10 cm and 10 cm for the two glasses) or for crystalline semi-

( [ 6] ./l. 102 -1_conductors, e.g. in the case of silicon Eg=:=1.21 ev and Kh'V = E -_ cm
g

[7] ).

If the assumption that the conductivi~y is intrinsic is correct, then

one explanation of the above discrepancy is easily produced. It has already

been noted that ~ in all Cases is small, so that N(E) is not falling off

rapidly, therefore E and E could easily be displaced into the gap, by sayc v

Then K(hy ) would be expected to level off at h Y = E + 2x.
g

not unreasonable values of x equal to say ~l-ev would be sufficient for the

x ev. The

two sets of data to be made to agree.

-1Calculations of neT) with small, i.e. ~ 30 ev values for 0<..., were

not discussed in chapter 6, because band overlap and consequent production

of charged trapping centres (see chapter 3) could not be accounted for in

the calculations. However, a calculation ...las made with -10.< . == 20 ev

neglecting charged traps, to determine if~.values deduced from absorption

and conductivity data agreed. (See also 6.05.1)

The temperature and conductivity at which neT) began to be governed

by the intrinsic activation energy Ec - Ev' was obviously higher than was

the case for the results of figures 6.7(a) and 6.9(a). Hence the two

experiments sUGgest two different values for the extent of the tails of
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states and one must ask the question will the conjectured charged traps

account for the difference ?

One effect of the overlap is to automatically fill a proportion of

the acceptor (conduction band tail) states, and this will lower the

number to be filled by thermal excitation of holes from the valence bands,

i.e. in the computer calculations of n(T), ""'-.wou Ld have effectively beenc
increased. This Vlill then lower the temperature at which neT) is governed

by the truly intrinsic activation energy, and hence possibly partly

account for the discrepancy. The effect of traps (whd.ch may be of density

1017 cc-l ev-l) on the mobility and the temperature dependence of this

mobility would also have to be estimated.

A second disagreement exists concerning the values of..z • In the

discussion of 6.06.2 it was deduced that althoughE decreases with
g

tellurium content in the Se-'re system, the length of the tails remains

approximately constant. As will be seen in 7.06.5, results of optical

absorption measurements for this system indicate that <><.increases(tail

length decreases) with tellurium content. If the argument of 6.06.2 is

correct then this disagreement would suggest that some refinement of the

model or of the assumed absorption and conduction mechanisms is'required.

7.06.2 LONG UAVELENGTH ABSORPTION

In all cases,figure 7.3 - 7.5, but in particular for the As-Se glasses,

.fig. 7.4, there is a long .wavelength ahsorption KLiv which generally tends
-1 \ 2Values for l1.,~v vary between 10 and 10 • and

persist at least out to values of h v = .2 ev.

to some constant value of K.

From the magnitude and wavelength dependence, it is not possible to

say that the absorption is due to the tails in the densities of states,

since transitions from localized to lo~alized states will have a very small
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probability. Also there is generally no dependence of ~W on deduced
values of oZ. .•

The effect is not uncommon and has been observed in a variety of

materials including ionic .crystals [8J [9] and crystalline semiconductors

[lOJ[n]. In all cases the effect has been associated with impurities,

and shO\m to depend on the concentration, and nature of the impurity. No

analysis It/asmade of the materials under investigation, but from the

claimed purities of the starting elements, and densities of the final

products, the impurity content is estim:-1tedto be 1.5 - 2.0 x 1017 atoms/cc,

and is possibly higher due to contamination during preparation. From the

above mentioned works , it is seen that densities of 1017 atoms/cc for

impuri ty atoms would give values of KL1v such as have been observed, and

therefore it must be assumed that impurities do playa part.

Free carrier absorption is not expected to be significant here. The

energy at which the absorption is occurring is rather high for free

carrier absorption, and also the number of free carriers will be small

(E - E is large).c v

Til1PERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE ABSORPTION EDGE

In general, the temperature dependence of the edge is made up from

two contributions.

First, the energy levels of electrons in a lattice are functions of

interatomic distance. For small dilatations 6 of the lattice an energy

level can be assumed to change linearly, hence

E == E + E I:::.o 1 __ 7.06.1
.J

where the coefficient El will be different for different energy levels as

in fig. 2.1. If Elc and Elv are the coefficients for the bottom and top

of the valence band respectively, then
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6E = (E - E )g lc lv 7.06.2---
The coefficients can be shown [12J to be inversely proportional to the

square roots of the respective band edge mobilities.

The second contribution arises from electron lattice interaction,

which will depend on the intensity of vibration and.hence temperature. The

effect of the interaction [13], is to broaden the energy bands (cf. con-

clusions of chapter 3, where.it was seen that structural disorder also

broadens the bands) and the change in E is governed by an expression of
g

the form

dE____g_
dT = A ( E 2 E 2)- me cl + mh vl 7.06.3---

where A = constant.

Either mechanism ca.ndominate in a crystalline semiconductor [14], and

the question of the relative importance of each in an amorphous semi-

conductor has not yet been raised, but the answer- is possibly straight-

forward:-

In a "lattice" already highly disordered, it could be argued that the

additional vibrations due to .increase in temperature would not increase

the disorder significantly until some high temperature is obtained, i.e.

the perturbation potential ~u will be much less than that produced by

such effects as density fluctuations, and other structural defects. This

would suggest that at low temperature the edge shifts only b~cause of the

lattice dilatation.

The further disordering of the "lattice" at higher temperatures would

decrease ~., i.e. increase the extent of the tails of states (see 3.04).
Hence at higher temperatures the edge not only shifts but also the gradient

decreases, wher-eas below a certain temperature it only shifts in accord-

ance with equation 7.06.2. It is noted that such a behaviour has been
reported in amorphous semiconductors [15J [16J.
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d 0It ,...as only in the temperature range 4.2 K - 300 K that shape, and
position of the edge were measured for the materials under investigation,
and only the absorption edges of glasses from two systems could be
studied as functions of temperature. ~le results are shown in figures
7.3 a - d for Ta-As glasses and 7.5 (b) for 80Se20Te.

In all cases the edge moves parallel to itself and to higher energies
as the temperature decreases. The magnitude of the total shift for the
entire temperature range is very similar (column three of Tables 7.2). '
In all cases it is approximately equal to .1 ev which is a typical result
for semiconductors [1][5][2]•

IThe temperature dependence however is not similar for all cases, and
indeed there are some large differences in this behaviour, a result which
is very perplexing. ' Especially so because of the'similarity in other,
properties (referring ~ow on~y to the As-Te glasses) namely edge 'shape,
conductivity activation energy and density.

The two glasses, 50Te50As and 55Te45As, are those which show temp-
erature dependerrce~ of the edges, which are quite different to those
recorded for all other glasses. The only suggestion that can ~e made
concerning this result is that it is in some way associated with the
non-typical 10\'1 temperature conductivity behaviour, observed principally
in 50Te50As but also in 55Te45As. The effect was almost certainly
associated with some characteristic density of states, and this is

'possibly being reflected ~ere.·

The fact that the edge moves parallel to itself with temperature is
significant. As pointed out by.Fritszche [5], a parallel shift of the
edge is a necessary (although not sufficient) condition for claiming the
transition probability to be independent of energy, as was assumed in the
calculations of 7.04. Hence a little more weight is given to the

calculations.
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That the magnitude of the shift of the absorption edge, Ll.E for
g

amorphous semiconductors is close to that for crystalline semiconductors
is of interest. This result again illustrates the similarities in/band
structure for the two cases, which further suggests that the electronic
band structure is a consequence of short range, and not long range order.

7.06.4 As-Te SYSTEM

It is adequate for the purpose of comparison to define the band gap
E as determined from absorption measurements to be the energy at whichs
K reaches a certain value. 2 -1A value of K = 10 cm is used, and the
results are shown in figure 7.6. For further comparison the values of

1 ...Eg as determined from 10g~vs IT are also shown.

With the exception of one of the resul~s (50As50Te) it is seen that
E as determined from the two measurements shows the same trend, i•e. '.itg

decreases as the tellurium content is increased. A possible explanation
for the actual difference in the Values as determined by optical and
electrical measurements has already been given.

That the trend is the same in both cases further suggests that it is
only the band to band transitions which are important and that other
effects (see,7.07.0) are relatively unimportant. It also implies that the
electronic structures of the materials are similar, which makes the result
of the edge shifts for'55Te45As and 50Te50As more difficult to understand.

The long wavelength absorption follows no systematic pattern (it is
notably low for 50As50Te) so that as already discussed this absorption must
be attributed to impurities.

Se-Te SYSTEM

The reSults for ~~ (see table 7.Cl» sho\~for the glasses studied in
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this system, that up to 20 At% tellurium, the effect of tellurium in the

structure is to decrease the extent of the densities of states tails.

Also from results shown in fig. 7.7 it decreases the activation energy,

a result that has been observed before in amorphous semiconductors.

Figure 7.7 repeats for this system what was shown in figure 7.6
for the As-Te system. It is of interest now to see that, \>IhenE. changes

g
considerably over the range so also does the difference between E

g

obtained from the two experiments. This lends support to the reasoning

already put forward to explain the discrepancy in 7.06.1; since one would

expect, if in fact E and E do correspond to positions Lower- down in thevc·
tail than was assumed in neT) calculations, that the error in the choice

would be greater as ".(decreased.

It is possible to argue against such a conclusion (a) because only

three experimental.points are used in drawing the conclusion and (b) that

choosing an arbitrary, fixed· value of K from whi.chto deduce E , may not
g

be valid if the slope of the edge is changing significantly across the

system.

The long wavelength absorption begins to show some systematic

dependence, it decreasing as the tellurium content is increased, but this

is thought to be of little significance.

The glass 25Te75Se for reasons discussed in chapter 6 is not thought
to be typical of the system.

7.06.6 As-Se SYSTEH

Hith so little of the absorption edge exposed it is not possible to

draw any conclusion about E from the data.g

Again the randomness in the long wavelength absorption leads to
the suggestion of impurities.
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A point of interest can be raised here. All the materials were

prepared identically so that the type of impurity and its density level

would be expected to be similar in all cases. It is in fact seen that

the long wave Leng+h absorption differs from system to system, and to

some extent from glas's to glass. There is therefore the obvious

suggestion that similar impurities effect the electronic structure of
different glasses in different ways.

OTHER ABSORPTION PROCESSES

The discussion in this chapter has been exclusively in terms of band to
band transitions. Effects entailing interaction of the excited electron

hole pairs, namely excitons, have been entirely overlooked. Exciton

absorption. is "'ell known to be of considerable importance in a number of

materials particularly ionic crystals where .it often covers the absorption

edge due to band t~ band transitions. In semiconductors this situation is
generally r'evez-sed, M artienssen [17].

It is possible then that excitons are important and indeed it has

been shown that absorption edge of amorphous selenium can be explained as

due to exciton excitation [18]. Although on the other hand the results

have also successfully been interpreted in terms of the density of states

product [3].

The results' presented in this chapter are not considered to-be due to

'excitons for the followin~ regions.
(i) The absorption at h Y = E is not high, and this would not beg

the case if exciton absorption was dominating over the fundament-

al edco.

(ii) ~1e edge does not change shape with temperature, and the

general rule is that increase of temperature broadens the

exciton band edgo.
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Hence although excitons cannot be dismissed they are only expected

to playa minor role in the materials included in this study.

7.08.0 STJ1.il·:ARY

It has been shown that the m~in part of th~ absorption edge can be

explained assucung band to band transitions to be mainly responsible for

the absorption, and also assuming equal probability for all transitions

involving a non-localized state. Both assumptions have been to some

extent justified.

By com~~rison with computed curves, it has been possible to estimate

values for ~in equation 7.04.3 for the lengths of the postulated tails

of states. There was not direct agreement with values of ~.indicated by

the conductivity results, but it was suggested that as a result of band

overlap, o{.as deduced from absorption measurement may be effectively-

increased in the conductivity process.

From evidence of long wavelength absorption it has been necessary to

consider the possibility of non-negligible amount of impurities affecting

absoz-ptdon ,
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CHAPTER 8

FURTHER ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTS

8.01.0 INTRODUCTION

",
Two further experiments were carried out which were not applied to

all glasses •. These weIea study of the Hall effect, in Te-As glasses,

and the measurement of space charge limited currents (abbreviated to

s.c.l.c.), in representative glasses from the Se-Te"and Se-As systems.

The Hall effect was one of the measurements intended to be done

from the outset of the project while the measurement of s.c.l.c. was

made as a further confirmation of the existence of localized states, and

also as a test for the quality of the electrical contacts.

The results of both these experiments 'are discussed in this chapter.

8.02.0 HALL EFFECT

As is well known, the Hall effect applied to semiconductors is an

.important measurement, whd.ch yields considerable information about the

conduction processes in the material.

Also, the Te-As system of glasses is considered to be very important,

since it is a very simple system compared to others producing such high

conductivities, and in addition shows a form of switching, characteristic

of many chalcogenide glasses. Its simplicity would be greatly beneficial

in providing a quantitative explanation of the Hall effect, not only in

this system, but also possibly for other amorphous solids.

However, despite continued effort to improve the detection limit of

the apparatus it was never possible positively to identify a Hall voltage

for any of the Te-As glasses. Hence the only result that can be claimed
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is the somewhat negative one of placing a maximum possible size to the

Hall signal. The discussion therefore is taken up with possible

explanations for an apparently very small Hall signal.

With electric fields of up to approximately 100 V peak-peak applied

to the sample~the smallest Hall voltar;e detectable would have been of

the order of·10f'V. The limit was imposed by thermal drift, and could

have been improved by a factor of 10-1 had a larger magnet been available.

A typical value of magnetic field employed WaS 8,000 gauss.

In most of the published work on this effect in amorphous semi-

conductors [1] [2], the results have been interpreted simply in terms of

an expression of the form

= l08x ERall
·B x EDrift ___ 8.02.1

where)JH = Hall mobility in cm2 volt;-1·sec-l

Electric fields·are in volt/ern

B is magnetic induction in gauss.

This equation is derived from elementary theory which gives

~all
1

= ne .B j ___ 8.02.2

using j = nev ___ 8.02.3

These equations of course assume extrinsic conduction over the temperature

range of measurement, a property which has not yet been established for

amorphous semiconductors.

However, using 8.02.1 fAH is shown in both [1] and [2] to be approx-
-1 2 -1-1imately 10 em volt sec for a number of quite different glasses.

Also, the Hall constant is negative in both cases and there are indications

that it (and hence)l'H) increase slightly with temperature, above room

temperature.
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This elementary interpretation shows that for the Te-As systemf' is. H
-1 -2 2 -1-1between 10 and 10 - em volt sec , the sign of R is obviously not

known.

Continuing further from this, Ioffe and Regel [3] point out that the

mean free path can be written as

__ ......8.02.4

although p" in this equation is the drift mobility and notfliI which may"

for these highly disordered materials represent a .non-negligible approx-

imation, see 2.09.0.

Such values of mobility as are mentioned above give values of L,
-10 -9'assuming m* = rna, between 10 and 10. em, i.e. very much less than

the wavelength of conduction or valence band electrons (in crystallin~

materials) and much less than the interatomic spacings, and therefore a

meaningless result.

Of courser may really be very small. The large number of traps belm ...

E many of which according to Cohen (see 3.02)" may be charged, will mean
c

the life time, and therefore.v~he average drift velocity) andlA' of a

free electron are very small. Similar arguments will apply to free holes.

However in the absence of any detailed, published argument which will

explain the very small values o~\H andm.f.p.other interpretations are

sought. Three possible reasons are discussed, there will of course be

others but in this work these appear t~ be the most relevant.

8.02.1 HALL HOBILITY AND DRIFT NOBILITY

Some comment should first be made on the difference between}J H' and

the mobility used in the conduction equation)Ub' the drift mobility, since

these are considered equal in the estimate of L in equation 8.02.4. A

detailed semi-quantitative analysis (as-for example by Puttley [4]) shows
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that

R -3lT~ 1 r (2p + '52) .x= If • r2(p + ~) 8.02.5n.e ne

wher-e it is assumed that the relaxation time for charged carriers is
given by

By a similar analysis ( see 2.09.0 )
__ 8.02.6

4ne2(5=
3 if! m*

The Hall mobilityPH is defined as 'RC'I so that

8.02.7---

I"" (2p + ~)
r 2 (p + 52) __ 8.02.8

The very small value of~H above could be explained by equation 8.02.8
-1 'if the R.R.S. could be made, say of the order of 10 or smaller.

Now, assuming' that the mean free path in amorphous semiconductors is
independent of energy and can be written as

,
·,L = , v .~ __ 8.02.9

and if

8.02.•10---
then p in equation 8.02.5 is -t. ~~is wi1lvgive a value of ifito the
R.U.S. of 8.02.8.

Obviously equation 8.02.9 may not"be valid but in fact Y'varies very
little from unity as,p varies from -1 to +1 so that the difference between

}.AH and,.thwill not be great.

It 1s unlikely therefore that the small values ror;\H can be explained
in this way.
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8.02.2 INTRINSIC CONDUCTION

In chapter 2 it was mentioned that for intrinsic semiconductors,

the Hall voltage and hence R could be reduced to zero or some small
.

value. This can occur if it is assumed that in the conduction process

the electrons and holes in the conduction and valence bands respectively

do not interact, (in the case of the Te-As glasses E ~ .9 ev so thats
this assumption is valid). It is then possible to sum the Hall

coefficients for holes and electrons. The result assuming 8.02.9 and

8.02.10 are valid is

RIntrinsic

2n C - n-31\ e n
= -se (-n-C-::2~+-n-)~2

e n 8.02.11---
.•...

where C =}J electrons
_,.M'holes

N~i the R.H.S. of 8.02.11 passes through zero very rapidly as C passes

through unity, so that there is a very limited range of C which will

effectively redu~e R. For example, for a non intrinsic material with
14 -3' I" 2 -1 -1 (n = 10 cm and.JI:10 cm volt sec the assumed minimum possible

value), R = lo?cm} C-l• To reduce this below say the limit of detection

of the apparatus would mean that ne = nhand that f\holes and f\lectrons
must be equal to within .01%. On the basis of the computer calculations

of,chapter 6 the first condition could be satisfied over a considerable

temperature range but the second condition is unlikely. The argument

,...hich predicts that the conduction band tail of states' is longer than the

valence ba~d tail, could also be used to argue that);\ h ! }\~and certainly

the difference would be greater than .01%. It i~ unlikely therefore that

the small values off'Hand R can be explained simply by assuming the

material is intrinsic.
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8.02.3 INHOt-1OGEj~8ITY 0) i'1i,'I'ERIAL

It has been mentioned previously that the conduction processes in
;,

amorphous semiconductors may be lar~ely determined by inhomogeneities in

the structure, and examples such as crystallites, two phase materials,

density fluctuations, etc. have been sugc;ested. Now the space charge

regions or potential barriers associated with the inhomogeneities will

prevent a simple analysis of the Hall effect. The measured Hall mobility

is now an effective mobility. A simple model of a polycrystalline material

[5][6], gives the relation between the effective Hall mobility JtH ' and. e

the Hall mobility in a crystal /v1'HO'as

)JHo
t2

I + r.--
1:.1

f\Eexp kT

8.02.12---

~2 = 2 x barrier thickness

~I + Q 2 = diameter of crystallite

J).E = Barrier height.

On the basis of the present available data it is obviously highly

speculative to try and apply,this equation. However, to obtain an idea

of the values' of !JHe1) it predicts, let us consider that the Te-As
Ho

glasses consist of crystallites, the most likely composition being As2Te3,

being separated by regions of excess As (see 9.03.0). In the middle of

the composition range a crude estimate for the volume percentages of the

two constituents gives 8CY;b and 2Cf}~ respectively, which gives a rough. t
estimate of t~ = ~ (the final result in fact depends very little on this

result if barrier height is » kT). The height of the energy barrier ~ E

could take any value up to a f'ewtenths of an electron volt, values of

.05 ev, .1 ev and .2 ev are considered.

Under these conditions the following values for ftHe/jko are obtained
at room temperature
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fA -..:3: MHo
. He 3

,NHe
~ )J\Ho

TI-

PEe .cL PHO
1000 8.02.13---

b. E = .05 ev,

t:.E = -1 ev.

And it is expected that similar arguments :forother types of

inhomogeneities would produce similar values.

Hence under these conditions, whi.chmay very weLl,be the case in

amorphous semiconductors, the effective mobility is easily reduced by a
3 lA -1 2 -1 -1factor of 10 or more. A result o:ffV'l-Ie::::10 em volt sec' can again

be meaningful.

8.02.4 OTHER EXPL:\NATIONS

NoV! there may be further explanations for smallf~'H' other than out-

lined above. In particular Allgaier [7J suggests that the Hall effect

should never be treated as simply as is usually the case,and shoVJs that by

considering closely the shape of the E(k) surfaces such things as the

Hall Effect - Seebock Effect sign anomaly (3.02.0) are then easily explained.

The effect in the hopping region of conduction should also be studied.

Finally if the mean free paths are only of the order of the inter-atomic

spacings, then the maj_or fraction of the electron p3th is determined by the

fields of the scattering ions, and the simple Hall effect theory, again

cannot be applied.

SPACE CHARGE LHlIrrED CURRE.,'N'rS

For the phenomenon of space charge limited current to be observed in

a specimen of semiconductor, three requirements must be fulfilled. F'i.r-s t- . ,
the number of injected carriers must be in excess of the equilibrium
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number at the temperature of the measurement. Secondly, the contact to

the semiconductor must be an ohmic one. By this it is meant that at the

electrode-semiconductor interface there exists a reservoir of charge
1

carriers, whi.chcan be injected into the appropriate band, by the appJ,ic-

ation of an electric field (see also [7]). This reservoir could be the

conduction electrons of a metal, so long as E was .wi,thin a f'ewkT of the
F

edge of the conduction band, or more generally if the work function of the

metal is less than that of the semiconductor a virtual cathode will form

a reservoir as occurs in a simple valve in the insulating sp3.cebetween

cathode and anode.

The final condition is that at the temperature of the measurement

~ must be in the region of the forbidden gap where the density of traps

or localized states is not too large, sj_nce the position of EF would then

be fixed (this point is seen more clearly in the derivation of the I - V

characteristics as a function of trap dj_stribution as in 2.10.0).

~"ith the possibility of determining such important information it was

obviously desirable to attempt the.measurement on at least representative

glasses from the systems investigated. It wouLd give information on the

suitability of the electrode material, and as well as giving direct evidence

of the existence of the postulated localized states, if the I - V character-

istic could be fitted to.either of the closed forms, equation 2.10.8, the

actual distribution would be given.

The former of theahove two points is particularly important since it

could be argued that the high resistances and activation energies reported

in chapter 6 are attributable to a Schottky Barrier, or similar effect, at

the metal amorphous semiconductor junction. This is a common occurrence

in semiconductors and in making measurements on any new semiconducting

material the question of electrode material is of some importance. It

will in fact be shown that at least one metal commonly used for 1e ectrodes,
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does show some rectifying properties. Also discussed are some other

general points about contacts to amorphous semiconductors.

It was also possible to make the measurement of space charge limited

current on a thin evaporated film and to be able to compare this result

I'liththat produced for the bulk material.

SPACE CHARGE LJIvIITEDCURRENTS IN 80Se 20're

The only other amorphous material on which results of s.c.l.c. have

been published is selenium, where specimens were obtained as thin vacuum

deposited films. Measurements have been made by Lanyon and Spear [8J,

Hartke [9], and Lanyon [10]. Of these Hartke used gold as the electrode,

and found no difficulty in forming ohmic contacts, whilst IAnyon and Spear

used tellurium and platinum and in both cases found that a large voltage

had to be applied to the specimen before ohmic contacts were formed.

Some explanation of the forming process is given in their wor-k,

For the case of specimens of bulk produced 80Se 20Te using gold

electrodes it ...JaS assumed that the desired contact was formed immediately,

or else very rapidly once a voltage had been applied. The assumption is

based on the fact that s.c.l.c. could immediately be observed on applying a

voltage. Obviously no evidence can be put f'or-war-dto indicate whether the

contact was electron or hole injecting.

Before commencing measurements, the specimen is left in the dark for

a number of hours to allm'l photo-generated carriers to decay, and the

proper equilibrium density of free carriers to be reached. The specimens

wer e highly photoconductive and currents vrouLd increase by several orders

of magnitude on exposure to white light.

Characteristic of s.c.l.c., the current, upon increasing the voltage

to/auldincrease very rapidly, and then decrease slowly to a steady value,
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reached after several minutes. The process is reversed following a

decrease in voltage.

The results of three runs on a 5~f'specimen of bulk 80Se 20Te glass

are shown in figure 8.1. There is some scatter in the points due princip-

ally to-not taking measurements at equal time intervals after increasing

the current. The results are interpreted in terms of the analysis of

section 2.10.

From figure 8.1 it is seen that at high voltages the curve on a log

log plot becomes a straight line. ~rhisis the behaviour predicted by

equation 2.10.8 based on an exponential distribution of states. Also the

very low voltage range shows an ohmic behaviour again as predicted.

fl/
J = Canst V(V + V) kT

a 2.10.8

8.03.1---
On the basis of this equation, several properties of the distribution can

,
be established. The slope of the curve in figure 8.1 in the high voltage

region is 1.81 which according to 8.03.1 gives

1.81 = t:.kT + 1 8.03.2---
giving = .02 ev

The first point to notice is that for ~ = .02, oroZ.of chapter 6 = 5012."'(0,(=E)'
the tail of states extend .8 - .9 ev into the gap, which from the data of

figures 6.8 is-l.5 ev wide (E - E in the model of figure 6.1). Withoutc v

further information it is not possible to say which tail of states is being

referred to, whether conduction band or valence band. However such values

allow the density of states to fall to zero in the gap as also predicted

by the results of chapter 6.

Lanyon [10] in his measurements on Se found values of 6.. = .067 ev or
-1 .

d.....':: 15 ev , wh~ch implies the tail is much longer, in fact some 3.0 ev ,.whi.chis far wider than the gap itself, and represents a density of states
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in the middle of the gap of 1012 - 1014 states/cc/ev. Such large values

of 0(.bring into question the validity of equation 2.10.5 which requires

integration from FT to the end of the tail.

Having made this point concerning large values of 6. , it must be

pointed, out that values of jj. <, kT are also questionable. This is again

seen in the derivation of equation 2.10.4. The assumption made is that

after trapping, all states above EF are full and all those below empty,

viz" the low temperature form of the distribution function has been used.

This assumption is only justified if 6:, <, k'I", Unless this is fuLf i.l.Led ,

Pt the number of trapped holes (above ~) is in fact less than the number

of free holes, as is shown by the equation 2.10.6

N
= (--) 'VkT

NCl.

This is exactly opposite to the assumption Pt -:» P on which the analysis

p 8.03.3---

of 2.10 is based.

This does not·mean that the assumption Pt» P is not valid, but

requires that the full form of the distribution function be used in the

calculation of 2.10.4 since there wi.Ll.r be more trapped holes below ~ than

above it. The calculations rapidly become difficult since numerical methods

must be used and no closed form of I - V is obtainable.

The exact value ofo( must therefore remain in doubt. However the

s.c.l.c. were observed which was the principal object of the exercise.

,
EFFECTS OF' DIFFERENT ELECTRODE HATERIALS

To determine whether or not, other metals provided ohmic contacts the

above measurements were repeated using gold as one contact, and a second

metal as the other contact. rne experiment was completed using COpper and

then silver as the second contact. The results using gold-silver electrodes
are shown in figure 8.2.
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In neither case were the s.c.l.c. observed. For the case of silver ,
where forward and reverse currents were measured the specimen resistance

appeared smaller, when the gold contact (and specimen) was negative with

respect to the silver. This suggests that the semiconductor is 'n' type,

since a forward biasing in such a material requires it to be negative with

respect to the metal. However as Henisch [11] paints out when the

rectification is small this criterion is not reliable. Indeed the values

of the wor-k functions of the metals used suggest t.hat gold is in fact hole

injecting and during these measurements at least the semiconductor was P

type.

Cohen et al [12] suggest that good (i.e. non-rectifying) contacts will

always be made to amorphous semiconductors. The argument is based on the

fact that any barrier width vill be small,because of the large density of

localized states available to accommodate the space charge. Such barriers,

\'louldbe easily tunnelled through with little addition to the voltage

drop across the specimen.

8.03.3 S.C.L.C. IN 80Se 20TeVACUUH DEPOSrfED THIN FILH

It has been mentioned several times during this work that in the

author's opinion a distinction should be made between, thin film and bulk-

produced materials, and it is here possible to put forward a little evi-

dence to illustrate the point.

A thin film of 80Se 20Te was deposited over a gold contact using the

method of'simple evaporation described in 4.02.0. The second electrode

completing the sandwich was also of gold. The starting material was bulk-

produced amorphous 20Te 80Se as opposed to individual powders I and vias

evaporated from a molybdenum 'boat', in a vacuum of~ 10-5 torr. The film

"las brought to atmospheric pressure before the'second gold electrode was

deposited so that some contamination of one interface is expected.
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The current transient on increasinB voltage was again indicative of

s.c.l.c. The complete I - V curve is shown in figure 8.3.

At high voltages the current is increasing far more rapidly than

that of figure 8.1. A close investigation in fact shows that the curve

is much better described by

J = canst V f-, Vexp NT kT 8.03.4---
i.e. equation 2.10.8, which is the I - V rela.tionship based on a continuous,

distribution of localizedstates of density N'r/cc/ev. A plot of V against
•

log J in figure 8.4 for the high voltage points shows the exponential

dependence. The slope of this line according to equation 8.03.4 is

/> /NT •kT, and/, from the literature is given by

8.03.5---
assuming L = I and E:~ 2.

From the slope of the line in figure 6.4,aild writing kT = .025 ev

NT is given as

1 2 1015 -1 -1NT ~ • x cc ev

whLch is not an unreasonable value •.

There is therefore here, evidence that localized state distribution

in the gap is different depending on the method of preparation, i.e. thin

film or bulk-produced. The difference in electronic structure will be

related to the difference in the short range order, which will probably

be the combined effect of a slight composition change as well as a change

in the structure of the network.

This result will certainly have implications as far as other properties

of the materials are concerned and points out the importance of making the

distinction.
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·S.C.L.C. IN 60Se 40As

The measurement of 8.03.2 and 8.03.3 was repeated on a samplj from

the As-Se system, namely 60Se 40As.

Using a specimen of 30)~,no non-linear dependence of I vs V was

found. However two other similar characteristics were found: The

specimen was highly photoconductive, and, of more importance, the

characteristic transient currents wer-e observed. The decay time of the

current was however much reduced being only of the order of 1...2 seconds.

This strongly suggests a very large density of traps, which will have the

effect of pinning the Fermi level and thus preventing non-ohmic I vs V

characteristics.

This result is in qualitative agreement with that from optical

absorption which also predicts a large density of states in the band gap.

DISCUSSION AND SUNNARY

The principal object in making these measurements was to illuminate

the possibility of contact resistance as a source of high impedance .and

activation energy, and to obtain direct evidence of the existence of

localized states.

The first of the above two pOints, can be claimed fairly confidently.
for 80Se 20Te and somewhat less confidently for 60Se 40As.· To extend

these conclusions to other glasses in the respective systems should be

done with caution, but two points would support this: (1) that gold also

gives ohmic contact to amorphous Se [9] and, (2) that Eg for As":Se is

constant o~er much of the system (here again one should be careful since

electron affinity is the most important parameter).

The effect of localized states acting as traps was also observed,

although exact deductions of trap distributions were not possible.
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However it has been noted that non-linear I -,V characteristics will only

occur if ~ actually moves through the locali.zed state distribution. It

has also been stated that serious overlap of the bands (as the results of

chapter[7]and Lanyon [9] imply) would act to pin the Fermi level. Since

non-linearity was observed, it can be assumed that ~ is not pinned and

that the band overlap is not serious. 'I'heresult of conductivity as a

function of temperature for SOSe 20Te (chapter 6) also predicted c<values

wh i.ch would give only a small amount of band overlap so that the two

experiments can be said to agree. One must also remember however that

values of cJ__ ·from optical absorption measurements do not agree (see 7.06.1

and 7.06.5) with this result.

Evidence has also been given to suggest that localized sate

distributions are different for bulk produced and 'thin film' produced

materials,and it is recommended that some caution should be observed in

generalising theories to accommodate both of these classes of amorphous

materials.
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COl'-1MENTSON pnCBOSTR~RE

9 •.01.0 INTRODUCTION

Of the eighteen glasses investigated in this study, only two had

been previously reported in the literature. Consequently there were no

data. available concerning even very fundamental and simple properties

such as density, which would normally be one of the first measurements

made on any new material.

This measurement wou Ld be an essential one in the study of micro-

structure, and it would be expected that any drastic change in micro-

structure which occurs on varying the composition wit.h i.na given system

wou.Ld result in a change in the density. It vias in fact fer this second

rea sen that the measurement was made. Because of its partial success in

previding infermation abcut .onesystem, it became a reutine measurement.

It has been stated in chapter Lf that X-ray diffraction, using the

Debye Scherrer technique was tc be appl~ed te all glasses as a test for

~~orphousness. The results .ofthese tests are alsc discussed in this

chapter. Scme results concerning the structure of the devitrified

materials are alse given where it is theught that they might centribute

to knowledge of the original glass.

9.02.0 DE.I\ISITY
.,

The results of d.c. conductivity .onthe Se-As system showed a peak

in certain parameters .of the steichemetric AS2 Se3 c.ompositi.on,and in

chapter six .one.ofthe suggested causes of the behavi.our was that the

material consisted of two phases. One of these phases was presumed t o be

A~se3 and the ether selenium or arsenic depending upon which side .ofthe

stoichemetric composition was being censidered. Such a drastic change in
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microstructure on passing through AS2 Se.,wou Ld , it was thought , show
) U

up in measurements of density, e..ndhence the measurements were made.

The measurement was made on all systems and results for each are
discussed separately.

S1'LENIUl'-1 ARSENIC SYSTEM

The results of den,sity-versus compoai.tion arc shown in figure 9.1.

'lne form of the dependence immediately suggests something more than a

continuous charge of composition occurring in a completely, and ideally

random structure. Two other facts are pointed out. The density of

amorphous AS2 Se3 is vIithin 2% of the density of crystalline AS2 Se
3
,

in contrast. the densities of crystalline and amorphous Se are much

and

fUrther removed, the differenc~ exceeding 10'/0.

Yne latter points made in the above paragraph are considered first:

If these disordered structures can be considered as perturbations of the

structure of the equivalent crystal, then the results of figure 9.1 must

lead to the suggestion that amorphous AS2 Se7- is less disordered than for
,J

example amorphous Se. Just what differences there are in the extent of

the disorder, and what this v!ill mean in terms of lengths of band tails

cannot be said (the results on these materials in chapters 6 and 7 cannot

lead to any positive conclusions about this point). It will however be

shown later in this chapter that this argument of a less disordered

structure is upheld by results of attempting to devitrify the glasses.

As has already been stated there is also information suggesting Se-As

glasses are two phase on either side of _the stoichemetric compced.tion , and

the further evidence given by density measurements is now discussed.

Consider the selenium rich side of AS2 S~3' and the possibility of two

phases existing, one AS2 Se3 and the other Se, where both are amorphous.
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In this case, the densities of the resulting glasses will lie on the

line passine through the points corresponding to selenium and amorphous

AS2 Se3. This is the case down to SOSe 20As. For glasses contairiing

less than approximately 20 At.% arsenic this structure would appear to

break down. It is known from other wor-k (see 6.06.1 ) that small

additions of arsenic to pure amorphous selenium are used in cross linking

the chains and rings of the selenium network. From these facts it could

be argued that aomewhere between 10-20 At.% arsenic a Se-As structure
)

becomes established and is present as a second phase.

On the arsenic rich side, the density again falls off linearly with

composition up to 60 At.% arsenic. The form of the excess arsenic if in

fact it exists must, on the basis of X-ray results be amorphous. No

report of an amorphous phase of arsenic has been published to the author's

knowledge and there is no reason why it should appear as a second phase in

Se-As glasses, so on this information the two phase argument breaks down.

The idea that the system at least over the range 20-60 Atomic %
arsenic is two phase can obviously be considered complementary with the

above, "more disordered - less disordered" argument.

9.02.2 SELENIID1 TELLu.nm·j SYSTEM

There is little that can be deduced from the results for this system

shown in figure 9.2.

In chapter 6 it was deduced that although additions of Te up to

20 At.% in selenium reduced the size of the forbidden energy gap, the

lengths of the band tails remained approximately constant. The results of

figure 9.2 shov that up to the same composition the density increases with

Te content. This will obviously be the result if the heavier tellurium
atoms are simply replacing selenium atoms in a random network. This
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substitution would require no further ordering of the structure, and

wouLd uphold the argument that the lengths of the band tails remain

constant for additions of up to 20 Atomic % tellurium.

If density is related to disorder then the result for 75Se 25Te

Hould indicate a more disordered structure for this glass. On this

basis it has already been argued in chapter 6 that this glass is not

representative of the rest of the system, and results of electrical

measurements support this conjecture.

THE TELLURIUH ARSENIC SYST111

The increase in density of the as quenched material' as tellurium

content is increased, can again be simply associated with the replacement

of arsenic by heavier tellurium atoms in some random arsenic-tellurium

lattice.

There was evidence that heat treating for very short times, i.e. a

few minutes, at approximately l500C would produce increases in density.

This occurred for the specimen of 50Te 50As which showed the anomalous

-J:>ehaviourof conductivity at 10\ll temperature. The density increased to

5.63 from 5.58 gms/cc. The experiment could not be repeated because of
oinsufficient material, but all glasses devitrified rapidly at 250 C so

that a preliminary increase in density may be expected.

The density of the crystalline phase of 60Te 40As which would be

useful as a comparison is unfortunately not kno~m.

X-RAY DIFFRACTION

Using copper K",z X-rays ( A ::: 1.541 ~) and the Debye Scherrer

technique, all glasses, with one exception, showed no long range order,

as deduced from the powder diffraction patterns.
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This result must be interpreted in terms of the analysis of 4.0Ll.1.

In fact, for the Se-As and Se-~e Glasses it was not even possible to

detect the diffuse lines often associated with short range order in

amorphous materials (see fig. 4.4 for typical example). If the compl~te-

1y diffuse patterns t!IJ.atwere obtained, are assumed to consist of a number

of lines sufficiently diffuse as to be indistinguishable then using the

equation (see4.04.4)

Half 't'lidth .89 x A '
D Cos tj 9.03.1---

wouLd indicate that any crystallite would be less than approximately 50 it
in any dimension. However in these two systems the compositions were not

generally stoichemetric and also from the evidence that will be given

later in this section the idea of a two phase structure is refuted. Hence

the probability of these materials consisting of small crystallites is m3.de

much smaller. The implication is that these compositions actually form

ideal random structures.

For the Te-As glasses, some structure was suggested in the diffract-

ion patterns, an example of one of the patterns is given in figure 9.4.

This result again interpreted from the viewpoint that the material consists

of very small crystallites, suggest a crystallite size of ~ 80 ~ .

The one glass for which sharp lines were seen in the".diffraction

pattern was selenium. 1bree attempts were made to produce the material

free of this "defect" but it vas present in each" case. The lines were in

fact very weak and were superimposed on the diffuse background character-

istic of other selenium containing glasses, hence the volume fraction of

the crystals was expected to be very small. They are not therefore

suspected of affecting the electrical or optical properties of the amorphous

phase'. It is worth noting that such samples of selenium exhibited

conchoidal fracture similar to all other glasses, a fact which illustrates

the limitations of the fracture surface test.
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To further prove or disprove that atoi.chernetr-Lcselenium - arsenic

(slass, VJaS less disordered than others in this system, a simple test was

made on the ease of devitrification. The stoichemetric glass, plus one
ofrom either side namely 70Se 30As and 505e 50As were heat treated at 220 C

for 24 hours. After this time only the 60Se 40As glass had devitrified.

llei.ther of the other hIO glasses indicated any change of structure (as

determined from X-Ray diffraction). Interpreting devit~ification ~s simply

an ordering of the structure one can conclude that either (a) AS2 se) is

less disordered or (b) the structure is less compf.Lcat.ed, which h"o state-

ments could of course be considered synonymous. The idea of a two phase

structure is not supported by this result, since a separate phase of

amorphous AS2 Se3 would presumably devitrify as rapidly as did the 100',{

AS2 Se3 specimen.

It is seen from figure 9.4 that the devitrified AS2 Se3 also has a

highly distorted structure, 'This is deduced by the splitting of the

strongest lines corresponding to the AS2 se3 structure [1), which can be

attributed to variations in the crystal symmetry.

Arsenic - tellurium glasses devitrified above approximately 220
0G

to show the structure of arsenic - telluride AS2 Te3 [2]. For the comp-

0051 tion farthestremoved from the stoichemetric one, namely 40Te 60As, it

\'lasalso possible to detect the strongest lines of the arsenic structure

[3] indicating that in the devitrified material arsenic, and arsenic _,

telluride are present as separate phases.

Selenium - tellurium glasses devitrified rapidly above 8ooc. The

glass containing the highest tellurium content devitrified to show the"

selenium structure only (figure 9.4) [4J.

TH::; GLASS FOI~i"~INGLIMITS

This chapter is concluded with a st~temcnt of the glass forming
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limits for binary combinations of arsenic - selenium - tellurium, as

determined by this study. 'J.'hestatement is given in figure 9.5.

i

In this figure the dashed lines are not intended to represent the

glass formi.ng limits of the ternary glasses, but they would be expected

to provide a good starting point 'in investigating the ternary system.

'.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

10.01.0 INTRODUCTORY NOTE

This final ch~pter summ3.rizes only the more important (and

positively identified) conclusions. It is intended to be brief, since

full discussions of the results are given.in the results and discussion

sections of the various chapters.

10.02.0 TrIEDEN3ITY OF STATES IN AHO'RPHOUS SEfHCONDUCTORS

The theoretical ideas that were discussed in chapter 3, suggested

that a model exists which will describe the essential features of the

density of states for amorphous semiconductors. This model summarized in

figure 6.1 should apply to a.very large range of disordered solids.

It has been possible from the experimental results to substantiate

to a large extent this model, and to show that it applies to all of the

materials considered. The existence of the postulated localized states

below the conduction band and above the valence,band has been clearly

demonstrated in conductivity,' and space charge limited current measure-

ments. These states were assumed to act as acceptor and donor states
. 1 ,

respectively. Then from the results of computer calculations and measure-

ment, between which there was considerable agreement, it was shown that at

·very low conductivities t~e E!.ctivationenergy describing the conduc tdon \olaf?

associated with excitation to these localized states, i.e. the conduction

was extrinsic, becoming intrinsic at higher temper-atures , The calculations

and measurements also clearly indicated why, in general, measurements above

room'temperature only, lead to the erroneous conclusion that intrinsic

conduction always persists (see 1.04.1).
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It was not possible from the conductivit~ or s.c.l.c. measurement

to obtain an exact value of the lengths 9f tails of states. However

estimates made in both cases strongly suggested they wer-e such that N(E)

became unity \Vithin a f'ew tenths of an electron volt from the band edges.

The same general behaviour of the conductivity, in particular the

temperature dependence of the activation energy, applied to all glasses.

Such a result supports the conjecture that certain features of the

proposed model \ViIIbe applicable to a large range of materials.

Also supporting the general features of the model is the remarkably

close agreement in all cases of the0 value. This parameter is theo

infinite temperature value of the conductivity 0: in the normal intrinsic

semiconductor expression for the conductivity. It has been argued that

this agreement suggests approximately equal values in each case for the

density of states at the band edges.

The proposed model, \Vasalso used to calculate the optical absorption

.coefficient as a function of photon energy. (Band to band transitions

wer-e considered to be the dominant absorption mechanism.) The calculations

wer-e based on the density of states product for the conduction and valence

band edges, and justification for this straightforward approach was given.

Assuming the tails of states to decay exponentially the theoretical

absorption edges were not surprisingly also exponential, and the results

of experiment agreed \'liththis. However as was discussed there are other

explanations of exponential edges Rnd these should not be overlooked in a

close examination of the effect.

From the calculations, a law was derived which gave the length of

the longest tail (i.e. conduction or valence band) in terms of
Q (logicK)

oh)' .

the gradient

of the absorption edge, The extent of the tails as deduced

from the absorption measurement using the relationship \VeTe not in agreement



\"liththe estimates deduced from conductivity and s.c.x.c. measurement.

In all cases the absorption measurements predicted longer tails. Also,

in the Se-Te system, absorption measurements could be interpreted ito show

that the tail length decreased as tellurium replaced selenium in the

lattice, implying that tellurium decreased this disorder. However from

the form of the log 0 vs ~ curves for glasses in this system it was

argued that in fact the tail length, or more exactly the number of states

in the tail rem9.ined approximately constant, i.e. the degree of disorder

did not chane;e.

In the discussion it was suggested that amongst other possibilities

the method of calculating K(hv ) may be brought into question to explain

the discrepancy.

HOBILITY OF CH!\liGE CARRIERS

If the standard interpretation of the Hall effect as applied to

crystalline materials with long mean free paths is valid here (and this

.has been questioned), it must be concluded that the Hall mobility and
-2 2 -1 -1probably the drift mobility are very small < 10 cm - V sec' (In the

model this statement applies to states above E or below E). In explan-
c v

ation of this result it has been pointed out that one should ascribe this

value to an effective Hall mobility, which will be reduced from the real

value by intrinsic conduction or a polycrystalline type microstructure.

10.04.0 OTHER CONCLUSIONS

The amorphous nature of all the materials VIas verified by X'_ray

diffraction and this, together with measurements of density and the results

of C1evitrification experiments, suggests that the term "random structure"

may well describe these glasses. The suggestions of two phase structures

and polycrystallinity were not generally supported.
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Experiments entailing sp&ce charge limited current measurement

gave further strong evidence for the existence of localized states, and

eliminated the possibility of contact phenomena being the source of the

high impedances and activation energie::>. Comparison of thin film and

bulk produced samples, ostensibly of the same composition, gave r8sults,

interpreted as ehow i.ngconsiderable differences in the localized state

distribution.

'I'he likelihood of conduction in Lcca LLzed s cate regions, by a

thermally activated tu.nnelling ('hopping') process wa s raised in chapter' 3.

An anomalous conductivity - temperature - electric field characteristic in

two annealed glasses was thought to be associated Viit.h such a mechanism.

A very low field dependence of conductivity associated with the effect

could not be explained by any we Ll,established field effect.

10.05.0 SUGGESTIONS FOR FlY./.TH~R 'oiORK~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The range of experiments and materials still to be studied in the

.field of amorphous semiconductors is vast. It·is not possible to select

any preferential area in which to work. However to help answer some of

the more specific questions raised in this work the following should be

completed:

Firstly, the measurement of conductivity should be carried out to

its lowest possible limit. It should be possible for many of the glasses

studied here, to reduce the measured a by another one or two orders of

magnitude. Suitable specimen shapes and electric fields would enable this

to be done. The results wouLd help to verify whether or not at low

temperatures the activation energy does in fact reach a constant value.

The question of the effect of impurities in disordered solids has

from time to time been raised. Some controlled experiments to give more

understanding of just what their effect is wouLd be greatly beneficial.
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Electron microscopy applied to any of these glasses \-JOuldalso greatly

assist in the interpretation of results, and in particular the question of

the microstructure would be finally solved.

Two areas of theoretical work in particular might give useful

information. Firstly, a calculation of absorption coefficient based on a

more refined "model than that of chapter 7 would be worthwhile, since it is

particularly important to know whe ther- or not length of tails of state can

be found in the manner suggested. Secondly, an understanding of the Hall

effect in disordered systems will be required if this measurement- is to

produce the weaLt.hof information achi.evedfor crystalline semiconductors.


